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PREFACE 

THE purpose of the present study is to elucidate in a 
realistic way the viking traffic and possibly contribute a 
chapter to economic history. 

My interest in the viking traffic and my decision to at
tempt an interpretation of it is in good part due to a number 
of comments on the activities of the Swedes in Russia in 
viking times by Professor V1adimir G. Simkhovitch. I am 
further indebted to Professor Simkhovitch for stimulating 
advice during the preparation of the study. I owe a great 
debt of gratitude to Dr. Joseph Dorfman, Columbia Uni
versity, for his thorough criticism and numerous sugges
tions, especially with regard to the organization of the 
material. Professor John H. Wuorinen, Columbia Uni
versity, gave me much valuable advice in matters pertaining 
to Scandinavian history. My appreciation is also extended 
to Professors Leo Wolman and Arthur R. Burns, Columbia 
University and Dr. Robert L. Sharp, Wheaton College, who 
have read the manuscript. Miss Hamet Peck, Librarian of 
RensseIear Polytechnic Institute, has aided me greatly in 
making available a number of necessary books. 

S. A. A. 
Tltov, NEW You: 
JUNE, 1936. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

THE era of viking domination of the economic life of a 
great part of Northwestern Europe and Western Russia is 
generally referred to as the viking age.' This age, as a 
distinct period in European history, may be said to begin 
with the attacks by the Northmen upon Lindisfarne and 
Jarrow toward the end of the eighth century and to close 
about the middle of the eleventh century.' With a varying 
degree of intensity, this period was marked by unprecedented 
piratical and marauding activities in England, France, on 
the shores of the Mediterranean and in Russia. But spor
adic attacks had been common for centuries prior to the 
advent of the viking age.' Since the time of Caesar, the 

'The most commonly accepted explanation of the origin of the term 
"viking'" is that it is derived from "vik," an Old Norse word for bay. 
still used in the present day Norwegian and Swedish. It is the contention 
that the rovers of the North received their name from the fact that the 
base of their operations was invariably situated in such a "vile It or land~ 
locked and placid inlet or bay. Cf. lohannes C. H. R. Steenstrup, 
No,.".,.,.,..,., (Copenhagen, 1876-1878), vol. iv, pp. 1li2-16J; Fridtiof 
Nans ... , [,1 NorlMnt Mina (New York, 1911), vcl. i, p. 224; A. Bugge, 
No'gu Hi.rton. (Oslo, 1909), Bind i, Dd 2, po ?I; and T. D. Kendrick, 
A History of In. Vikings (London, 1911), p. 2. (Oslo, formedy Chris
tiania, is indicated as the place of publication even where the title page 
bears the latter name. 

• The monastery of Lindisfarne was situated on the Holy Island and 
that of larrow a few miles further south, both on the North Sea coast 
of England. 

'See Oscar Montelius, "Sveriges forbinde1ser med andra l.inder i 
forhistorisk tid," in Ftslskrift tilwg1fGd C. G. MaI_triim (Stockholm, 

II 



I2 VIKING ENTERPRISE 

Northmen, as well as the peoples immediately to the south 
of them, had launched attacks upon various parts of Europe. 
Tacitus describes the Swedes as being powerful in the Baltic 
because of their" men, weapons and fteets." The North
men also played a role in the Volkerwandemngen, as is 
shown by the references to the Eruli. 1'he latter 'tribe once 
sent to Thule for a leader, and a contingent of them is said 
to have " returned home to Gothaland." These earlier ac
tivities, however, never attained the size and intensity that 
characterized the operations of the viking period proper. 

The vikings came from the North, more particularly from 
the regions which now include the kingdoms of Sweden, 
Denmark, Norway and Iceland. Only in a general way is it 
possible to localize the field of operation of the various 
nationalities concerned. It appears that the Swedes con
centrated their efforts on the East Baltic, Russia, Constan
.tinople and the Near East, the Danes on the Carolingian 
Empire and England, and the Norwegians focused their 
attention on. Ireland, Scotland and a number of other parts 
of the West." But people from anyone of the regions of 

1897). pp. 16-22; Kaspar Zeus. Die D...tschm ....a di# NtKlrbar_ 
(Munich, 11\37), p. 441; Kart Mallenholf, BetnJJJf (Berlin, 188g), l' '9; 
aDd R. E. M. Wheeler, Lorttl<m M..,....,. CtJI8logllU, no. • (1927), l' '/ . 

.. The terms "Swedes," "Danes)t and I1 Norwegians n are here used. 
to designate the peoples of the apprDXimate regions that now COIIStitute 
SwedoD, Denmark aDd Norway. Except for the district of Sc:aDia in the 
south and Viken, the region west of Lake Vinen>, Sweden included 
almost all of its present day territory. Sweden contained a Dumber of 
independent units, each governed aeeerdiog to its own lam. However, 
these units aeted together in time of need, and appear to have recognized 
the rule of a single king after the eighth century (Birger Nerman, 
Dd _kG meN .. ppk_, S'<l<kbolm, '90S, l' 266). The_ts 
of Othere and Walf,tan, in conjunction with King Alfred's own obs ..... -
tions, show that iD the beginning of the viking period Denmark was 
divided into two states: one occupying Jutla!!d, and the other comprising 
Zealand. the islands and Scania (Alfred the Great, Jf Dmriptiott of 
EUf'O/># mid tM Voyages of 01"" mid Wrdf-. Bosworth's eeL, Lon-
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the North mentioned above. sought their fortune also where 
Northmen from other parts held sway, either independently 
or .in conjunction with them. .. Ulf had three times col
lected tribute in England," states a runic inscription on a 
stone near Orkesta parish church in Uppland, Sweden. 
Another Swedish rune-stone at Hogby in Ostergotland bears 
the following inscription: 

Five sons begot GuUe. 
a farmer good. 
At Fyris feU Asround, 
unafraid warrior. 
Atsur succumbed 
in East in Greece. 
Halvdan was 
in Bornbolm slain, 
Kare at Dundee, 
and dead is Boe.· 

In the Irish and the English chronicles the terms gener
ally applied to the vikings are Dani and N ormanni or N orlh
manni. The majority of the vikings in the West were 
Danes and Norwegians, but the records show that there were 
also Swedes among them. It is said about the Byzantine 
Varangians, who were predominantly Swedes, that .. the 
people whom the Greeks call Russi are by others called N M-

don, ,8ss). Cf. Kendric:k, o~. m., p. 94- It was not until the tenth cen
tury that HaraId Gormsson brought all Denmark under his rule. See 
Erik Arup, D_rlu Hm.,;, (Copenhagen, 1925), vo!. t pp. 122 et stq. 
Periodically, Vestfold and other parts of Norway may ha"e been 0011-

trolled by Denmark. See EiMardi AmraI.s (od. G. H. PerU, M.
_. G.......,.;"e Historic.., Scri~ttw'" Hanover, ,&26, voI. ii, p. 200) ; 
cl. Kendric:k, 0'. cit., P. \l4, DOte 2. At the dawn 01 the 'riking era, 
Norway was divided into a number of di,tricts or states. The unification 
..... effected by Harald Fairhair at the turn of the ninth and tenth """'" 
!uti... Th. district of Viken belonged to Norway • 

• The last line suggests that Boo merely died a natural death. Fyris 
is a river in Uppland, Sweden, near which a famous battle took place. 
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manni, because of the location of their homeland.u , An 
Icelander Wl\S a captain in the Emperor's Guard at Constan
tinople, and there were also Norwegians and Danes in large 
numbers among the Northmen in the East.' 

The 'viking activities dominated an epoch in- the history 
of Northwestern Europe and Russia. This study has for 
its purpose to shed some light upon the character of these 
activities. Any attempt to understand the viking movement 
requires first of all a consideration of the material condi
tions and the institutions of the North itself.' 

• LifMltralfll. Woriu, v, 6. The Varangi .... were the members of the 
Emperor's Guard at Constantinople. The term was also applied ID the 
Northmen in Russia. See Tile R..m- PriIIr4ry Clc,DfIide. 

• S_ of B_ Niol, 32; StuD ~ru (1. Olrik'. traIISl. ill-iv. 
P.41). For a spirited discussino of the natiouality of the participaots in 
the viking enterprises, see Steeaslrup, 0;. <it. vol. ii, pp. 1.)-14; Gustsv 
Storm, Kmw.. bidrag oil viking.hdnts IJUtom (Oslo, 1s,8), pp. la.. 
191 aDd No.sk HUt. Tidskrift. z RlZkIu, z Bind (d!8I). pp. 271493-
SteeDstnJp maintained !bat the vikings in England and Frauce were al
most entirely Danes while Sto<m pointed out that many of them un
questionably came from Norway. 

• Since I have made considerable use of the saga material in my attempt 
to describe the institutions of the North, it may be proper at this juncture 
ID offer a few comments on their historical reliability. 

The saga Iitera~ with a few .-ptions, originated in Iceland, but 
drew its impulses from the Scandinavian North .. a whole. The events 
that the _ depict. insofar .. they _ historical. took place in the 
years from about 930 to about IOJO (KDat Liestol, Tile Origm of t10e 
lc.u-Jir Fmnily S_ Oslo, 1930, 1'- lOS). DuriDg the eI....uh cen
tury. these events. historical aDd fictitions, crystallized into a tradition 
which for several ceuturies .... told &Dd retold to ...,......rung gmer
atiOJlS. Most of the _ were committed to parcbment dariJJg the period 
from about n20 to about I2JO. The oldest written saga !mown. the 
SagtJ of S,nJlt Oltw. was written down in 1_ probably about the 
,..... 1160 (HaIvc1an Kobt, Tile Old Norse S_. New York, llU1, 
pp. 36-49; Liestol, 0;' <it •• Po 49). 

Liestol states !bat "the _ ale oar most important sourteS of in
formation ~ing the history of Iceland during the period of more _ 
a hundred years; &Dd the information they contain regarding Iif. &Dd 
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customs of those times is of immense historic:.a1 value for the study, not 
only to Iceland, but of Scandinavian and even German culture" (ot. rif~ 
Po ,8.). The sagas are, says Halvdan Koht, "aI~ balancing between 
fiction and history, and one ean never decide" #iD"; to which the. balance 
may gravitate.» But in spite of the large fictional element in them, they 
still contain enough facts which «alone permit us to wrjte the hlstory of 
centuries" (ot. rif., pp. 138-139). G. Gathorne-Hardy believes that # it 
is a mistake to classify saga as fiction.." Commenting upon the many 
unqucstiouabIy incredible incidents and details- surrounding the story of 
Erting Skalgscm and the admioistratino of his estate found in the Sag;' 
of Saint Olae, Gathorne-Hardy states that .•• «yet the whole story may 
be said to be really truer than truth; it briogs before the reader, in unfor
gettable form, the essential clash of interests which characterized this 
reign" (Norwoy, London, 19O5, 1>. 139). 

No historical structure can be built with the material which the Old 
Norse literatnre has to offer. But when the sagas are used in combinatino 
with the provincia11aw codes, runic inscriptions and the non-Scandinavian 
literary sources dealing with the North, a picture of the Northmen and 
their mode of making a living may be obtained. 



CHAPTER "I! 

MATERIAL BACKGIlOUND 

LONG before the period of intensive exploitation abroad. 
as weD as during that period,. the . Northmen dwelt in the 
northern lands, deriving a livin, from agriculture, fishing 
and hunting. In the ~g age proper, we find that some 
of them were"engaged in trade, to augment the returns de
rived from piracy and plunder; others followed trade as a 
primaty occupation, but their number, relatively speaking, 
does not appear to have been great! With the exception 
of the outlaws, who chose inaccessible cliff-islands for their 
headquarters, the viking entrepreneurs, marauders as well 
as traders, lived on their estates or homesteads in the winter 
or when not trave1ing about pursuing their business. Even 
the famous merchants of Gotland resided on estates located 
inland, a distance away from the shore or trading towns, 
and came to the latter only on specifically designated days 
for commerce.' Only Hedeby-Slesvik and Birka had a 
resident population living solely from trade. Hedeby
Slesvik, however, was predominantly a Frisian town, and 
in Birka, a large part of the population was likewise Frisian" 

1 W. VOle!. G.schiehl. tier deutse"'" S.escMlltJllrl (Berlin, 1915), 1>- 99-
aA. Schuc:k, F~ '924. p. 11 • 
• That Bir!ca was of Frisian origin and inhabited cbie6y by FrisiaDs 

was fir.t suggested by Knut Stjerna (Hi.rtorislr T;,ukriff fOr SMMltmd, 
iii, l909. pp. I,.s" seq.) , who based his conclusions upon the archaeologi
cal find.. See, however. H. Schiick. Bir"" (Upsala. 1910), pp. I~ and 
Svon Tunberg, Slvditr rOnmde S""ndintwinJ,& 0ldrnJ polilis"lJ inde"';"g, 
(Upsal., I9II). 1>- ,gII. 

16 
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AGRICULTURE 

The basic society of the Northmen was-one of landed pro
prietors. • It was the custom that the young men -should 
serve a sort of Wanderjahr in far-off places as marauders, . -
as Varangians in the East, -and occasionally as traders. 
Approaching middle age, or even earlier in life, most vikings 
retired to become country squires or to enter the service of 
landed men. But few of the estates were sufficiently large 
to permit the former vikings to maintain their accustomed 
standard of living. Old Rettil, one of the saga personages, 
is said to have reminded his indifferent and lackadaisical son 
Thorstein that .. in the past it was the custom among prom
inent men, kings, jarls, and other equals of ours to fare 
a-viking in order to acquire honor and riches. The wealth 
thus accumulated was generally not passed on from father 
to son, but was placed in the mound with the owner himself. 
Even if the sons inherited their father's possessions, they 
were unable to maintain the estates unless they took part in 
an expedition overseas now and then." 'Likewise, Erling 
Skalgson, the brother-in-law of King Olav, .. was often out 
in summer on plundering expeditions, and procured for him
self means of living; for he continued his usual way of 
high and splendid living, although he had fewer and less 
certain land rents than in the days of King Olav, his 
Kinsman,u a 

'The word «allmog, It which in modern S~dish denotes the agrarian 
class meant originally fC the whole group If or .. the people," and in the 
evolution of the meaning of this word alone, one may see a reason for 
believing that the farmers or the cultivators of the soil at one time con
stitul<d the entire population of Svreden (H. Hildebrand, Swrif/<$ 
_de/lid, Stockholm, ,871h vol. i, p. 63) • 

• Job. A. Enancier, Vd", faders si ..... fag: f.,.,.Mrdiska karaktersdtag 
leckttadt efter deto is/iirtdska .... go/i""""" ... (Stockholm, 1894), p. 86. 

• H<i"",kringla, Soga of Saw 0/"",2. 
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In Sweden the land was divided into towns and neighbor
hoods, and single farms or estates. No neighborhoods or 
villages were fOWld in Norway; each family lived on its own 
estate. T The village had for its nucleus the cultivated fields 
of the various farmers with their homes and bat!i.s. Outside 
were other fields and pastures belonging to the individual 
farmers, the common pastures, and lastly the common 
forests.' The single farm or estate was an independent ec0-

nomic and social unit, and its owner exercised powers that 
virtually made him a petty king. There were instances 
where one man owned extensive areas, but small farms 
cultivated by the owner, the members of his family and 
perhaps a female slave were also quite common.' A farm 
of twelve cows and oxen and two horses was considered a 
fair-sized estate. to But many parts of the North afforded 
only limited possibilities for agricultur.e. Othere said about 

. Norway that "all the land suitable for grazing or cultiva
tion lies by the sea, and is in many places very rock-bound." 11 

"While there are large forests in most provinces in Ger
many," wrote Adam of Bremen, "they are even denser in 
Jutland, where the people abandon the soil because of its 
infertility. • . . In some sections there is hardly a spot that 
is cultivated and inhabitable. But where the fjords cut 
into the land, large towns are situated" 12 

• Knut Gjerset, A HUttwJI of '''' N_ui<m Peotw (New York, 
1915), vot. i, p. UI. 

a Cf. Hildebrand, op. &it~ p. 178; see also Axe) Olrik, Viltillg Civilisa
tion (New York, 1930), p. 25. 

o A runic inscription from Uppland, Sweden, reveals that a certain man, 
Jarlabanke by DlIIIle, owned the entire parish of Tiby in that pro~ 
See OUo VOIl Friesen, HistDriska nminskrifkr, in FOf'MlijrHIe7J~ .l9OSh 
P. 83. 

,. Emil Sommarin, Tr.ldo ...... i Norde", V<rdolOdi ....as""fl.,. "". 104 
(Stoekholm, 1917), p. u. 

U Alfred the Great, op. &it. (Bosworth's trans., p. 13). 
1. Gem H~gmris eccksiM tolJliji&fmJ. iv, I. 
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Most of the cleared land was under continual cultivation, 
and a system of crop rotation was not practiced until after 
the viking period. The Northmen were aware, however, 
of the advantages of allowing the land to lie fallow and 
of using such land for pasture. Stable manure was the only 
known fertilizer, but the quantities used were insufficient to 
maintain fertility of the soiL 18 Barley, oats, rye and per
haps some wheat were raised. Other crops included beans, 
peas, and turnips, and flax and hemp." Grain-growing as 
such was secondary in importance to cattle-raising, even in 
Denmark and Southern Sweden, where a higher agricultural 
development had been reached than elsewhere in the Scan
dinavian North.'" Oxen were generally used in the fields, 
while horses, being more scarce and valuable, were as a 
rule the property of the wealthy and used for hunting and 
warfare. The cattle were allowed to roam at will in the 
forests and the waste lands. In severe winters large num
bers starved to death. Throughout the North even the 
draught horses, where such were found, had to find their 
sustenance by themselves. The numerous· swine remained 
out in the open the greater part of the time and seem to 
have fed chiefly on acorns." In the northernmost inhab
ited part of the Scandinavian peninsula, the farmers brought 
their cattle to the mountain pastures for the summer months. 
The vikings learned many things pertaining to agriculture 
while sojourning in foreign lands, particularly the impor
tance of root crops." 

U V. Gudmundsson, "A.cktrbau n in Hoops' Rtall • .rik"" tkr G ....... 
A.lt._ktmdt. 

,.& See Adam of Brement 0/1. cil,) iV1 4, S, 7. 21, 30; cf. also A. Bugge, 
Norges Hi.storie~ Bind i, Dd I, p.. 23; and V. Gudmundsson, loc. cit. 
,. Gudmundsson and KMund, in Paul's G1'UIIIlris. tkr G ....... Philglog;" 

vot ill, pp. 456-458. 
1 T A. Bugge, 1' .... ,1"""-. ind/1:;dels< taG ntmlb........ og .«mg 

tumltn .. nd~. yd" kol""', Lew_I, og Samfottdsforhold i V ikingdiden 
(0.10, 1905), pp. 254-.630 
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Iceland and Norway were known for their large herds of 
sheep. In northern Scandinavia reindeer were kept in large 
numbers. According to King Alfred's account, Othere had. 
"when he came to the king. six hundred tame reindeer of 
his own breeding." " Bee culture was also (If some im
portance. especially in Sweden, where the province of Varrn
land had become famous for its honey." 

BUNTING AND FISHING 

Hunting or trapping occupied a prominent place in the 
lives of the N orthmen in viking times"· J ordanes. who 
wrote in the sixth century, points to the existence in his day 
of an extensive export trade in furs which was carried on 
by the Swedes with Rome. 81 Several centuries later, accord
ing to the sagas, there were many people in the North who 
made a living by "hunting on land ~d water." .. 

Fishing was always an important source of livelihood 
in the North. Fresh water fishing was not insignificant, 
but salt water fishing provided a living for a larger number 
of people. The Northmen of the viking era went regularly 
to the fishing banks off shore. Cod fishing was pursued 
along the entire coast of Norway and gave to the region 
called Halogaland the economic strength for which it became 
known in viking times." During the viking period and 
practically throughout the Middle Ages, herring came in 

U Alfred the Great, op. cif., P. 1:2. 

,. K. W.inhold, AlIHordischu Leb ... (Berlin, .856), p. 8g. 

eo This is attested to by a wealth of archaeological finds, a number of 
roclc-carvings, as well as statements by the early writers dealing with the 
S<andinavian North (A. E. Holmberg, Nordbo .. fIII4er hedftlJlid .... Stock
holm, 1852, pp. 71-)'3)· 

., The Gothic History of lo,do ... , 2. (C. H. Mierow's transl. Prince
ton, 19'5, p. 56). 

ss EgifsSaga, ch. 4-

28 A. Bugge, Norges histone, Bind it D~l ., p. 28. 
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large schools to the banks of the coast of Scania.·· In viking 
times large quantities of herring were also caught elsewhere 
in the North, notably off the coasts of Viken and Jutland. 
Great schools came to the banks off Halogaland, from which 
region considerable shipments were made to points further 
south in Norway'" 

The fish were cured in various ways, by drying, salting 
and smoking. There was very little salt imported to the 
Scandinavian peninsula prior to the year Iooo, and the do
mestic production appears to have been rather limited, even 
relatively speaking. Salt-boiling existed, especially in Nor
way, and one of the sagas states that King Olav of Norway 
once prohibited the exportation of "both herring and salt .. 
from Viken to GOtaland, a Swedish kingdom, which com
modities "the Gauts could ill be without."" Requiring a 
minimum of salt, the drying process was more prevalent than 
any other; and the Northmen seem to have known since pre
historic times how to cure the cod by drying it in the open 
air as well as in open sheds!' 

The use of nets goes back to pre-historic times and needles 
for net-making have been found in large numbers in the 
burial mounds in many parts of Scandinavia. These burial 
mounds have also yielded fish-hooks of various sizes. The 
gig was known, as was the harpoon, used in whaling by the 
early inhabitants of the North. Hook and line were com
monly used in cod fishing; and for the catching of other types 
of fish, the Northmen had numerous other implements." 

.. S ...... G"""motiau (J. Olrik's transl., Copenhagen, 1925. Po 188). 
who wrote in the twelfth century, stat .. thot the herring were so plentiful 
in the Sound by thot time thot they could be caught with the bore hands. 

ID A. Bugge, .~. rit~ Bind ~ Dd 2. P. 2g. 

I. Hei .... kring/a, SogG of S"'ft/ 0/.". 6,. 
Sf The word It lors!," which is the Scandinavian term for cod, meant 

originally .. dried fish» or dTied cod (A. Bugge, De .. ..... si. .i,/aru 
histone, 0510, 1923, P. I45)~ 

.. GudmundSllon and KAlund, .;. <il., p. 461. 
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From King Alfred's account of Othere's trip to the land 
of the Beormas (Bjarmaland, on the shores of the White 
Sea) about the year 873, it appears that walruses were caught 
in Northern Norway in the ninth century." Both the tusks 
and the hide of the walrus had a commercial valbe.'· From 
the latter, rope was made, which found a wide market not 
only in the North but also in other parts of Europe. 

In foreign lands where they had settled, both in Ireland 
and in Normandy, the vikings were engaged in whaling. 
The Arabian writer Quawini, who lived in the thirteenth 
century and followed the writings of Osmun-Al-Nohuri of 
the eleventh century, describes whale-fishing along the coast 
of "Irlandia," i. e. Ireland. Bugge believes that these 
whale-catchers were Northmen and that they brought with 
them from Scandinavia the practice of hunting whales with 
the harpoon in the open sea. It is also quite evident, he 
.holds, that they used this method while they stiII were in 
Scandinavia, notably Norway." Also in Normandy whal
ing was carried on by means of the harpoon. Here the 
whalers worked in groups known by their Old Norse name 
" Walmanni," which means "whale-men" or "whaling-

.. Alfred the Great, op. cit, pp. 9-12. It is evident that when speaking 
of the "ho,~l" (horse-wbale), KiDg Alfred refers to the waI ...... 
"Thi. whale," Other. told King Alfred. .. is mueb less than other whales: 
it is not longer than seven ells" (Seven ells is the equivalent of four
teen feet). See Boswortb's notes in .p. cit., pp. 10-12. Cf. also Nansen, 
.p. cit., vol. i, pp. 172 et seq. and Japetns Steenstrup, D • .w. HUt. 
Tidsskri/l, 6 R, 2 B, p. 1"9-

•• The British Museum has a set of beautifully carved ch... figures 
of ivory which were found in the Hebrides. They date back to about 
1100 and are claimed to have been made by Nortbmen (A. Bugge, .p. cit., 
vol. i, p. 153). In the same museum there is also the greater part of the 
well-known Frank's Casket made of ivory which presumably came from 
the North. King Alfred mentions how Other< and his men brought gifts 
of ivory to the king and it is quite plausible that the material could have 
come to England in this way (Nans .... 01. NI. vol. ~ p. 176). 

at Bugge, N .,g .. historie, Bind i, D.I 2, po 29-
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men." U Thus both whaling and walrus hunting were pur
sued in the North throughout the viking period." Othere 
speaks of the good whale-fishing in his own country, the 
coastal region of Finnmarken, where he claims the whales 
were .. eight and forty ells long and the largest fifty ells 
long.".. The Norwegian Gulathings Law (149-150) also 
contains stipulations pertaining to whaling. t. In olf-sea
sons, those participating in fishing and whaling often turned 
to trade . 

.. Steenstrup, N~, voI. ~ p. 188 • 
• t But toward the close of the eleventh century, whaling begao to de

cline. Peeler Clauson Friis, a clergyman of Uodal, Norway. stated in his 
book 0 .. dfow, Fugie DC Trner ..as Norge (1613) that "in the days of 
old many means and methods were used in catching the whale ••• hut 
because of man's decreasing resourcefulness these methods are no longer 
used, so that in our day people do not know how to catch the whale ex
cept whoa h. drifts ashore to them." See Bugge, De .. _sTu sj,fGrls 
Ainorie. vol. i, p. 154-

., Alfred the Great, <>to m., p. n. Further substantiation of the con
tention that the Northmen, and possibly also the Finus. pursued whaling 
in this region may he found in the lins of whales that were discovered in a 
grave on the Haugen farm in Toten in Northern Norway (Bugge, 0;. m., 
vol. i, p. 154) • 

.. The Gulathings Law and the Frostathings Law date back, in con
siderable part, to the eleventh c:entury, or to «the first generation of the 
Christian Age" (L. M. Larsen, The Earlie.st Nonm!fom Laws. New 
York, 1935, p. vii); cf. the same author, ~ Witnesses and Oath Helpers," 
C. H. Haskitu' A_rsary Essays ... Mediwal Hist • .., (Boston, 1929), 
pp. 134-'35. Although" the importance of these <Odes lies primarily in 
their detailed presentation of Norwegian life in the two greater centuries 
of the Middle Ages, they do have an earlier interest leading back into 
Germanic origins which no scholar can afford to ignore. It is quite true 
that they belong to a Christian age, hut it is also true that the secular 
laws are not in accord with Christian ethics on every point. Much was 
added to Norse jurisprudence whoa the bishops arrived in Norway. hnt 
even more was retained. For, Christian or heathen, the dwellers on the 
North Way continued to live in the old environment, and they kept what 
they could of the familiar system, since that alone seemed to lit iute 
the cin:umstaru:es of their social and phyoical life" (L. M. Larson, TM 
&.rlie.st NOrTl!egiatt Laws, p. viii). 
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TRADE 

The first contacts between the North and the outside world 
were made thousands of years before the dawn of the vik
ing era. Montelius holds that there were connections be
tween Sweden and England centuries before die birth of 
Christ. It is also highly probable that the merchants from 
Greece and Asia Minor who were engaged in the amber trade 
came to the North as early as the second or third century 
B. C'" The contacts between the Northmen and the 
Romans came somewbat later. 

In the Scandinavian North as well as elsewhere during 
the Middle Ages, trading involved great risks. There were 
few roads for vehicles; the forests were dense and extensive 
and held numerous robbers. As a result the water routes 
became of greatest significance, but even water transporta
tion was largely confined to the summer months when periods 
Qf inclement weather were less frequent and only a minor 
obstacle. The ships were smaJJ and the seafarer seldom 
ventured far from land. He sailed mostly during the days 
and anchored in bays and other protected places at night. 
The merchant or farmafJ himself brought his goods to the 
fair or the market town. Those who owned no ships made 
arrangements with a farman to have their merchandise 
transported from one market town to another, the merchants 
themselves going along as supercargoes." On these trips 
the Northman trader encountered many dangers and diffi
culties; he was exposed to the attacks of other traders or 
pirates, and, being a stranger, he had as a rule no legal 
recourse in the places that he visited. The viking merchant, 
however, was prepared to cope with these problems. Pirates 
were met on their own terms and not infrequently subdued." 

.. N milk Tidskri!t, 1908. pp. 3aa. 383-
af Bugge, (Jp. m., vol. i,. Po 134-

.. See, for instan<e, Rimbert, Lif. of Ansi .... (OIarles H. Robins",,'. 
transL. London, 19a1). ch. So 
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In the middle of the ninth century, Danes had settled 
permanently as merchants in the Frankish kingdom." 
Danish merchants also resided in a town called Reric, situ
ated on the coast of Mecklenburg.'· The connections of 
Reric were chiefly with Saxony and Dorstad, on the Rhine, 
not far from Utrecht. In time Bruges took the place of 
Dorstad as the terminal for the Danish trade with Flanders. 
In 873 a commercial treaty was concluded between Louis the 
German and the Danish king." The fact that Otto III in 
998 exempted the merchants of the .. Bishopric of Schles
wig" from paying the customary duties in the domains of 
Germany suggests the existence of commercial relations be
tween the town of Slesvik and Western Germany at that 
time." 

By way of Ripen or Ribe, a town on the west coast of 
Jutland, went the trade with the West." From Aarhus, 
says Adam of Brernen, .. one sails to Brernen, Funen, Zea
land, Scania and Norway."" From the Viken district in 
Norway, merchant ships went to Rouen in France, to the 
Swedish provinces and to Denmark." Traders from far-

.. Steenslrup, 01. tit., vol. ii, Po 29; W. Vage!, Die. N ............. " tmd t1M 
FrOnkiscn. Reich />is ....,. GriiouJung Ikr Normtmdie (Heide1berg, (906), 
Po 46 . 

.. A. Bugge, Vierleliahrsschrif/ fiW Sosi6I- .. 11d WirlsciuJllsglSchkilte. 
iv, 1906. p. 237. From Reric the Danish king Godfred is said to have col
lected considerable amounts in ""stom duties. Cf. Steenslrup, Ve1Idente 
og de .... ke f~r VtJlde.....,. de .. Slores Tid (<Copenhagen, 1910). 

<1 A. Bugge, • Htmdel" in Hoops' Realle~ ... de, G ........ AII .. _ 
ktmde; A"llQ/es Fuldellses, 873 • 

.. Hass., Schleswig-Holskift-Louenbtwg, ReglS/ ... tmd Urlotmden, veL 
;, n. 31. Quoted from Bugge, loc. cit • 

.. Life of Anskar, oh. Ja. 

... Gem Htufl.ffltJhtwge3S'is ... f iv, I . 

.. Hm...kring/a. Sogo of SaiKl Okw, 146, 6,. 
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away places in turn visited Viken.·· In Western Norway, 
the ecclesiastical center of Nidaros had also become a trad
ing mart of some consequence, and it appears to have been 
the definite aim of King Olav Tryggvason, the founder of 
Nidaros, to make the city the center of the trade~f Northern 
Norway." Through Nidaros went the trade between Ice
land and the rest of the world. 

Iceland, colonized chiefly by Norwegians in the last quarter 
of the ninth century, had close commercial ties with the 
mother country. Although no ships were built in Iceland, 
the Icelanders also participated in the trade of the North 
during the viking period." A certain Thorold is mentioned 

48 fI The men of Viken knew Christian customs better than the folk in 
the North of the land, because there wen in the Vile both in winter and 
SIUIlIDel" many merchants, both Danes and Saxers. The men of the Vile 
also went much on InIding journeys to England, .and Saxony, Flanders and 
Denmark, and some went on viking raids and bad winter settlements in 
"OIristian lands n (iIXrl., 64) . 

•• A. Bngge, Hoops' RnJllesiktm, I"". dl • 
.. Lumber was virtually non~stent in Iceland. This contention has 

been unsuccessfully opposed by a number of writers. Tb. rigid climate 
of Iceland does not permit trees to grow sufficiently large so that lumber 
may he obtained from the logs; and there is nothing to indicate that the 
climate of Iceland was more favorable to vegetation a thousand years 
ago than it is today. There is an old German poem " MerigtJrlo," pr0b
ably from the latter half of the eleventh century, which contains some 
enlightening lines on this question: 

"When I came to Utrecht, I fouod a good man, . . . . 
A pious priest, of perfect goodness. 
He told me truly, as many more there [also said1, 
H. had sailed to Iceland •.• there he found much wealth ••• 
With meal and with wine and with alder-wood. 
This they buy for fires, for wood is dear with them. . . .. . .. . . . . 
There a bundle of alder-wood is given [sold) for a peony." 

(Miillenhoff and Scberer, D...Jrmiiltr dtsch. PfHm _ Prom, Berlin, ,8gra, 
vol. i~ Po '96). The English version is from Naoseu, op. ciI. wL i, Po 13,. 
Cf. also K. Gjerset, if Hirtory of Ic-land (London, 1924), pp. Tl--,8, and 
A. Bugge, D ... """.i. Irczla.rNumdel.r "is/on. (SkieD, 1935), voL i, Po 61. 
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as a great merchant who owned a trading vessel with which 
he went on voyages to many places, among them Dublin." 

Trade in the North in viking times was inextricably bound 
up with piracy and robbery on land." Upon entering a 
foreign port, the viking ships hoisted a red shield, indicating 
a peaceful mission. U The seafarers then proposed peace 
with the townsmen for a certain number of days or weeks. 
During these periods of peace no plunder was permitted, and 
arrangements would be made for a fair. Then, when the 
period of peace had expired, the vikings would depart for 
other fields to engage in pillage or trade, as conditions per
mitted. At times they returned to pillage the very town 
where they had been trading only a short time before. Thus 
it is said about the two brothers Egil and Thorolf Skall
agrirnsson that they went to Courland, "first trading but 
when that was ended, they took to harrying, now here and 
now there."" In the H eimskringla we read that when Tore 
the Hound and Karli "came to Bjarmaland, they lay in to 
the market town, where there was at that time a market 
and the men who had money with them all got wares in 
plenty. Tore got many fur, beaver and sable; Karli had 
also much goods with which he bought many skins. And 

.. Eyerbyggjasaga. 29. 

ISO I( Piracy was the initiative of maritime trade among the Greeks of 
the Homeric era, as among the Norse vikings j for a long time the two 
vocations developed concert" (H. Pirenne, M edUwl Cilies, Priru:eton, 
1925, P. log). 

81 This was another function of the shield, in addition to the one of 
being a protective armor. A raised shield meant that the bearer came 
on a friendly mission. A shield hoisted on a city gate, as. for instance, 
when Oleg hoisted a shield on the gate of Constantinople, was "a sign 
of victory" (The R ... si.n Primar;y Chron.). See also Steenstrup, N",..,.",... 
_. vol. i, pp. 360-;361, and Kat! Lelunan, Kaulfriea. und Friedmschi14, 
G.,.".<mistische Abhandlwtgen _ 10. GelJorlslag Konrod ..... M_"'$ 
(GOttingen, 1693), 1'0 60 • 

• t Egif s S_ ch. 48. 
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when the market was at at end, they sailed out along the 
River Vina (N. Dvina), and the peace with, the men of the 

. land was then ended." When they were at sea again, Tore 
asked the men if they" were eager enough to go on land and 
win goods for themselves." As the answer <was in the 
affirmative, a profitable raid was made." 

A tendency toward a " division of Iabor" is first discern
ible in the latter part of the viking period. By this time the 
Northmen engaged in foreign enterprise may in a general 
way be divided into two groups, one comprising primarily 
merchants and another consisting of those who made plun
dering their chief occupation. The lines of demarcation, 
however, were not very rigid. "Bjom was a great man in 
sea-faring, who sometimes went a-viking and sometimes on 
trading voyages," states the Egif s Saga." 

The merchant vikings assembled at. certain times of the 
year at definite ports, whence they sailed as one fleet to some 
distant trading town." But the purpose of these fleets was 
not entirely to strengthen the defense and to provide greater 
security against other merchant-pirates. It was equally de
sirable to enhance the offensive power of the merchants; for 
if they perchance should meet an inferior fieet, they might 
be in a position to appropriate some of the ships and the 
cargoes, including the men for the slave-trade. 

As was the case in other parts of Europe, there emerged 
also in the North a number of fairs which played an impor
tant role in the commerce of the Middle Ages. In times 
these fairs came to coincide with the pagan celebrations, as 
at Upsala, and later with the Church holidays. The result 

.. SagIJ of SaPol Okw, 133. 

"a.. 32-
.. One of the best known of these convoys was the • Sound fleet D 

(EyrtJnmd /Iou or Eym /Ion) which r<eeivod its name from the fad 
that it was formed in the Sound. 
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was that several ecclesiastical centers, notably Nidaros or 
Trondheim, bet;ame trading marts of considerable impor
tance.ae 

A number of trading towns flourished in the North in 
viking times. Some of these were fortified and had a per
manent population while others were unfortified and of no 
account except when the fairs were in progress." But they 
were all commercial centers and generally owed their exist
ence to a superior geographical location near some highway 
of trade. Of these towns or cities Birka, Hedeby-Slesvik 
and Skiringssal were the most important. Others were 
Halor (Halye) in the Sound and Branno and Konunga
hella on the River GOta in Sweden." 

Birka, situated on the island of Bjorko in Lake Mlllaren 
in Sweden, was not only one of the earliest cities of the 
North, but also the first town in which the population lived 
chiefly upon the returns from shipping and trade." The 
city appears to have been planned as a trading center, which 
suggests that the first settlers were not warrior vikings but 
primarily merchants. Judging from what is told in connec
tion with the visit of Anskar to the North, Birka was of 
no importance prior to Boo, but reached its height in the 
ninth century. The city was destroyed sometime after 970; 
the latest coins found on Bjorko were stamped in that year." 

n The name of Visby. the famous trading center on Gotland, is derived 
from vi, an old word meaning sanctuary. Odense in Denmark was 
originally called Othett.MJl, i. e.. Odin's temple or sanctuary (Sophus 
Bugge, SIudi., tJWf' Ik ... rslle byers sewstyre .g hondel for HtmStat.,...s 
lid, 0.10, ,sw, p. 5). 

M A. Schiick, FoNWiinncm, 1924, p. 17. 
50 «Halye is the place in all the North to which the greatest crowd. 

come when theIe is a market there" (Saga of Far .. ]slaltd<rs, 2) • 

.. A. Bugge, Vi<rloIjahrsschrift f;w So8ia1- .. lid Wirlschaflsgeschichle, 
iv. p. 2J4. 

.. Wadstein, Nord ... och Vast-Bur. PG • go_I lid (Stockholm, '~5), 
p. 89. Sture Bolin (ScandiG, vol. iv, '933, pp. .244-250) is of the opinion 
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The favorable location of the town of Hedeby-or Slesvik 
(Schleswig)-made it the center of the transit trade between 
the Baltic and the West."' The ships went as far as Holl
ingstadt, from which point the goods were transported over
land to Slesvik and from there the rema ining short distance 
to the North Sea. Rimbert speaks of Slesvik as a place 
where people from many parts of Europe came to transact 
their business." Especially lively was the intercourse with 
Dorstad and Hamburg, and fleets of merchant ships sailed 
at regular intervals from Slesvik to Birka in Sweden. Adam 
of Brernen, who speaks of the commercial importance of 
Slesvik in the eleventh century, states that the city at that 
time was populous and wealthy. .. In its barbar ships from 
Slavonia, Sweden, Semland and even Russia and Greece 
may be seen."" The population of Slesvik was chiefly 
Frisian, but the town played an important role as a place 
where marauder vikings exchanged their booty for precious 
metals or other commodities. 

Skiringssal, the oldest trading center in Norway, was 
located a few miles to the northeast of the present day 
Larvik. The town disappeared about 900 and was suc
ceeded by Tunsberg, now Tonsberg. 

that the clty feU during the latter part of the eIevmth .... tury. The sack
ing was presumably done by vikings who bad beard of its wealth. Ac
cording to Adam of Branen (Descr. I .... AqMiI., ch. .;8), Birb bad 
several times been attacked by vikings. 

.. This town is mentioned by Einbard (A1IIIIJkz, 804. 808). Early 
ref~ to SIesvik indicate that the town at ODe time bad been c:aUed 
4' Sliesthorp P, i. e.~ the et Dorf on the Sch1ei." In the Icelandic sagas 
Slesvik is the term applied to the innermost bay of the SchIei; the D ..... 
c:aUed the town Hedeby (Old Norse H~ or ft the clty desert D

). 

In time the lWlle of Hedeby was lost, while that of S1esYik or SchIeswig 
survived. 

.. Lif' Df A...J:<w, chs. "4. J3. 

• Gesta HIJIfJ1Mbvrg~ iv, I. 
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The most important commercial region of the North was 
the island of Gotland in the Baltic Sea." Because of its 
advantageous geographical location, Gotland had become a 
trading center as early as the time of the Great Migrations, 
and its importance increased markedly during the viking 
age." The commerce between Russia and Western Europe 
went largely through the towns of Gotland, of which Visby 
was the foremost.·· The presence of an abundant supply 
of precious metal in Gotland constituted a strong incentive 
on the part of other Northmen to attack its towns. A 
runic inscription from Torsatra in Uppland, Sweden, reads 
as follows: "Skule and Folke raised this stone in memory 
of their brother Husbjorn. In foreign lands he increased 
his wealth and exacted tribute also in Gotland." Of Gotland 
belonged to SveaJand in a personal union under her king 
and paid a yearly tribute to him." 

The sagas refer to organized exploitation of the Lapland
ers by way of trade. In the Baltic these exploiters were 
called "Birkarlor," i. e., "Men of Birka." Their N or
wegian counterpart were the participants in the .. Finnkaup," 
i. e., the trading with and the collecting of taxes from the 

.. Bugge, Den norske .j,!arls histone, vol. i, pp. 6S-66. 

.. The GM/,. Sag,. (4), written down in the middle of the thirteenth 
century but based on older accounts, states that .. althougb the people of 
Gotland were heatheos, they sent their ships everywhere and carried on 
trade with both Ou-istians and beathens." 

.. The older Visby, inhabited by Gutes, apparently lost its power about 
noo. The Vtsby of Hanseatic fame eame into existence as a result of a 
marked influx of German merehaots in the twelfth century and seems to 
bave been somewbat different in character from the Visby of the viking 
and pre-viking era. Cl. A. SchUck, F~ 1924, P. ". 

eT Erik Brate and Sophu. Bugge,« R __ ." in A"likwrisk lid
unit for Swngt, vol. x (I887-.iI9l), p. 66 • 

.. Cl. however, B. Nerman, E .. _ring frdn Gotland 0<1. 6 ........ 
fOrl"-'k _d SwtJVijltkt. K""I/Iig,. Vitftrh< ... His/one DcA .d.1ttikoi
lele .. Akodemie1t. Haftdli_. Del 34 (Stockbolm. 1929), '" ?o. 
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Laplanders. This·trade was a royal monopoly which prior 
to the last quarter of the ninth century appears to have been 
held by the kings of HalogaIand." The tax, consisting of 
furs, feathers and tusks and skins of the walrus, was paid 
according to the wealth of the tribesmen.... • 

A rather typical example of the trade in the North in vik
ing times is referred to in connection with one Thorolf 
Kveldulfsson who in the year 900 sent a " great-ship built 
for the main sea" to England laden with "dried fish and 
hides and white-ware [white furs] ," as well as other furs. 
The crew "set sail home again in the Autumn" with a 
return cargo of "wheat and honey, wine and clothes." Tt 

Honey gained its importance as a commodity in trade from 
the fact that it was the sugar of those days and was needed 
for the making of mead, the standard drink of the North
men.'" Most of the malt, another ingredient for mead
.brewing, apparently was produced in Denmark; one of the 
Norwegian kings is said to have sent some of his men 
" south to Denmark to buy heavy things: malt, wheat and 
honey." Grain was also imported from Frisia and North
ern Germany.'" 

.. See Egif s Saga, chs. 10 and 13 . 

•• .. . • . the richest must pay fifteen skins of the marten, and five of the 
reindeer, and one hesr's skin, and forty bushels of featbezs, and a bear or 
otter-skin kirtIe, and two ship-ropes, each sixty ells long, one made from 
the whale's hide, and the other from the seal's" (Alfred the Great, 
of. rit" p. 12). 

nEgif, Saga, ch. 17; see A. Bugge, of. <it" voL ~ p. 161. 

f2 Wine gained in favor with the Northmen during viking times; in 
faet, it was largely because of their desire for win. that they undertook 
some of their expeditions to western France. Steenstrup, 0'. ril., vol. i. 
p. 18S; .ee infro, p. 133. As a rule, the wine which was brought to 
the northern countries as a commodity in commerce did Dot come from the 
wine-producmg districts directly, but was sec~d in England and Frisia. 

fa Bugge, (Jp. cif ... vol. i, P. 161. 
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The slave trade was of considerable importance in viking 

times. Harald Fairhair is said to have paid off his men 
with .. women slaves from the East." ... The slave business 
constituted a prominent part of the viking activities along 
the Volga and in Constantinople.'" Northmen slave traders 
were also active in Bristol and other centers in the West. 
The foremost slave market in the North itself seems to have 
been Branno in Sweden!· 

Mention is also made of an export trade in hunting hawks 
from Norway, which was the king's monopoly. The arch
bishops of Nidaros also bought up " geir-hawks, gray hawks 
and pigeon hawks," but the king's permission was necessary 
to enter the business. In the eleventh century, during the 
reign of WilIiam the Conqueror, the town of Worcester in 
England was obliged to pay a tribute to the king of "ten 
pounds or a Norwegian hawk." In the twelfth and thir
teenth centuries both Englishmen and Norwegians came to 
Iceland to procure hawks for their respective countries!' 

Prior to the viking period, and to an extent also during 
that period, trade was mostly barter, but payments in gold 
and silver occurred. These metals were generally made into 
bars, rods and rings from which pieces were cut and 
weighed. The weighing of the precious metals was con
tinued even after the introduction of coins, because of the 

.. FagrskimuJ, ch. 6. 

.. See" Ib" F<JdIoots A«""rot of ScandinmJian Mm:hanls 0" fM VDlgo 
in <)Z2,n in lolmlal of E.gl. and Germ. Philology, vol. xxii (1923). 

,. Here an Icelander at one time bought a female slave who lal .. turned 
out to be an Irish prioc.... Her exceptional beauty induced the Icelander 
to pay thr .. marks for her, although the prevailing price of a female 
slave was ool7 000 mark (LGsdaela Saga, ch. 12). Tbe price of slaves 
varied of course like that of any other commodity; the ordinary price 
of • male slave seems to have been three marks, while a female slave 
fetched one mark or the same as a good cow or ox (E. SommariD, 
op. <it., Po 2:i). 

'" Bugge, DP. cil., vel. it p. IsS. 
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irregular sizes of the latter as well as the prevailing practice 
of clipping. Silver was the unit of value in the viking age, 
and the coins in circulation, both those of the North and 
the more numerous ones of non-Scandinavian origin, were 
silver coins. The oldest provincial law code. of Sweden 
states that in the early Middle Ages one ore in gold had a 
value of one " mark weighed silver." Since one mark was 
the equivalent of eight Ore, the proportion was 8: I. Silver 
was, consequently, a great deal more valuable in those days 
than in more recent times." 

Close to 40,000 Arabic coins have been found in the 
Scandinavian North, some in such remote places as Lapland 
and Iceland. The great majority of them, approximately 
24,000 whole and 14,000 fragmentary Arabic coins, have 
been found within the Swedish domains. Many of these 
coins originated in Kufu, a city near. the Euphrates, while 
others came from Central Asia. The Historical Museum of 
Oslo holds several coins of this type, which, having only a 
thin silver coating, are counterfeit. A considerable part of 
the coins from the East belongs to the pre-viking era. Both 
in extent and completeness, the collection of Anglo-Saxon 
coins in Stockholm rivals that of the British Museum. to 

Approximately 25,000 coins from the viking period have 
been found in Sweden alone during the last century and a 
quarter, and numerous stories from the past suggest that 
many more were found during the eighteenth century which 
were not preserved but melted down. Montelius has stated 
that the many finds in the Swedish soil constitute probably 
only a fraction of one per cent of the total that was buried 
in it." The largest discoveries have been made in the vic-

.. Montelius, S"";g.. fo..billlku" _4 andr.. IiiNkr i ffwlHsf"",,, 
lid, p. 7· 

ft See W. Cunningham, Growtlt of English IodllSlry God C""'mnT< 
(Cambridge, 1902), vol. i, 1'.119-
.. Swrig •• fo..billlkut1' ~ GIIdm 1iiNkr. p. 4-
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inity of Lake Mlilaren, and especially on Oland and Gotland, 
regions chiefly of commercial iml><>rt. Since the great ma
jority of the marauder vikings active in England came from 
Denmark, the west coast of Sweden, and from Norway, it 
is likely that the coins were not buried immediately upon 
having been secured in England, but were used for some 
time in commerce.81 

The basic sources of livelihood in the North were agri
culture, fishing, hunting and trade. Of considerable influ
ence in the growth of the viking movement were also the 
social and legal institutions to which we now turn. 

01 Montelius, FDnItid.... in S""ri9" hisloria iroIiJl 'ivg...u .. kkl 
(E. Hildebrand, ed.. S1oekholm. 1903), p. 24S; H. Shetelig. Dd ..."....ke 
folk4 h,,'oN (Oslo, 1930), vol. i, P. "51. 



CHAPTER III 

SOCIAL ORDER 

THE prevailing social order in the North was decidedly 
aristocratic in nature. Birth and wealth determined the 
social stratification which found expression in a number of 
ways. In the banquet halls, for instance, there were" high
seats" and "low-seats; " the most humble sat by the door. 
In the continental parts of the Scandinavian North, it was 
not easy for an individual to climb from one rung of the 
social ladder to another. In Iceland, on the other hand, 
under conditions that a new country afforded, a more fluid 
society made shifts from one class to another easier and 
more common. 

Foremost in this aristocratic order was the "high-born" 
class, from which the rulers of the respective nations or 
kingdoms were chosen. To this class belonged also the 
jarls. who generally were local chieftains or petty kings 
ruling over neighborhoods or smaller regions. The name 
jar! indicated, on the whole, an office rather than a here
ditary title. In Norway, the jarls were holders of grants 
of land, bestowed upon them by King Harald Fairhair 
toward the close of the ninth century, after he had unified 
the country. Their duty was to raise a certain number of 
soldiers in case of war, to support the king and his follow
ing when they were traveling through the country, to enforce 
the laws and to collect taxes, one third of which they re
tained! In Denmark and Sweden royal families had ex-

1 Ebbe Hertzberg. En fretrUti1Ii"9 lit det _.i. aristoirolir bi.rtorio 
md/il kO"l/ S.,.,.,... lid (Oslo, 186g). Po 16. The most unpopular tu of 
those imposed by Harald was the "nose-tax," a personal tu levied OIl 

every household according to ib number of Cl noses." 

J6 
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isted in the various regions or smaller "kingdoms" long 
before the viking period began." Some of these families 
had lost their power when the larger kingdoms, notably those 
of GOtaland and Svealand in Sweden, had been formed. 
The power and prestige of virtually all of them were further 
impaired during the era of viking aggression. 

The king was elected by the landed classes to rule for 
an indefinite period; if the other high-born men or the nobles 
were dissatisfied with his rule, he was summarily deposed 
and another was chosen in his place. In Svealand, for 
example, the king was elected by the free men of the land 
assembled at Mora Rocks, near Uppsala. The king repre
sented the unity of the country, but his other functions were 
not clearly defined. His authority sprang chiefly from exi
gencies of war, as the Northmen realized that centralized 
authority was essential to success in combat. Adam of 
Bremen writes about the Swedes that they " have kings of 
an old line whose powers depend upon the opinions of the 
people at large [nobles and other land owners}. The king 
must accept what the people jointly have decided, uuless his 
opinion seems better, in which case they follow him. There
fore they proudly proclaim that at home they are all alike. 
In war they render the king, or the man whom the king 
has placed at the head, complete and unquestioned obedi
ence."· Although wealthy, powerful and the first citizen 
of the land, the king was never looked upon as one who 
could do no wrong! "If the king attacks a man in his 
house," says the Norwegian Frostathings Law "[men shall] 

• Henn'k Schuck betieves that there were no jarls in SveaIand in viking 
times; in Gotaland and other parts of Sweden, they were le> be found, 
however (Swn.ska folkels ltisforia, Stockholm, 1914, vol. i, 1'. 32S). 

a Gesla HGmmaburgen.ns . .• , iv, 22 • 

• L. M. Larson. op. cil., p. ... 
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go upon him and slay him, and if he escapes, he shall never 
be allowed to retum to the land." • 

Next in order came the nobles, who during the earlier 
period were patriarchal chieftains called "hersar." The 
founders of this class had originally been military men or 
chosen leaders of armies who on retiring had been invested 
with certain administrative and judiciary duties.· In a 
sense they were the king's Iiegemen, but real feudalism never 
existed in Scandinavia proper; only in Denmark do we find 
evidences of it! Iceland, whence came many participants 
in the enterprises abroad during the latter half of the viking 
period, remained for some time "a group of chieftaincies 
without any tie of union under a central government." 
A large number of the landnamsmenn (i. e., settlers) had 
been important men in Norway, wbu retained their social 
standing also in Iceland.· 

The third class comprised the bonder (singular bonde) , 
·the great landed middle class, ranging from the petty free
holder, who possessed only a conditional title to his land, 
to the owner of " odalland," i. e., land recognized as belong
ing to a certain family. At the beginning of the viking 
period, the bonder were an independent, well-to-do class. 
As the viking era progressed, however, the status of the 
bonder changed greatly. As a class, the noblemen seem to 
have gained more from marauding overseas than the odal
men, who heretofore had constituted the dominating group 
among the bonder. Similarly, many individual freeholders 
became successful viking leaders abroad and upon their re
turn to the North were able to secure more land, the pre-

15 FrosltJlhtngs 1..ar.t.t, iv, so. 
• E. Hertzberg, at. cif. Po 17. 
T See Paul Vinogradoff, Cambridgt Medirool History, vol. ill ('9'3), 

Po 652. 
8 Knut GjersetJ 01. cif., p. JO. 
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vailing token of prestige, from other freeholders. Thus, 
though some hauldar, i. e., owners of odalland, gained con
siderable fame and wealth in foreign lands, the bonder as a 
class, and the odalmen in particular, lost ground. They were 
reduced the most in Denmark, but retained more of their 
independence farther North, especially in Sweden." 

Last among the non-servile Northmen were the freed
men, who comprised ex-slaves and a number of generations 
of their descendants. They were free, semi-skilled laborers 
who worked for a compensation, partly paid in kind. 
Among them were also individuals, or descendants of in
dividuals, who had dropped from a higher station in life to 
the rank of the cottier!· 

Slavery had existed in the North since pre-historic times. 
The early slave population had been augmented by Celtic 
and Slavic captives brought to the North after successful 
campaigns in foreign lands. Only exceptionally did the 
Northmen enslave their own kind, as in payment of a debt 
or as a punishment for a crime. U Some individuals who 
were unable to support or protect themSelves, voluntarily 
surrendered their freedom. In Sweden such slaves became 
known as" gift-slaves" (giivtriilar). The slaves performed 
most of the heavy work on the farms. Thus it was the duty 
of the woman-slave "to tend the gristmill and milk the 
cows," as revealed by the Swedish provincial law code of 
the Westgoths.12 For damages caused by slaves, the slave-

• E. Hertzberg, op. cit, p. 9; M. W. Williams, Social ScontlitKWia ... 
I1w J!'ikit!g Age (New York, 1920), p. 48. 

10 E. Hertzberg, op. cit., p. 17. 

1'1 E. Sommarin, 01. cit., p. 20.. 

1S The various provincial law cod .. of Sweden took form in the twelfth 
and thirteenth centuries, but depict, nevertheless, "a social order that in 
many respects was the same as that of the viking age» (H. Schiick, 
0/1. cil., vot. if p. 159). 
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owner was held fully liable. a Although slaves were found 
in the North as late as the thirteenth century, manwnission 
had begun centuries earlier. Erling, a great landowner in 
Norway, " set his thraIIs to do daywork and gave them time 
afterwards, and allowed every man to work fot himself at 
dusk or in the night. He gave them acres to sow corn 
thereon for _ themselves and produce crops for gain. He 
set a price and ransom on every one of them, and many freed 
themselves the first year or the second; all who were thrifty 
enough had freed themselves in three years. With his 
money Erling bought himself other thralls. Some of his 
men he turned to herring fishiug and some to other trades. 
Some cleared woods and built themselves farms there." U 

Throughout the North most of the estates remained in 
the hands of the Iand-owning families from generation to 
generation, and during the greater part of the viking period 
they were, as a rule, not bought and sold, but transferred to 
new owners only as an inheritance or in conjunction with 
marriage between members of different families. In many 
parts only male descendants could inherit the land, but 
women had, in certain places and under certain conditions, 
a lawful right to "both odal and movables." 10 

n The liability for damages caused by slaves appears to have been 
greater than that for the depredations made by cattle. .. If cattle dam
ages cattle, born or hoof or thrall, it shall be paid at half value" (The 
BjMko-Rd, 140, in Nor-g •• Gow. Low illdtil '387, eel by R. Keyser and 
P. A. Munch. Oslo. 1846, p. 329). 

,. Heimskring/o. Saga of Saint 0/ .... 23. For other references to the 
manumission of slaves, see the GulGthiftgs lA.w, 61, and the Proslafh;,.g6 
LmD. ix, lZ. The clearing of land came to be looked upon as being below 
the dignity of the free man. We read in one of lbe sagas lbat a certain 
Olav went into the region which later became known as the p<ovince 
of Virmland in Sweden in order to clear land and to make room for 
settlers. fI But when they heard in Sweden about Olav, how he was 
clearing lbe land, they called him Tr ..... feller lor wood..:arve:rJ and his 
position seemed to them disgraceful" (Hei .... kringt... Yngltng_ -42). 

10 See Gulothings Law, 2?5- There is an interesting saga account from 
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If the owner of odal land wanted to sell his holdings, the 
kinsmen had the first option; they had the " allodial right," 
as it still is called in Norway.'" This right could be exer
cised over a long period of time at the instant the owner 
took steps to dispose of his land by sale." The conception 
that the land belonged primarily to the family (att) pre
vailed also in Sweden. The GutaJag states that "if those 
nearest of kin are unable to buy the land that someone is 
compelled to sell, then their rights shall pass to more distant 
relatives, for land must not be sold outside of the family." 18 

Iceland which suggests that it·was also possible to acquire property 
through • holmgang," if properly arranged and executed. (Holmgang 
was a duel fought on a holm or a small island in a river or lake.) Thus 
we read that a certain Ljot, because o-f his actions, «was little sorrowed 
after by most men." Having« no kinsfolk: there in the land, he had come 
thither &Od gathered himself fee by holmgaog." The holmgaog law at 
this time, the saga asserts, stipulated that if the ehalleoger was victorious, 
he was to receive the obiect for which he had challeoged his oppoueot. 
If the ehalleuger lost, he should pay the fee previously agreed upon, "but 
if he fell on the holm, theo he forfeited all hi. possessions" and the 
victor .. should take heritage after him." Being eager to profit by this 
law, Liot is said to bave challeoged his neighbors for their estates or bave 
provoked them to the extent that they had cballeoged him. "He had 
felled many good bouders, and in this manoer had heeome greatly wealthy 
both in lands and loose goods" (Egil's Saga, ch. 64) • 

.. The G.lalhings Law (270) classifies "the various kinds of odal 
land IJ as follows: U I. Land that has been passed from man to man for 
five successive generations; 2. Land that has been acquired in payment of 
wergild j 3. Land received as foster inheritance j 4- Land received as gift 
or mark of honor; s. Land received from the king as a gift for hos
pitality; 6. Land received as foster payment j 7. Land received in ex
change for oda1 land. ••• All other land is money Iand." Larsoo'. 
transl., p. 1)'8. A. T.ranger holds that «the real odal-land was the arable 
land, the tilled ground, the 'feneed in 1 fields. meadows and. pastur~ in 
fact the homestead," and not all the land belonging to an odal-man (Paul 
Vinogradoff, ed., Es_s ;" Legal HistIWl1, Oxford, 1913, p. 160). Aa to 
the kiosmen's option. the c..u.lnings Law (276) states: ..... the man's 
son has the first right to buy." 

tf "Twenty winters IJ or "before three kings have passed away." See 
GuI.thing. Law, 271-27>. 

18 C. J. Schlyter, Samling af Sweriges gtJmlQ lagfJl', voL vit 
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The Nortlunen were long very reluctant to divide their 
estates. One son, generally the oldest, received the home
stead, while the other sons inherited arms, ships and .. the 
sea."" But with the lapse of time new conditions set in. 
M a result of the viking enterprises money became more 
plentiful in the North, and some of the old estates were pur
chased by returning marauders. Regretting the passing of 
.. the good old days" and lamenting the mercenary spirit 
of his age, a saga-teller of the latter part of the viking period 
states that "even ancestral homes are now being sold for 
money." 20 

The many stipulations relative to hunting found in the 
old provincial law code of Vastergotland show that the hunt
ing rights went with the ownership of the land. The pur
pose of many of these rules was to prevent ruthless depletion 
of animal life and to aid its perpetuation, in order to safe

. guard a supplementary food-supply as well as the income 
derived from the fur trade. There were periods during 
which the killing of certain game was penalized by a fine, 
but the effective collection of this fine seems to have been 
problematic.. The squirrel and the hare were the animals 
thus protected. It was uulawful to kill them during the 
period from March to October when .. they do not carry 
their winter furs." The old provincial law codes also men
tion wolf-yards, wolf-ditches and wolf-nets. These con
trivances were made and maintained as common enterprises, 
and any farmer who failed to contribute his share paid a 
fine. The laws of the later Middle Ages which made it com
pulsory for every able-bodied man to participate in a posse, 
should one be called for, grew out of a necessity for col-

1. On the question of primogeniture, ..... howna-, Steeustrup, .;. <it., 
vol. ~ P. 25t • 

.. Hei""kritJgltJ. Sago .1 Soi", 0100, fQ. 
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lective action against the wolf and the bear in viking times, 
or long before these laws were put in writing." 

The old provincial law codes of Sweden as well as the 
Norwegian Gulathings Law suggest that the right to fresh
water fishing rested with the owners of land along the lakes 
and rivers or with those to whom this right had been con
veyed in the course of time."' This pertains particularly to 
the salmon fishing, which was, and still is, the most impor
tant fresh-water fishing in Scandinavia. Deep-sea fishing 
was free to all. 

Among the fishermen were not only men from the lower 
classes but occasionally also members of the upper stratum 
of society. Thus the son of Ingemund, a prominent Ice
lander, took part in the fishing "because it was customary 
in those days that the children of prominent folk also did 
work of some kind." But by the general run of the people, 
fishing was pursued in order to procure food. Some pos
sessed their own boats, while others worked on boats that 
partiaIIy or entirely belonged to someone else. It is said 
about Thorolf, one of the Icelandic saga-heroes, that he 
"swept much into his own net of those takings that there 
were in Halogaland: had men of his in the herring-fisheries 
and so too in the cod-fisheries."" In certain regions, 
especially on the rockbound and generaIIy infertile islands 
and shoreline along the coast of Northern Norway as well as 
in Iceland, fish appears literally to have been man's" daily 
bread." One year, it is told, when the soil and the sea had 
been extremely niggardly, a school of herring finally ap
peared. It was then Eyvind the Skald, for want of food 

S1 A. E. Holmberg, D/>. eIt., p. 13. 
U I' No one shall go to fish in another man's stream; if he does he fishes 

for the benefit 01 him who owns the stream; and he shall pay the fine for 
trespass -to the owner of the stream. u (GtJtJ.tAmgs Law, 8S). 

to Egif. Sag", ch. H. 
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was compelled to exchange his arrows----his last possessions 
-for a few herrings." 

From bitter experiences of crop-failures and famines the 
people of the North had become accustomed to store up 
grain for the lean years." It was the duty 011' the part of 
the possessors of such" old grain" (Old Norse jOf"n korn) 
to share it with those whose crops had failed." The prob
lem of securing grain for seeding purposes was especially 
difficult in the lean years. The small land owner was often 
compelled to use all his grain for bread or for feed for his 
cattle, so that when sowing time came, nothing was left for 
seed. Such a person, however, could request that the bailiff 
or king's representative in his district appoint a committee 
comprising capable and impartial individuals to ascertain if 
there were surplus grain on other farms. By surplus grain 
was meant quantities not needed for tite owner's household 
.prior to ·the time that a new crop could be expected, or 
for the planting of his own land. If, in the committee's 
judgment, surplus grain was found on a farm and the owner 

.. HeimskrirtgltJ, Saga at HalunJ Jarl, 13-

.. The Asa-religion demanded sacrifice to Odin in years of famine. 
The Y"II1i.ga Saga states that in King Domaldr's days .. there was famine 
and need in Sweden. The Swedes then held a gr<at sacrifice near UppoaJa. 
For the first harvest they sacrificed oxeo, but the crop was not bettered hy 
it; for the next harvest they sacrificed men, but the crop was the same or 
__ worse. For the third harvest DWIY Swedes came to UpsaIa; the 
chiefs took counsel and held to a man that Domaldr must he the cause 
and that they shoold have to sacrifice him in order to ha"" a good season, 
that they should hear their weapons against him and dye the altar with 
his blood. And so they did. ft Likewise, when Olav Tritalja in Virm
land gave few blood offerings, • the Swedes liked that ill and thought 
that bad seasons came through it. They gathered an army. went against 
King Olav, surrounded his boose and burned him in it; they _ him 
to Odin and made blood offerings in order to have a good .... on· 
(Heimskrillgia, Yrogli_ Sagll, IS, 43). 

se Referring to bay, the Saga of Hnr. Thl'Jrir, ch. V.I states fI •••• for it 
is meet that they should sell who have. ft 
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refused to part with it, the king's representative had the 
power to seize it and distribute it among those who lacked 
seed. The recipients were to return an equivalent quantity 
as soon as they had harvested their crops in the following 
fall." 

As has already been indicated, the North was divided into 
a number of politico-military units. This was particularly 
true in Sweden and Norway, where many dense forests and 
not easily traversed mountains constituted effeetive barriers 
between the various regions. Each one of these units or 
provinces possessed a distinct group solidarity. This is 
suggested by the Swedish law codes of Vastergotland and 
Vastmanland, where people from other provinces are re
ferred to as "foreigners." This group solidarity is also 
noticeable in the overseas campaigns. In the armies of the 
Northmen a highly developed sense of solidarity toward 
one's own unit, although not necessarily with regard to other 
viking forces, is found. Just as there was a superstitious 
belief in the North that luck would fail the crew of any 
fishing boat as soon as dissension occurred· among the men, 
so they believed that luck would never remain with any army 
that allowed dissension to creep in. la That there was noth
ing pan-Scandinavian in this solidarity is suggested by the 
conflict between the Seine vikings and the Somme vikings in 
the Carolingian Empire in 861, and the bloody battle of 
Carlingford Loch in 851 between the Danes and the Nor
wegians over the supremacy in the Irish field.'· 

There are records from Iceland which incJ.icate that the 
language constituted a tie of considerable significance in 

Of Gudmundsson and K1Iund. op. cil. Po 400-
.1 "It was the talk: at that time that fishermen's luck would fail them 

if they fell out among themselves, and most of the men so believed and 
wue careful" (Lordaela Sag", cl!. 14). See also Gudmundsson and 
Kilund • • p. cil. p. 46<> • 

.. See infra, p. n6. 
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their national consciousness. It is stated in one of the Ice
landic law codes that if a .. foreign man" from the three 
lands where "our tongue" is spoken, i. e., Denmark, 
Norway and Sweden, is killed in Iceland, the relatives shall 
have the same right of prosecution as the Icela'nders them
selves; but foreigners from the lands where our tongue is 
not spoken, cannot prosecute except in the case of father, 
son and brother, and then only if the murdered man was 
known in Iceland. I. In the North at large, bowever, legal 
jurisdiction overshadowed the ties of language and religion. 
The things or court sessions were the real centers of the 
Northmen's communal existence. The importance of legal 
jurisdiction is suggested by the graduated rate of the wer
gild," as stipulated by the law codes of the Westgoths and 
the Gotlanders which date back to the century following the 
viking period. The former states that the amount of the 
.wergild for the murder of a native of the province or king
dom of the Westgoths (Vastergotland) should be twenty
one marks; for a native of Svealand, slightly more than 
thirteen marks; for a Dane or Norwegian, nine marks; and 
for a German or an Englishman, four marks.·· The law 
code of the Gotlanders stipulated twenty-four marks for a 
Gotlander and ten marks for others." The outlawing of 
Ganger-Rolf, a great viking, high-born and a favorite of 
King Harald Fairhair, appears to have been the result of a 

.. Gr6g4.r, iii. I7l; williams, up. <it., Po J3. 

.. The wergild was a fiDe paid by the kindred of the $yer to those 
of lb. sIaiD. 

ss H. S. CoIIin and C. J. SchIyb:r, SDIfIlilog af SUJnigeI gtJMla /agtJr, 
voI. i; Nat. BedanaD, AIdn ViUfgOfaltJgM, iiwntslI «11 fiirklDnJrl 
(UpsaIa, 1924), pp. Q7-I8. For a detailed account of fiDes and their <lis
tribation in south-.... tem Norway, see TJo. GfIlat/Wsg4 ~, =-252 and 
.!ItS-SI!). These stipujati_ • show dearly what an appalling business the 
praetice of exa<:tingwergildilad _tobe" (L M. Larsoo. 01. t:iI~ p. IS) • 

.. c. J. SchIyb:r, SDIfIlilog at S-.ig.1 gtJMla /ogtJr. voI. vii. 
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confusion on Rolf's part as to the existing jurisdictional 
boundaries of Norway. One autumn while on his way 
home from a viking expedition to the West, Rolf found his 
provisions depleted upon reaching the coast of Norway. In 
the accepted viking manner, he permitted his men to go ashore 
and fetch what they thought they needed. But in doing so, 
he either forgot or was unaware of the fact that King Harald 
had previously gone into this region with his army, and 
that the people had acknowledged him as their king. In
censed over Ganger-Rolf's depredations, the people com
plained to the king, and we find that neither Rolf's high 
birth nor the intercession of his mother could save him. 
At the next thing Ganger-Rolf was convicted of deliberate 
piracy and outlawed." Had Ganger-Rolf been harrying in 
the same region before its population had pledged itself to 
King Harald Fairhair. there would have been no case against 
him .. ' 

No one could count on safety of life and property while 
outside his immediate kingdom. At home the individual 
had the aid of his kin, friends and neighbors in combating 
invading strangers. Raids in regions under a different legal 
jurisdiction did not constitute violations of any laws. The 
mere fact that there were .. costly halls and fertile fields" 
to be found in neighboring kingdoms was considered a 
legitimate reason for an attack.'" Likewise, an outsider 
had every right to seize whatever he could; and the North
man knew that only physical inability, laziness or indiffer
ence would prevent the .. foreigners" from taking his pos
sessions. A state of war existed as a matter of course. and 
the very calling of the viking stood for marauding and war
fare in regions that were under a different legal jurisdiction. 

.. Hei ..... kringla. Saga of HIWGId Fairlsair. "'" 

.. Emil S ...... &1, SIrid ... for imIno (StockhQlm. 1910). p. IS • 

.. Tlu Po.,ic Eddo, L.y of Rig. 49. 
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In the measure that the coups in foreign lands became 
inCreasingly profitable, the occupation of marauding gained 
in prestige at home. When a high-born young man an
nounced that his father had furnished him ships and that 
he was selecting men for an expedition, the ymmg men of 
the country-side vied with one another for a place on his 
ships. As late as the year 1000, Olav, Norway's future 
saint and national hero, called together the young men of his 
acquaintance and went plundering on foreign shores. The 
runic inscription over many a warrior states that .. in foreign 
lands he sought gold and booty" or "gold and honor." 
In the Edda much prominence is given to treasures of 
precious metals hidden in the ground. Mimer, the god of 
wisdom and inspiration, is also the "Treasure-Mimer," or 
the guardian of the riches of the world. 

The gods were never on the side of the one who refused 
. to engage in battle. The Noms, or the shield-maidens of 
Odin, wove the web of victory and defeat. 

The web is woven of the guts of men and weighed down with 
human heads. There are blood-stained darts to form the shafts; 
its stays are iron wrought, with arrows shuttIed. Strike with 
your swords this web of victory. 

Now the web is woven and the field reddened. Bloody 
clouds are gathering over the sky. The air sball he dyed with 
the blood of men. Let us ride very fast on our bare-backed 
steeds, with our drawn swords in our hands, far away." 

" I saw how the Northmen had arrived with their wares, 
and pitched their camp beside the Volga," relates Ibn Fad
lan, an Arabian traveler. Every one carries an axe, a dag
ger, and a sword, and without these they are never seen. 
• . . When a son is born to one of them, he flings down a 

.. c.,.pus P",,/ic_ B_. (ed. by G. Vigfus,on and F. York PoweII, 
Oxford, ,SS;l), vol. i, p •• s.z. .. Bare-backed steeds U meant shipo. 
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sword saying, ' Only that is yours which you win with yo~r 
sword'" la 

" Tell me this," said Hakon Jar! to Sigmund, "in what 
do you put your trust? " Promptly Sigmund answered, " I 
put my trust in my strength and good right ann." .. A con
spicuous example of a viking leader is Egil Skallagrimsson 
of Burg in Iceland. As a child Egil was moody and 
" masterful and angry tempered." When seven years old he 
kilted an older boy who had beaten him in a ball game. This 
escapade convinced his mother that there was " viking-stuff " 
in her son, and she counselled that they buy him warships as 
soon as he was old enough to command them. Once, when 
Egil was twelve years old, he was about to be chastised by 
Skallagrim, his father. But Thorgerd Brak, a woman of 
Skallagrim's household who had fostered Egil in his child
hood, interfered. Incensed over her temerity, the father 
struck at Thorgerd, who fled and leaped off a cliff into 
the sound. "Skallagrim cast after her with a great stone, 
and sat it between her shoulders, and neither it nor she came 
up again." The death of Thorgerd angered Egil, and that 
same evening when Skallagrim and his men sat down to eat, 
Egil walked up to his father's steward, " who was most dear 
to Skallagrim," and resolutely cut him down. "But Skalla
grim spake naught of this, and that matter lay quiet hence
forth between them."'· 

H Ib .. FtMlltm's Acc._ •.• , p. s6. rbn Fadlan also adds: "Never 
did I see people so gigantic; they are tall as palm trees, and florid and 
ruddy of complexion. . . . The women carry, fastened to their breast, a 
little case of iron, copper, silver, or gold, according to the wealth and 
resources of their husbands. Fastened to the ase they wear a ring, and 
upoo that a dagger, all attached to their breast. About their necks they 
wear gold aod silver chains. If the husbaod possesses ten thousand 
dirbemsf he has one chain made for his wife; if twenty thousand, two; 
and for every ten thousand, one i. added. Hence it often happens that a 
5candinavian woman has a large number of chains about her neck" (ibid.). 

It Saga of tM Faroe Islanders, 22. 

'0 Egif. SGg4, ch. 40. 
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Under the prevailing type of justice, considerable signifi
cance was attached to the brotherhood, consisting of both 
natural and "sworn "brothers. .. Bare is the back of the 
brotherless," says an old Scandinavian proverb. The 
.. sworn brotherhood" (Old Norse fostlmrdYl1-lag) was en
tered into by two young men who wished to make their 
friendship more binding." The selection of the .. sworn 
brothers" was by no means random. In addition to the 
congeniality of temperament of the two young men, the 
wealth, good will and fighting strength of the respective 
families that they represented were the determining factors. 
Especially numerous were the .. sworn brotherhoods" among 
the participants in the viking enterprises abroad. 

The prevailing form of society fostered also conditions 
under which blood feuds flourished. These blood feuds 
often had a direct bearing upon the undertaking of the vik
ing enterprises, since many a viking was a slayer who judici
ously had left the country in order to avoid being killed, 
or an outlaw for whose exploits no wergild had been paid. 
The blood feuds continued long after a more orderly society 
had been established, but gradually the system of paying 
wergild was adopted. It was assumed that a man repre
sented a definite value and that his family should be com
pensated for the loss that his death entailed. At first the 
disparity in strength that the killing of a man brought about 
was counteracted by causing a similar loss in the ranks of 
the kindred of the first offender. Later the loss was cal
culated in monetary terms and took the form of the wergild. 

Q. The ceremony included their gashing themselves and permitting tbe 
blood to mingle in f .... h soil uncovered by tbe cutting of the sod. Kneel
ing on tbe ground, tbe two mm thereupon would beseech an tbe gods to 
bear witness of their agreement, each swearing to avenge any wrong done 
tbe other. just as they would bav.. done bad they been Datural brothers. 
A bandclasp sealed tbe pact (Gi.skJ Soga S .... ss ..... ,. 13-14; M. W. 
Williams. 0'. cit .• p. 25). 
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The amount of the wergild was not uniform. We have seen 
that it varied as to the remoteness of the domicile of the 
victim. Likewise, the fine imposed upon an outsider was 
higher than the one demanded from a fellow townsman or 
a resident of the same legal district." There were also 
variations as to the social class of both victim and offender." 
The Swedish BjorkofHiitlen (XII, 2) contains the stipula
tion that "murder which occurs on the public square before 
noon shall be fined by 80 marks, after noon by 40 marks." •• 

In Denmark and Sweden the laws stipulated that the 
whole kindred of the slayer must contribute to the payment, 
and that the wergild·should be divided among the kindred 
of the slain, even if they were not his direct heirs." The 
payment to be made by each member of the kindred varied 
with his relationship to the murderer, according to a grad
uated scale, those of the first line of kinship paying the most; 
those of the second line, half the amount of those of the 
first; and SO on down the line. Thus, since the payment was 
fixed, the amount to be paid by each individual varied with 
the size of the family, and the amount received by each kin 

•• A similar distinction was also found in England between the c0n

querors and the conquered. A reading of the "North People's Law" 
.. ~ "suggests that the Danes estimated their- own wergilds at twice the 
value of the Aogles, iust as in early days the Saxous had valued them
selves at twice as much as the wealh" or Briton (Stubbs, Th4 C ...... 
nitutionoI HwDI"J "I ElIglattd, Cambridge. '897, voL i. Po 199) • 

.. R. Keys ... Eft ... ladt •• krift .... vol. ii (Oslo, ,867). p. 303; Steenstrup, 
0;. cif., vol. iv, p. 290; cf. M. W. WiUiams, op. cit.) P. 311 . 

.. C. I. ScbIyter. "p. cit •• vol. vi. 

.. B. Phillpotts. Kindred _ Cl ... 'K th4 Mid4I. Ages _ Aft... 
(Cambridge. '913). {lp. 68-.01); M. W. Williams, Gp. tit .• p. 290 The 
Swedish provincial law code of the Westgoths awarded six marks to the 
direct heirs and six marks to the ott or kiodred. Practically throughout 
Sweden the wergild was divided into three equal parts; one part went to 
the district or couotY (lWrad). one to the king. and one to the heirs, 
includiog both direct heirs and members of the kindred. See Steenstrup, 
01. titot vol. iv, p. 2gO. 
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of the slain naturally varied in a similar manner." The 
early Scandinavian law codes also contain elaborate stipu
lations for pecuniary compensation for wounds and the loss 
of limbs." 

The provincial law code of Scania (V, 12) stlftes that the 
indemnity for a person's eye, hand or foot was half of that 
for his life. If both eyes, hands or feet were destroyed, full 
mansbot or wergild was due.'· 

A monetary value was also given to an individual's "per
sonal rights." ,. In the Gula province in Norway the 
" rights" of a high-born man were valued at six marks. 
A hauld or bonde could claim three marks and a common 
freeman one and one-half marks. A freed-man whose 
emancipation had been duly published had a right to six 
oras. '0 Although variations existed in the different regions, 
these rates appear to have been typical. for the North as a 
whole. From this treatment of the institutional setting, we 
turn to a consideration of the numerical strength of the 
Northmen in viking times. 

" Gulolhings Law, 222. 

<6" Ibid., 185, 2IS; Frostathings Law, 12, 42-49. ~ 57. 60.. 
" Schlyter, 01. &it., yol. ix i cf. SteenstruPJ op, cif., vat iv, p. 306 . 
... By «personal rights JJ were meant 11 the rights that every one en

joyed as members of the social body, particulady the right to be com
pensated for wrongs and injuries to oneself or to one's kindred. To be 
deprived of 'right' was equi_t to exile" (Lan"", Th< EM/ion 
N_gidn r..-., p. 426). See Gulothings Law, 200. Measures were 
taken to prevent abuses of the law. "No one. either man or woman, has 
a right to claim atonement more than three tim~ unless he has taken 
revenge in the meantime" (GullJlhings Law, I86). 

10 Larson, 0;. cif., p. 14-



CHAPTER IV 

POPULATION 

EVERY estimate of the population of the North in viking 
times must necessarily be very indefinite in nature. Johannes 
C. H. R. Steenstrup, the foremost student of the viking 
movement, sought to obtain some information on this point 
by making an investigation of the chronicles and the annals 
of the ravaged regions, with regard to the number of ships 
engaged in the various attacks and the number of people 
slain! The records suggest that there was on the whole a 
marked increase in the number of ships in the viking fleets 
as time went on. The first expeditions seem to have been 
undertaken in comparatively small fleets, consisting of any 
number from two or three to about forty ships. On the 
basis of Steenstrup's estimate of no less than forty men 
per ship, the early fleets seem to have carried only fair-sized 
contingents.' But by 880 the viking armies appear to have 
become quite large. Several thousand men are said to have 
fallen in the battle of Saucourt.· Thousands of warrior 
vikings also took part in the siege of Paris in 885, and the 
army under Rollo in 91 I was also very large. 

The chronicles which depict conditions in the latter half 
of the tenth century are even more emphatic than the earlier 

~ Op. cit., vol~ it pp. 210.217 • 

• Even in Russia where river navigation necessitated the USe of smaller 
shlpo • forty men {were] reckoned to a ship" (TAt R",';"" Pri....", 
CM .... , 901). It is true that Einbard (AlSIIGks, 8<2) claims that 10.940 
men were I.ft fallen after the battle between Sigfrid and Ring, the two 
pretenders to the throoe of Denmark, but this is doubtless an exaggerati011, 

• V moos numbers have been given; the A_es FlllMMts state 9.000. 

53 
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ones in their stress upon the large numbers of participants 
in the viking raids. The writers are astonished by the rap
idity with which reenforcements arrive from the Scandinav
ian North, and the attacks are described as a continual de
vastating storm from the North. The Northmh are said 
to have been .. as numerous as grasshoppers and to have 
covered the whole earth." Large waves of foreigners, the 
Irish annals relate, rolled from the sea up over Erin. .. The 
sea spewed out fleet upon fleet, and no harbor or anchor 
place, no fort or skaw was without a fleet of ships."· 

About a century ago, H. M. Velschow estimated that the 
population of Denmark in the early part of the tenth century 
was about 550,000. Velschow further estimated that in the 
middle of the thirteenth century the popUlation was approxi
mately 1,550,000, with a possible error of from twelve to 
fifteen per cent. With boundaries as of 1885, Velschow's 
estimate would give an approximate figure of 958,000 for 
the year 1250.' The latter estimate was rejected by Kr. 
Erslev, who arrived at a much lower figure, or approximately 
340,000 for the same time and region.' Steenstrup points 
to Velschow's conclusions that Jutland, for example, had the 
same rural population in 1250 that it had in 1840--0r 
about 748,ooo-and infers that the population three cen
turies earlier very likely was about the same. Even if 
the cultivation of the land was less intensive during the vik-

• War Df IIw Gad"" with IIw Gm/I, or t1w I""","", al Irdtmtl by t1w 
D_. and at,," Nor"'''H> (J. H. Todd's ed.), pp. 10-20,41. 

• D .... k Hid. Tid.drill, 1 R~kk., 4 Biod (1843), pp. I-52. Ve!schow 
built his estimate on the information giftll in the K .. ytlitlg"S_ (cb. 32) 
that Denmark was divid.d into 850 shipS' districts (wt-o). The 
regional distribution of these districts is given as foUows: Sklne, then a 
pSlt of Denmark, had ISO, Zealand ' .... Fyn loo, Borgium #if I so. 
Viborg loo, Aarh ... 90, Ribe 110 and Slesvig 1:\0. Each district wall 

divided into sub-districts (htwIw) eacb of whicb in turn comprised a 
certain number of farms or estates. 

• D .... k Hid. Tidsskrill, 5 R., 5 B. (I88S), p. 519-
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ing era than in later times, it is possible, Steenstrup believed, 
that the forests, the sea and the lakes could have contained 
more food than in more recent years! Both the archaeolog
ical finds and the sagas indicate considerable dependence upon 
fisbing and hunting for the necessities of life, but foodstuffs 
were also imported, particularly from England and Frisia." 

In Sweden. Hans Hildebrand sought to ascertain the size 
of the population of that country in the Middle Ages on the 
basis of the Peter's Pence, the tax paid to the Pope by the 
various bisboprics of Sweden. Hildebrand concluded that in 
the first half of the fourteenth century, the earliest period to 
which these receipts lend themselves, there were nearly 
520,000 people in Sweden." What the population was four 
or five centuries earlier must necessarily remain a matter of 
great conjecture. It has been estimated, however, that the 
population of the entire Sweden in viking times was slightly 
more than 500,000, while that of the island of Gotland was 
ahout 60,000 or approximately the same as the present-day 
figure'" 

The population of Norway in the tenth century was 
"somewhere between two and three hundred thousand." 11 

Iceland had in all likelihood forty or forty-five thousand in 
930 and perhaps close to sixty thousand in 91>5.12 

y SteenstruP. 0;. cif., vot. il p. 218. 

• See .... pr ... 1>- 32· 
• Betwe ... 1333 and 1350. the _ receipts suggest the following average 

population in the various bishoprics: Uppsala, 104.640; Linlroping, 132,480; 
Sltara, 77.?60; Stringnas, 129,020; Viisteris, 6S,J80; Vixjo, 130440. The 
total is 522.720 persons. But it is to be noticed that Scania, Bleking and 
parts of Smiland were not included (H. Hildebrand, Swriges _dellid, 
Stockholm, 1879, vol. i, p. 59). See also Montelius, S_k Tidskrift. 
1890. pp. 201·203 . 
.. J. Nihlen. U",u, ""'" segel, svenska iWmt:vr • (Jrt.,. (Stoekholm, 

1928), pp. 39-40-
11 H. Hermannsson. ls/tmdica (Ithaea, 19JO). vol. :xx, p. 64; cf. James 

Bryce, Shulie. in History tmd J~. (Oxford, 1901). vol. i, p.:266. 
uSa/tt lil4t1gu lsltmd.r, iv, pp. 351-384; Hetmannsson, op. rn, p. 6. 
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There are saga references which suggest an actual over
population in the inhabited areas of the North. It is said 
about the province of Varmland in Sweden that .. the hard 
times were caused by the fact that there were more people 
in the land than it could hold, and so the inhabitants went 
out and conquered Solar." 10 That the pressure of popula
tion long remained a serious problem in the North is further 
suggested by the fact that the N orthmen tenaciously held to 
the practice of exposing children, even after Christianity had 
taken a rather firm hold and was able to influence human 
conduct in other respects." 

The records also suggest that the Northmen were a highly 
sensual people. Their exploits in England and the Cam
Iingian Empire show that they possessed to a marked degree 
the sexual brutality of most invading hordes and armies." 
Even more revealing is the report of ,the Arabian emissary 
Ibn Fadlan, who encountered the viking merchants on the 
'Volga about 922. He states that upon reaching the market 
town, the Northmen constructed booths or houses in which 
they transacted their business. .. Each man has a couch, 
where he sits with the beautiful girls he has for sale. Here 
he is as likely as not to en joy one of them while a friend 
looks on. At times several of them will be thus engaged. 
each in full view of the others," 10 Ibn Fadlan's account 

11 Heimskringla. Yngli_ Saga, 4J. The saga points out that "the 
Swedes were wont to give the king the blame both for good and bad 
years." But" the wisest men of Sweden found out that hard times were 
due to the folk being more numerous than the land could support, and the 
king was not to blame for it." 

.. Steenstrup, o~. <it., veL ~ Po 221 • 

.. " Very often they [the NorthmenJ seize the wives and daughters of 
our !banes. and cruelly violate them before the great chieftains' faces U 

(L"ti S ..... IJIl A.nglos. Res. Da .... vat i, Po 469). 
u IIm PIJIlI.".'s A.cc.-•.••• Po SS, The reactions of the cultnred 

Arabian traders and traveless of that day. who also included Iba Dustash 
and Masndi. to the manners and customs of the "wild and war-loviDg 
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also shows that sex orgies constituted a prominent part of 
their funeral rites.u Another illustration may be taken from 

Northmen n are far from flattering. This, in the words of Montelius, 
"was not the fault of the writers." See MonteIius, SwrigtS fiirbintl 
mt'4 andro lander, ... , p. 4-

l' One of their chieftains died, and, following their custom, his family 
asked his girls who was to die with him. The one who volunteered was 
U committed to two girls, who were to keep wat-ch over her wherever she 
went." While the dead man was being prepared for burialt P the. girl gave 
herself over to drinking and singing, and was cheerful and gay." 

The chief's ship had beeo drawn up 00 land and surrounded by piles 
of wood. They" brought a couch, placed it on the ship and covered it 
with Greek cloth of gold, wadded and quilted with pillows of the same 
material. There came an old crone, whom they call the angel of death, 
and spread the artides mentioned on the -couch. ... It was she who was 
to slay the girt" The dead man was carried if into the tent and placed. 
in the ship," and Cl strong drink, fruits, and basil n were placed beside 
him. .. Then they brought a dog, which they cut in two, and threw into 
the ship; laid all his weapons beside him; and led up two horses which 
they chased until they were dripping with sweat, whereupon they cut 
them in pieces with their swords, and threw the ftesh into the ship.» 
Two oxen, a cock, and a hen were likewise ki11ed. and thrown into the ship~ 

.. The girl who _ devoted herself to death meanwhile walked to and 
frot entffing one after another of the tents which they had there. The 
occupant of each tent lay with her, saying, J Tell your master, n I [the 
man] did this only for the love of you.'" 

Having beeo lifted into the ship, the girl was given several cups of 
strong drink. Then" the hag seized her by the head and dragged her 
into the tent. At this moment the men began to beat upoo their shields 
with the staves. in order to drown the noise of her outcries. which might 
have terrified the other girls, and deterred them from seeking death with 
their masters in the future. Then six men followed into the tent and each 
and every one had carnal compaoionship with her.» Thereupoo the girl 
was placed at her master's side. The old woman .. knotted. rope around 
her neclc, and handed the ends to two 01 the men to pull. Then with a 
broad-bJaded dagger she smote her between the ribs, and drew the blade 
forth, while the men strangled her with the rope until she died.· 

• The next of kin to the dead man, followed by other., thoo put fire 
to the ship. .. Before an hour had passed, ship, wood and girl _, 
with the man. turned to ashes." 

Speaking to one of Ibn Fadlan'. coantrymeo, one of the Northmen said, 
• Yon Arab. must be a stupid set I You take him who is to you the 
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a saga account that describes an incident at the fair of 
Branno, near the present-day Gothenburg. When" stroll
ing about bent on diversion," Hoskuld (an Icelander) " came 
upon a large and handsome tent" owned by Gille, a wealthy 
merchant. Hoskuld was shown three womeno whom he 
looked over very carefully. He bought one of them "who 
to him seemed very fair," and "that same night went to 
bed with her." I. The wealthy and more prominent men of 
the day had a number of wives, as well as concubines. 
Harald Fairhair. for instance, is said to have dismissed nine 
earlier wives when he married Ragnhild.'" In Iceland every 
man could have two wives, one at home and one in Norway; 
the children of both were considered legitimate .. • Adam of 
Bremen says about the Swedes that there was no limit to 
the number of wives a man might take. "Each one has 
according to his wealth, two, three o~ more, but the rich 
and foremost among them have innumerable ones, and the 
Children of all are considered legitimate.'" In Normandy, 
where the Northmen had accepted Christianity, many of 
them continued to take wives "daHico more," i. e .• to take 
another wife in addition to the one married in the Christian 
fashion'" 

Whether there was a connection between this marked sen
suality of the Northmen and the surplus of man-power in 
the North in viking times is not readily ascertained. Steen-

most revered and beloved of m.... and cast him into the ground, to be 
devoured by creeping things and worms. We, on the other hand, bnm 
him in a twinkling. so that he instantly enter! Paradise." ... Having 
said this, «he burst out into uncontrolable laughter" (llm FadlMfs A ... 
count,. ~., pp. ~60). 

21!1 Lasd4ela Saga, cb. la 
I. Heim.skri"llla. Saga of Harald FairNJir, 2J. 

30 Gragas, iv. 
&1 GeSftJ HtJmmtJimrgmris, ... , iv, 21 • 

•• Steemtrup, N.rmdIulku hist..v (Copenhagen, 1925). ch. J3. 
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strop, who believed that the Danish expeditions were due to 
over-population in Denmark, found the causes of the latter 
in extreme sensuality, polygamy and concubinage.·· There 
are statements in the sagas to the effect that the vikings 
at times brought back concubines from foreign lands; and 
this practice may have contributed, in a measure at least, to 
a high birth rate. 

The non-Scandinavian sources, such as the annals and the 
chronicles, state that the N orthmen armies were very for
midable and suggest, thereby, that there was an abund
ance of man-power in the North in viking times. It is 
possible, of course, that future studies will show that many 
of the figures pertaining to the size of the invading N orth
men forces, handed down to us by the annalists and chron
iclers, have been greatly exaggerated. We have seen 
that, on the basis of the estimates of the Scandinavian his
torians, the total population in the North in viking times was 
probably a little more than one million people, and very 
likely less thin a million and a half. The inhabited and cul
tivated areas were confined to the coast lines and the lake 
and river valleys inland." Furthermore, as has been pointed 
out in an earlier chapter, the agricultural skill of the vikings 
was not very great. 2. Considerable quantities of sustenance 
were obtained from the outside'" These imports were paid 

.. Steenstrup, No~, vel. i, pp.. 222-242 . 

.. H. Schiick, op. cil., voI. i. p. 184. 

311 See also V. Gudmundsson, "Ackerbau U in Hoops' Realle.rikMl tier 
C ....... AU .. -..ktmde • 

.. See EgiI's Saga, ch. 11, and Hn ..... kring/4, Saga. .f Htwald Fair
Aa;., 36. Such importations continued even after the viking period. At 
a thitlg in Bergen about 11186, King Sverre 6f Norway said: I~We thank 
all English ...... who bring hither wheat and honey, Bour and cloth, for 
coming; we thank also all men who bring hither linen, wax or kettles. 
We wiU also name those who have come from the Orkneys, Hjaltland 
(Shetland), Faro ... Iceland and all those who bring into this land things 
_ful for it» (F_ SiigfW. vii; Bngge, Dm _sTn si~f
""'om, vol. ~ Po 114). 
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for with precious metal which was plentiful in the North at 
this time." Most of the wealth came to the North as re
turns from the exploitation of other peoples. During the 
pre-viking and early viking period, the inhabitants of the 
East Baltic region and Russia were the chief vi~irns. Later, 
the area which the Northrnen were able to tap was greatly 
extended, chiefly to the West. Thus, in spite of the "nig
gardly nature" of the North itself, it seems that prevailing 
conditions enabled a relatively large population to emerge 
and exist. 

The abundant supply of man-power obviously contributed 
to the success of the viking enterprises oversea. Of even 
greater significance was the higb development reached by the 
Northrnen with regard to the technics of aggression, evi
denced by their superior ships and forms of organization. 

If S. Bolin, .. Viki"9atdg" in N ortIisk P;"";lj.bok; H. Hild.brand, 
. 4 DI 0stH'- Del fJiist~,.,iintl.rluJ mynlm j Swnges ;ord/' in Festsk"f' 

lil/lig""" C. G. Mo/mstram (Stockholm, (897), pp. 9 .1 nq.; e'. B. 
Norman, SWdier Over SfJilrg<l Mdm lill"o_ (Upsala, "'9'3), pp. lIO-4 •• 



CHAPTER V 

SHIPS, ORGANIZATION AND TACTICS 

AT the time of Tacitus the art of shipbuilding in the 
North was still on a rather primitive level, judging from 

. his statement that the fleets of the Suiones, i. e., the Swedes, 
consisted of row-boats without sails. The testimony of 
Tacitus is substantiated by the Nydam find! There is noth
ing to indicate that sails were used in the North prior to the 
eighth century,' but by this time the ships of the Northmen 
were superior to those of other peoples. In England, as 
weD as on the Continent, the ships were crude and clumsy, 
unsuited for open-sea sailing. In Ireland, despite the fact 
that the inhabitants were an island people, seafaring to any 
appreciable extent did not exist. Here the coracle, whiclI 
precluded the undertaking of extensive voyages, was still 
used.' The viking ships, on the other hand, were larger 
than the average craft of the times and muclI easier to navi
gate. .. In the beauty of their form, and the perfection of 
their design (given the material, teclInique and general 
plan)," the sea-horses of the North" surpassed all other 
craft that ever set wings to wood.'" They enabled the 

~ Th. Nydam boat. from the third or fourth century, was foWld in 
1863 in the Nydam Bog in Schleswig. Built of heavy boards of oak, it 
is 70 f .. t long and u feet amidships. It shows no signs of having been 
equipped with a sall. See Nansen, op. cit., vo!. i, p. 244-

• Cf. however, ibid., p. 24S-
a W. VogeI, er NordUcM Su/aArlm im frii.Mt'ffl Mittdolter," in 

M~ntsk1md~, vo1. i, pt. 7, pp. 12-14- The coracle: is a small fishing boat 
mad. of hides stretched over a wicker frame. 

• S. C. Gilfil1an, I..-tiIog tlte Ship (Chicago, 1935), p. 46-
(\. 
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Northmen to move from place to place with unprecedented 
dispatch, and many of them were sufficiently well built to 
withstand the strain that open-sea sailing entailed. This 
quality of speed and easy maneuvering, making possible a 
quick descent upon some foreign shore and an<equany quick 
departure, contributed in no small measure to the success of 
many a viking undertaking. In the development of their 
technique of shipbuilding, the Northmen had borrowed from 
the peoples of the Mediterranean world. Striking similari
ties are noticeable between the ships of the Baltic and those 
of the Mediterranean, similarities which can hardly be 
ascribed to two independent developments. Even the old 
Scandinavian term dreki, used to denote the larger viking 
ship the prow of which was decorated with a head of a 
dragon or some animal, may have been derived from the 
Greek ipWc_.· 

The great majority of the ships of the warrior vikings 
were built for the transportation of troops, and not for 
encounters on the high seas. In the Anglo-Saxon Chron
icle for the year 851 we read that " this year came 350 ships 
to the mouth of the Thames and the crew landed and took 
Canterbury and London by storm." In 893. according to 
the same source, .. the great army . • • came again . • • 
with 250 ships. Then soon after that Hasten with 80 ships 
landed at the mouth of the Thames." Under the year 149, 
the Scotof'um chronicle states that .. a naval expedition of 
seven score ships of the people of the king of the Foreigners 
came to oppress the Foreigners who were in Erinn before 

• See Vogel, _p. cit. p. :>5. How the influences from the South were 
brought to the North is not easily ascertained. The conclusions 
arrived at by Montelius (StJ<rig<s fiirlmuhls., _ and,.. liiruhr ••• • ), 
with regard to the contacts between the North and the regiana 10 the 
Soulh of the Alps, indicate that overland or river routes played a much 
more significant role than the sea-routes around the coast of Western 
Europe. Cf. Nam ... • p. cit., vaL i, p. 244-
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them." Toward the close of the viking period the North
men began to build ships specifically for sea-battles, and the 
more important naval battles mentioned in the literature were 
fought between rival fleets of Northmen. During the 
greater part of the viking period there were no real fleets 
elsewhere in Europe with which the Northmen could engage 
in battle, except the fleets of the Moors in Spain and of 
King Alfred, both of which succeeded for a time in checking 
the viking onslaught.· Realizing that without large and 
powerful ships a successful stand against the vikings would 
be impossible, King Alfred had ships built that measured up 
to sixty pairs of oars.' At first a number of these new ships 
foundered and were lost because of inept handling, but soon 
the English acquired considerable skill in seamanship and 
naval strategy; and the traditional "strike and leave" 
method of attack became less profitable on the shores of 
England. In 897 nine of Alfred's new ships managed to 
trap six Danish ships as they lay at anchor in a small bay 
near the Isle of Wight. Three of the Danish ships tried to 
fight their way through; one succeeded while the other two 
were captured and their crews killed. LaJer the remaining: 
three viking ships took advantage of the tide and slipped 
away. But two of them ran ashore not far from there and 
the men were all captured and hanged. There seems to be 

• Thus, in 859, acmrding to Ibn-Adhari. the Nortbmen found the shores 
of Spain well guarded. as .. the ships of the Moslems cruised in the sea 
from the boundary of Fraooe in the East to the coast of Galicia in the 
farthermost West." In this attack of 859, the Moors captured two shipe 
that bad become separated from the main lleet of the Northmen. and 
again, in the following year, two viking ships were captured and two 
more were burned (Anglo-Su01J C"""'-). 10 the summer of 875. King 
Alfred fought against seveo enemy ships and captured one of them. In 
882. King Alfred fought against four Danish ships, two of which were 
taken and the men on board killed. In 885. King Alfred sent a lleet 
to the coast of East Anglia where it captured sixteen viking ships (ibid.). 

• Angl.-Soson Cbr ..... 891. 
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only one recorded victory of the N orthmen in a battle at sea 
against non-Scandinavian opponents. That was in 885. on 
the very same day that the fleet of King Alfred had defeated 
sixteen viking ships off East Anglia. On their way home. 
the Anglo-Saxons met a large Danish fleet, and .. the Danes 
won the victory." • 

In the beginning of the viking period relatively few types 
of ships .were used, but in the course of time new models 
were being constructed to comply with the requirements of 
an expanding and more highly specialized business. For 
piracy and the transportation of the expeditionary forces the 
" long ships" were most common. There were several vari
ants of this type of craft which differed from each other as 
to size and design. The size of the vessel was indicated in 
terms of the number of pairs of oars that it had; a ship 
that was equipped with twenty row-benches was termed a 
"twenty-seater," one having thirty row-benches was called 
a' " thirty-seater" and so on. The most common "long 
ship" measured twenty pairs of oars and was capable of 
carrying, including the forty oarsmen, perhaps as many as 
one hundred men. Ships measuring twenty-five or more 
pairs of oars were called .. great ships." In this class be
longed the " dragon ship" and the .. skeid," which was the 
ship of the wealthier vikings. In addition there were smaller 
" long ships," such as the " snekkja," as well as several other 
types of smaller craft! The" mm" was primarily a 
merchant vessel, but was also used for the transportation of 
troops and occasionally for actnal conflict.'° Being rela
tively high and broad in proportion to her length, the 
" know" was better able to negotiate a rough sea than the 
longer and narrower "long ship" or " dragon ship;" for 

• See Steenstrup, op. cil., vol. i, pp. 266-4 
• Vogct. 0;. cit., pp. 3'S-J6. 
1. At the battle of Hafrsfjord. for example, in It;2. 
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this reason she was generally used for longer voyages, such 
as the expeditions to Ireland, Greenland and North America. 
Professor W. Hovgaard, the naval authority, states that the 
seagoing capacity of vessels of this type " was hardly inferior 
to that of later sailing-vesseIs of much larger size. Their 
great beam, their flat bottom, and their extremely light con
struction made them follow the wave slope without any ac
cumulation of rolling. They would rise readily to the waves 
and be little liable to ship great quantities of water under 
ordinary conditions of wind and sea." 11 The" knm" had 
fewer row-benches than the "long ship" and relied there
fore chiefly upon her sail and the wind for power. The row
benches were placed near the prow and the stem so that the 
space amidships could be utilized for cargo. With the ex
ception of the two half-decks on which the row-benches 
were fixed, the entire hull of the average merchant ship con
stituted one large hold over which a sail was suspended to 
keep out spray and rain." The" knm" could accommo
date about fifty men and had a displacement of fifty tons 
and upward.' • 

It has already been stated that the average "long-ship" 
was a .. twenty-seater," but there were of course also those 
which measured considerably more. The flagship of King 
Olav Tryggvason, the " Long Serpent," is said to have had 
thirty-four row-benches and to have measured some 160 feet 
over-all. For a time this ship, which carried 250 or more 
warriors, was the largest in the North, but before long even 
larger ones were being built. When Cnut set out to conquer 
England, he is said to have had ships measuring sixty pairs 
of oars. The best example in existence of a viking" long-

11 TTt. Yoyog,. of IM Non ..... to Nortl> America (New York, '914), 
p.sS. 

U Hjalmar Falk, KullurAiostoriscM Zrilsclnift, vol. iv (I9IZ), p. 48-
" VogeI, op. &it., P. oS. 
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ship" is the GOkstad ship from the eighth century." This 
ship had an over-all length of slightly more than one hun
dred feet and a displacement of about thirty tons. She was 
equipped with a mast that could be raised and lowered and 
with a large square sail. In addition she had 'Sixteen pairs 
of oars which were worked through circular oar-posts. Her 
prow and stem rose boldly from the water line. The out
side of her gunwales was lined with large circular shields. 
alternately black and white in color. The rudder was fixed 
over the starboard quarter. She had five portable berths 
forward and a striped tent amidships for the purpose of 
providing shelter when not at sea. While her crew must 
have numbered about forty men, she could carry close to 
seventy men." 

The " monoxyla" (pouclCvla) were boats built in Russia 1lI 

especially for the Russian rivers, which often made it neces
. sary for the Northmen to carry their crafts considerable 
distances overland past the rapids or from one river tu 
another." The Greek writers said they were nothing more 

It Ibid" 1'. 2J. The state of the art of shipbuilding in the North in 
viking times is best illustrated by the Oseberg ship. This vessel, Queen 
Asa's yacht and subsequent burial ship, was clearly never used in the 
pursuance of the viking enterp<ises, but designed specifically for pleasure
cruising in the Norwegian fiords. Sbe had an over-aU length of close 
to sixty-five feet and was fifteen feet wide amidshi1'5. In addition to 
mast and sail, she was equipped with fifteen pairs of oars to be applied 
when occasion arose. Restored, her graceful lines and beautiful carvings 
are tru1y remarkable. 

.. N. Nicolaysen, Th4 Viki.g-Shi/> fr .... GiikstM (Oslo •• 88z). pp. 
6allnq • 

.. Tbe Slavs were compelled by the N orthmen to cut timber in the 
forests and to lloat the logs. down to Kiev in wbieb town the latter had 
established shipyards (Coast. Porpbyrogenetus. Dr .A~. Imf>rrio. 
11_ Hl.4o. ch. 9). 

1f'~' Nordma.n.ni dc,rJJerdtis rebtu fUJWS p" ffl"ratttl t'1mJ mCJgftO wtlMY 
mshUlfl.". PerU. Scri;tous. vol~ i, p. 601. 
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than dug-out canoes.'" But even in Russia, fair-sized ships 
were at times in use. The ships which Oleg sent against 
the Greeks in 907 are reputed to have carried forty men 
each; 10 and Constantine Porphyrogenetus speaks of twenty 
" pamphyles " which together carried 830 men."" 

The smaller ships of the earlier period of viking aggres
sion were open boats, while the general run of those of the 
later period were either partly or fully decked. Most of 
them were of oak and built in the clinker-fashion; that is, 
when the ship was finished, each board would slightly over
lap the one just below it, from the gunwale down. Rivets 
or bolts of wood, bronze or iron were used, and the seams 
and joints were caulked with pitch, generally mixed with 
wool or cow's hair. One tier of oars was most common. 
The oars were long and generally worked through holes 
along the gunwale. In the smaller crafts the oarsmen sat 
upon planks extended across the ship, but the larger vessels 
had individual benches which also seem to have served 
as chests or lockers for the keeping of the personal belong
ings of the oarsmen." The oar-shaped rudder was fixed at 
the right side of the vessel, looking from stem to bow; con
sequently, this side of the ship came to be called the " steer
board n (Old Norse stj6rnbordi), while the opposite side, 
which was at the back of the helmsman, was called "back
board n (Old Norse bakbordi). 

The viking ships had as a rule only one mast, which could 
be raised and lowered, and one sail. The sail was generally 
made of heavy woolen cloth (Old Norse vadmaJ), with 

to Some of the boats were apparently so small that men could c:any 
them on their shoulders ••• (Coust. Porphyrogenetus, op. cit., ch. 9). 

19 RfUzia .. PritntJry ChrOIl., t)Oi. 

20 D, CmmcmtJ., il, 44-
.. V. Gudmundsson, NordbOff"MS Skib • • Viki"lle- og SagotideJJ 

(Copenhagen, 19oa), p. 19; Hi. Folk, 0;. cit., po 7J. 
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stripes or squares of different colo18." Below deck, space 
was provided for food and drink. Some of the ships were 
also equipped with sma11 cabins, but as a rule the men re
mained on deck throughout the voyage, sleeping in sacks 
of skin. ~ 

Coast sa"iling predominated, especially during the earlier 
part of the viking period. When a storm approached, the 
seafarers sought the shores for protection; even in fair 
weather they would cast anchor for the night in some placid 
bay along the coast, and frequent trips ashore would be 
made in order to procure food and drink, as only a minimum 
of provisions was carned along on board the ship. Under 
such conditions the meals were generally prepared ashore. 
The members of the crew seemingly took torns at preparing 
the meals, and no one in particular was designated to serve 
as cook. When open-sea sailing W;lS necessary, sufficient 
quantities of provisions for the voyage were carried along, 
and the meals were prepared on board the ship. In crossing 
larger bodies of water, the Northmen were guided by the 
sun and the stars. The Polar Star especially was their guide 
and came to be called the "guiding star" (Old Norse 
leidarstjarna) ... 

Even according to present-day standards for commercial 
craft under sail, the ships of the N orthmen were capable of 
making a fair speed. Othere relates that he sailed from 
HalogaIand, in northern Norway, to Skiringssa1, in the 
southern part of the country-approximately 950 nautical 
miles-in one month. Allowing for the usua1 anchoring at 
night and a sailing day of twelve hours, this indicates a 

.... ODe cIa¥ when Asmund was rowing tbroagh a SOUDd, a byrding 
(i. eo, ship of burden) sailed towards them; it was easily rocoguiaed, for 
it was painted OIl the bows with whi~ and red; the sail was striped
(H';fMlwUogI.. Sago of Sf. 0'-. 132) • 

.. Vogel, ot. cif., Po JS. 
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speed of slightly less than three knots. Adam of Bremen 
says that with a fair wind one could sail from Denmark to 
England in three days and nights, indicating a speed of five 
nautical miles per sailing-hour. In the " La"dndmab6R " we 
read that in fair weather "seven half-days" were needed 
for a trip from Cape Stadt in Norway to the east-coast of 
Iceland, a distance of about 570 nautical miles. This sug
gests a speed of somewhat less than seven knots. But Vagel 
believes that such a rate was rather uncommon; it is more 
likely, he contends, that from two to four knots were made 
by ordinary coast-sailing vessels, from four to six knots 
when the wind was favorable, and that only occasionally 
were eight or nine knots ever attained." 

The art of shipbuilding reached a higher level in the North 
in the viking times than anywhere else in Europe. " The 
builders of such ships were artists," says S. C. Gilfillan. 
referring to the GOkstad ship'" When King Olav Trygg
vason had his "Long Serpent" built at Ledehammers near 
Nidaros in Norway, .. a man called Thorberg Skavhogg was 
the shipwright, but there were many others on the work, 
some to fell trees, some to hew them and some to make 
nails and some to carry timber." •• 

Shipbuilding was facilitated by " a rich and comprehensive 
production of iron implements, of which the iron-axe was 
the most important."" Iron was extracted partly from 
ordinary ore, but mostly from the so-called bog-ores. The 
art of extracting iron, derived from the Romans, "attained 

.. Ibid, p. J8, 

.. S. C. Gilfillan, op. <it., p. 48-

.. Hfttrt.fkringla, Saga Df OIaD T,."ggflO$"'" 95- Th. GtJalm"lls La<JJ 
(306) distinguishes between stave-smiths (.Iot-idir) and board fitters 
(fi/."'II"')' Tbe former, wbo hewed the keel and the boards, were paid 
two oras per day. and the latter, who joined the. boards, received one 
ora per day. 

Of A. W. Bl'j/gger, AncinoI Emigraltk (Oxford, 1929), pp. 12-13. 
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its highest point of perfection in the seventh and eighth cen
turies and the viking age." The wealth of iron in the 
North in viking times is shown by a comparison of .. the 
profuse collection of iron implements found in the grave 
of a well-to-do Northman of the eighth or nit:.th century
axes, knives, drills, bits and the like---with the poor equip
ment of iron implements on one of the farms of Charles the 
Great in the same period." '" Iron was so rare in the Cam
lingian Empire that" on one of Charlemagne's domains there 
were to be found only two axes, two spades, two gimlets, a 
hatchet and a plane. A hundredweight of iron was then 
worth fifty times as much as it fetched at the end of the 
nineteenth century, and the smith was the most honoured of 
technicians. A breast plate was worth six oxen . . . and 
a bit cost more than a horse." .. 

The outstanding characteristic of. the viking ships was 
their greater effective radius of operation, made possible by 
a more extensive use of the sail and the wind for motive 
power. This technological development was in turn closely 
tied up with institutional forces in the North, which were 
absent or not equally strong in other parts of Europe. The 
Roman ships, for example, were almost entirely slave-pro
pelled. But slaves as a source of energy were bulky; besides 
officers and sailors, two watches of oarsmen had to be carried 
along, with provisions for all. The result was that there 
were marked limits to the number of warriors and the size 
of the cargoes." The effective radius of action of the 
Roman ships was therefore decidedly circumscribed. 

In the North, on the other hand, slave-power was less 
abundant and the institutions different. The slaves tilled the 

SI Ibid., p. 16. 

.. P. Boissonnad .. Lif, ..... Work", Medieval Evro;. (London, 1921), 
Po 106 • 

•• Sidney A. Reeve, • Ship Evolution and Social Evolution,· TM Gill
(Jf'aphicaJ Review, vol. xxiii (1933). p. 64-
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soil and performed the chores on the farms, while the sea 
was primarily looked upon as the free man's domain. 
Somehow, whether as a result of the institutional setting or 
by mere chance," this technological change from slave-power 
to sail was hit upon, giving the Northmen a decided advan
tage on the sea. With the increased use of sails, skillful 
navigation and daring seamanship became more important 
than rowing-strength based upon the number of slaves avail
able for the oar-posts. The Northmen became the foremost 
seafarers of the times, and far-away shores lay open to 
them." This technological advantage was in a large mea
sure responsible for the virtually sustained success that the 
vikings enjoyed. Without it, their speedy and unpredic
table movements along the various shores of Western 
Europe would have been impossible. Conversely, the chief 
weakness of Charlemagne's empire was the lack of "half of 

~ There is an interesting saga account indicating how improvements 
in shipbuilding technique came about. One morning King Olav 
Tryggvason and Thorberg, his master-shipwright, walked down to the 
shore where the 11 Long Serpent n was being built. le The carpenters were 
there before them, but all were standing idle, with their arms crossed. 
The king asked 'what was the matter t. they said the ship was destroyed; 
for somebody had gone from stem to .tem and cut one deep notch after 
the other down one side of the planking." The king became angry and 
swore that the man should die who had et thus destroyed the vessel out 
of envy," and promised a great reward for the one who. found him out. 
• I can tell you, king," said Thorberg, «who did this piece of work. I 
did it myself." .. Then Tborberg went and chipped the planks until the 
deep notches were all smoothed and made even with the rest; and the 
king and all present declared that the .hip was mueh handsomer on the 
side of the hull which Thorberg bad chipped, and bade him shape the other 
side in the same way, and gave him great thanks for the improvement" 
(H ...... kri"lll4, Saga Dj OlatJ Tryggwson, 95) • 

.. Referring to the early trips to England, one 01 the commentators 
states thet before they actually occurred .. no one thought that sueh voy
ages would be possible» (· ... c .jus modi navigivm fieri toss< pulubattW"). 
MofJ. AldnUmat ed. ]olfe, No. zB. Quoted from Steenstrup, 0;. ri,.t voL 
U, P. 'I. 
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all power, namely sea-power."" Wlthout a fleet with which 
to protect his shores, Charlemagne's lookout towers and alert 
guards were helpless. The Carolingians had to flee to save 
their lives while the N orthmen, in their absence, "peace
fully" looted the towns and sanctuaries. Onl;r when the 
potential victims had ships of their own, as in the case of 
the Moors and King Alfred, were they able to meet the 
vikings on equal terms. 

The superior ship constituted the chief advantage of the 
Northmen. In addition, in part as a result of the develop
ment of the ship, there had evolved certain forms of organi
zation and modes of attack which likewise were of consid
erable importance. 

The viking enterprises assumed different forms, in adap
tation to the conditions of the various regions that were 
being exploited. The Northmen who engaged in piracy .and 
trade formed relatively small units or bands, employing 
from one to a dozen ships. There were also individual 
vikings who specialized in marauding. This is brought out 
by the story about Sweyn Asleifsson of Orkney, who as late 
as J 171, in the reign of Henry II, .. fared a sea-roving." 
"Sweyn had in the spring hard work, and made them 
lay down very much seed, and looked much after it himself. 
But when that toil was ended, he fared away every spring 
on a viking voyage, and harried about among the southern 
isles and Ireland, and came home after midsummer. That 
he called spring-viking. Then he was at home until the 
corn-fields were reaped down, and the grain seen to and 
stored. Then he fared away on a viking voyage, and then 
he did not come home till the winter was one month off, 
and that he called his autumn-viking." M Numerous pass-

as L. von Ranke, FrtmBONCM GescAkht" tlDt'MlmUkA is ne_MInt 
tmtl .riebaeh"'m JahrlHmtlerl (Leipzig, 1868), vo!. iv, pp.. S2O, 53J. 

.. O''''''3Mga SfJ{JG, 105· 
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ages in the saga literature suggest that this account, which 
depicts viking activity in the Scandinavian colony of the 
Orkneys, may be looked upon as an illustration of the type 
of enterprise engaged in by the earlier vikings of Scandinavia 
proper. In many places, such as Man, Shetland and the 
F aroes, practices which characterized the very first phases of 
the viking activities remained in vogue long after the move
ment as a whole had gone through the various stages of 
warfare on land and conquests, and had ceased to be a 
phenomenon of real consequence in the more important 
regions of northern Europe. 

There were vikings who boasted that they never slept 
under a sooty ceiling nor ate at a table, and that their only 
home was the sea. There were those who, for some reason 
or other, had been exiled from their home provinces. These 
Northmen who were engaged in the viking enterprises on a 
full-time basis were called sea-kings" or "ness-vikings," 
because they generally established their headquarters in a 
fortress on a "MS" or peninsula, on a cliff-island or at 
some other equally advantageous point. . 

Building the ships and equipping them for the expeditions 
overseas required capital in such amounts as could be raised 
only by the wealthy or those having wealthy connections." 

.. J. A. A. Worsaae, Dm _,,,. Er;britlg at England 09 NDf'IfI4II4ie1 
(Copenhagen, .863), 1'. 26-

•• There were also other types of equipment used. Foremost amoug 
these was the sword. Archaeological finds suggest that the single-edged, 
pointed sword was stiU in use among the Northmeu during the viking age, 
but the two-edged heavy blade was more common. As a rule the swords 
were of the prevailing continental type made in Germany. Those pro
duced in the North itself were inferior to those from the outside. as 
.. French» and u Flemish" swords are highly praised in the saga liter .. 
ature. Of Their swords are broad, with wavy lines, and of Frankish 
make," states Ibn FadIan (lb" FoJhM"'s Account'~"J p. ,56). See Jan 
Petersen, .. D. ""rsk. vikillgu",rd" in Vidnukab.r.ullskob". Skriftw. 
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The less wealthy had to attach themselves to these leaders on 
the best terms obtainable. The profession of both warrior 
and merchant viking was on the whole open only to free 
men. The contingent that followed a viking leader to the 
fields overseas consisted therefore ehiefly of "'the free men 
of his own household and the immediate countryside. Each 
man provided his own food or contributed his share to 
the common board of the group. No fixed wages were paid 
or guaranteed. Eaeh participant served at his own risk and 
was given a certain percentage of the returns, depending 
upon the size of his contribution or the value of his services. 
The contract, as in the case of agreements generally, was 
sealed by a handclasp; hence the persons who were to con
tribute only their services came to be called" hands." .. 

Not all viking ventures were privately launehed. Many 
of the larger campaigus were undertaken by the Itding or 
ledung, an organization sponsored and controlled by the 
kings." The leding consisted of a large fleet. to whieh eaeh 
huntia.re, oorad or skeppslog-depending upon the region of 
the No~ntributed a definite number of ships, and a 
definite number of warriors and oarsmen for eaeh ship." 

CMisI;"";". '1"9; and G. GjessiDg, Nor •• Hist. Tidssltrift. I R., 8 B. 
The battle-axe, which had a singularly long handle, was also a common 
weapon of the times. The Greeks referred to the Northmen as the • axe
bearing barbarians from Thul.,- and the Varangians at Constantinople 
had an axe in their eoat of arms. The vikings also possessed spears, bows 
and arrows, aod shields. as well as other forms of protective annor. 

aT E. Hertzberg, .p. cit., l' 9 • 

.. The origin of the Wing is tneed to Svea1and, whose people had 
been maTand ... in the Baltic 1and9 since before the days of Taeitoa 
(H. Sehilck, 0;. <it .. vol. i, p. 309). Wheo the SWM'subdoed the Gow, 
the kding was extended to GOta1and; IateI this form of organization was 
also adopted in Denmark and Norway (H. Sebikk, .p. <it., vol. i, p. 310) • 

.. The subdivisions of Svea1and and GotIand were ea1led hulldGn. earlier 
lumd. These words mean "mass n or «groups of people" and included 
DO doubt the territory of several clans or families. In Denmark, _there 
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The activities of the leding were generally seasonal; in Svea
land, according to the provincial law code of Uppland, the 
leding was called out each year by the thing held at Candle
masstime. 

As had been indicated in an earlier chapter, the leaders 
of the larger viking enterprises were generally members of 
the high-born class. This applies both to the private ven
tures and the leding. In certain cases the positions of lead
ership became hereditary, since the son or the sons of a 
deceased king or jar! often were called upon to guide the 
destinies of a certain group of vikings. But inheritance of 
positions of leadership was not very rigid. In 87I the 
Danish army in England was divided into two divisions, one 
led by King Bagsaec and King Halfdane, and the other by a 
number of jarls. In 875, three kings, Gudrun, Oscylet and 
Anwind, are mentioned as leaders of the viking forces. 
The treaty of 9I2 between the Varangian-Russian ruler Oleg 
and the Emperors Leo and Alexander of Constantinople, 
suggests that there existed a "comitatus" or a system of 
co-adjutors among the vikings in Russia:" Similar condi
tions prevailed in England, as shown by the agreement be
tween King Aethelred and Olav, Jostein and Gudmund." 

Sweden and G5taland, the subdivisions were called. herred or hiWtJd~ 
meaning U host of people n (Sven Tunberg, Skandincruien.s iildsttJ politiska 
lode/fling, pp. 203-207). Each h-' or hiirad was divided into skeH
slag, i. e., a territory which must furnish and equip one ship. GotlaIUt 
a late accession to Svealand, was not thus divided, however, as U the 
whole land" was to contribute seven ships. On the other hand, although 
not divided into h"""re, the new settlements in northern Sweden were 
divided directly into sktpps/ag. (H. Schiick, "p. <it., vol. i, p. 310) • 

.. The treaty of 9.2 reads as follows: "We of Russian birth, Karl, 
Ingjald. Farulf, etc. are being sent by Oleg. Grand Prince of Kiev. and 
by all his glorious bojars," etc. (R ... si<m Pri...ary CIw ..... 912) . 

.. After the battle of Maldon in 991, King Aethelred bought peace 
from the Northmen for 10,000 pounds of silver. The treaty reads as 
follows: «This i. the peace which King Aethelred and hi. whole witan 
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Occasionally several viking leaders joined forces'" No 
less than six different viking armies participated in the siege 
of Paris in 886, and several viking chieftains time and again 
ravaged or fought together both on English soil and else
where where the Northrnen were active. Bu~there were 
also instances of very keen competition between different 
viking bands. If a viking force tried to enter a region 
that formerly had been the prerogative of a certain viking 
leader or succession of leaders, such attempts were chal
lenged; witness the battle between the Danes and the Nor
wegians at Collingford Loch in 851. As a rule, however, 
such ruinous competition was avoided among the various 
viking units, and voluntary arrangements were often made 
for campaigns that were too difficult to be undertaken by 
one leader, single-handed. Harald Ironhead is said to have 
suggested to Sigismund, his foe, that. they become friends 
lU1d discontinue fighting each other. .. The men of both 
sides thought well of this and persuaded them to make 
peace." With combined efforts they .. raided far and wide 
in the summers, and few could stand against them." .. 

The sagas describe a large viking combine which had its 
headquarters at J omsborg, in the Baltic, reputedly a large 
stronghold capable of holding 300 ships at anchor within 
the confines of the harbor." Very strict rules governed 

made with the army which AnIauf, Justian and Gudmund, Stegitan's son, 
Ied." It was this situation thal prompted Hemic of Huntingdon to re
mark tbal a state of confusion seemed to prevail among the Danes in 
Northumbria with regard to their form of leadership, as 1.1 ooe time 
they would ha.., one king and at another time senra1 kings. See SteeD
strop, fI/. (;it' l vol. j, p.. 288. 

.. See HeimskringltJ, S_ .f Ho,ald FairluJir, 22. 

"SOfIG ./ tile Faro. IsllJIIdH., .... This saga deals with the period dur
ing which Hakon Jarl ruled in Norway, or from W6 to 995 • 

.. The story aboul the organization of the Jomsvikiogs is found in a 
Dumber of sagas, bul most elaborately described in the JDflUfJiIHng_ 
See also Thorstein Veblen, "An Early ~iment in Trusts n (1904), 
republished in Tile P1tJe •• f ScinJ&, ... Moc/mJ C~ (New York, 
1919), pp. SOf-S07. 
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the admission to and conduct in this organization. The vik
ing must be at least eighteen years of age, but not more 
than fifty. He must have shown exceptional bravery in 
combat. Private retention of booty was prohibited. No 
one was allowed to remain away from the fortress more 
than three days in succession, without first having secured 
special permission. No women were permitted to enter the 
fortress. Unlike the location of most of the places of note 
mentioned in the saga literature, that of the site of Jomsborg 
has not yet been definitely established, and as a result, the 
historical existence of the combine has been questioned. ,. 
In view of the recent discovery near Grobin in Latvia, how
ever, of the site of Seeburg, a town mentioned in Rimbert's 
Life of Anskar and a number of sagas, it seems possible that 
the site of Jomsborg may eventually also be found." 

In places the N orthmen constructed stockades of timber 
and earthworks which were used as bases from which to 
plunder the adjacent territory." But of much greater sig
nificance in their operations was the mobility of their forces. 
Like a .whirlwind the viking ships would swoop down upon 
some coast, and having attained their objective, they would 
leave as suddenly as they had arrived. The same swiftness 
characterized their military activities on land. Even after 
a protracted period of siege and warfare, they would march 

.. See Solus Larsen, A",b~g., f. Mrd. OldkY"mgluul .g His/on., 
III R4'U" 17 and ,8 (1927 and 1928) ; Sit"""llsbffkht. tkr pre..riscM" 
Akad. tkr Wismr.rchoft .... 11)24, p. 176: T. D. Kendrick, op. cit, p. I&>; 
and Laurit. Weibull, Kritiska .....ur.rokels.,. • N.rdms ilistoriG omkring 
ar rOOD (Lund, 191I), p. 176 . 

.. See B. Nerman, Normsk Tidskn!t, 1934: Finnur Jons,on, Dansk 
Hist. Tidsskri!t, 8 R., 3 B. (1912); and Sven Tunberg, S.....,k His/. 
Tidskri!t, 19II • 

.. Many 01 these earthworks still exist along the coasts of Western 
Europe and are readily distinguished by the archaeologists from those of 
Roman or British origin. 
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straight across England, for example, with astonishing 
rapidity. 

In 866, according to the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle, a viking 
army landed in East Anglia and at once set about to procure 
horses for the impending campaign further inland." This 
even marked the inauguration of a new technique of warfare 
in England, which proved so effective that within two de
cades it was the generally accepted method everywhere." 
It consisted in securing all the available horses in the district 
to which the invaders came; the larger the number of horses 
that were obtained, the greater was the speed of the army. 
The Northmen brought no horses from their homeland, but 
acquired them where and when they were needed. At times 
horses were greatly in demand; and when the Northmen 
found it inconvenient to take them by force, they would 
buy them. GO Occasionally they would transport horses from 
one field of operation to another. The Anglo-Saxon Chron
'icle states that in the year 893 "the great army . . . came 
to Boulogne and was there shipped so that they in one voyage 
made the transit with horses and all." 

The actual fighting, however, was done on foot; not even 
the leaders fought on horseback. We read that at Brunan
burh King Aethelstan " left the battlefield while his men pur
sued the fugitives. He mounted his horse and rode back to 
the burh." A viking army was divided into "fylkingar," 
each of which comprised men who as a rule came from the 
same region in the North. A" fylking" was divided into 
" hundrud," (singular hund1'ad) of 120 men each. In com
bat the Northmen employed the traditional wedge formation; 

.. "A great heathen army came out of the land of the East Angles and 
there was the army ahorsed." 

.. F1etcher Pratt, .. The Cavalry of the Vikings," TIw CtJfJOlry Jout'ff<Jl. 
vol. 4" (1933), p. 20. 

.. See SteenstruP. op. cil, wL ;. Po JS8. 
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i. e., two men in front, then four, then six, and so on. To 
one of the commentators their manner of warfare resembled 
more a slaughtering of animals than an attack upon 
humans. n They" raised foreign barbarous shouts, and 
blew warlike trumpets."·· One of their war~ries was " Tur 
me!" (Thor help US!).N 

Emblems and banners played an important role in the 
viking armies." The Prose Edda states that if, in the ab
sence of the king or the jarls, the banner is carried in front 
of hersar or lendinHenn, this is a token that the latter are 
the leaders of the army. Both a large flag or banner and 
a figure attached to a staff were used. The victims con
sidered the flags, which genera\1y were blood~olored, ghastly 
to behold." 

The records suggest that the N orthmen showed marked 
resourcefulness in combat. Dudo St. Quentin relates how 
Ro\10 and his men on one occasion were hard pressed by a 
pursuing troop on horseback. The terrain was level, 
offering no natural protection which would help them to 
check the pursuers. But the vikings cut down some of their 
stolen cattle, partly skinned the animals, and built a make
shift stockade, turning the bloody parts toward the ap
proaching enemy. The horses of the latter balked when 

51 Pertz, Scri;/o".s, vol. i, p. 592. An illustration sbowing the artistic 
bent of the Nortbmen in devising types of cruelty is found in the prac
tice of "cutting the blood eagle" (Old Norse bl.dO",), a form of sacri
lice to Odin, God of Warfare. It consisted of the severing of the ribs 
from the backbone, spreading them out to resemble the wings of an eagl., 
and the pulling out of the lungs from the opening while the victim was 
still alive. See BIodO", in C1easby and Vigfusson, A" Icellmdic-Engli.m 
DicIiOllGl'Y • 

•• TIw .. Frogme..t.r (O'Donovan's eeL), p. 165 • 

.. RDfftIUf tie Ra", vol. ii, p. J2. Quoted from Steenstrup, 01. <i/., vol. 
~ P. J6J. 

.. See FloleYGb6kJ DJ 72-73 . 

.. Pertz, 010 a/., vol. i, p. 498. 
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they came to this barrier. Aided by the delay, the vikings 
were able to get to their ships. 

~' The vikings . • . possessed the best military brains of 
their age," writes a student of military science. They" did 
about as they pleased," because "they held aH the trumps. 
They were well-armored professional soldiers, of high mobil
ity, with good scouting services, against hastily raised 
levies."" Their movements were rapid and unpredictable, 
and tactically they were in a position to deliver a considerab~ 
blow against an enemy formation and to follow it up in
stantly with a close-range infantry attack. 

The N orthmen often found it difficult to secure supplies 
and sustenance for their expeditionary forces. Ibn-a1-Coutia 
states that the vikings who in 844 plundered Seville refused 
any other form of tribute than clothing and food stuffs." 
Under the year of 894. the Anglo-Saxpn Chronicle, referring 
to a contingent of vikings in England, says that" they were 

. distressed for want of food, and had eaten a great part of 
their horses and the other [horses] had died of hunger." 
Throughout the autumn the vikings were engaged in storing 
up provisions for the ensuing winter, and they were gen
erally on hand to relieve the farmers of the trouble of gath
ering the harvest. In 8g!), according to the Anglo-Saxon 
Chronicle, Alfred the Great took his army to the vicinity of 
the viking headquarters in order to prevent the Danes from 
confiscating the yield of the fields. Secondary units, or 
" quartermaster corps," followed the main armies both on 
land and on the sea. .. 

Outposts were established in the various regions to which 
the Northmen came. Foremost of these were Kiev and 

•• Fletcher Pratt, o~. tit., p. .... 

u Steenstrup. ot. m., voL i, p.. 372. 
Ga SeY. Re.-. D~ D, SS; Guilt. AJIul'J Mamari, v, Po 276. From SteeD

strup, 01. ci,., vol. i, ~ 371 
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Novgorod, which in the course of time developed into regu
lar viking domains and provinces. Even during the early 
part of the period of viking aggression, the N orthmen main
tained establishmenta at both these points for the building 
and repairing of ships." Similarly, Man, the Hebrides, the 
Orkneys and other islands in Northwestern Europe became 
viking strongholds in the West. Walcheren served as the 
headquarters for the operation in the region around the 
Maas, the Scheldt and the Rhine. Oscel1us became the 
center for the region of the Seine and its tributaries, and 
Noirmoutiers for the territory of Nantes, Tours and 
Orleans." In the Black Sea, the islands of St. Gregorius 
and St. Aetherius were made to serve as depots from which 
expeditions went out to Greece and the Near East. The 
Greeks were fully aware of the dangers to them of the prox
imity of such viking centers, and in their treaty with Igor 
in 947 they stipulated that the Northmen henceforth were 
not to spend the winter at the estuary of the Dnieper, but 
were to return home to Russia each fall.·1 

.. ConMantine Porpbyrogenetus, 0;. &it., ch. g. 
eo Steenstrup, op. ett.) vol. iit p. 249. 

m. TIte Russian Pri,nary C/WOtJ. j Steenstrup. 01'. eit'l vol. i, p. 355; 
and T. J. Ame, Dd Mora STJitjoa (Stockholm, 1914), p. 40. 



CHAPTER VI 
~ 

OPERATIONS IN RUSSIA AND CONSTANTINOPLE 

THE Northmen themselves. when referring to their vari
ous regions of operation. spoke of "Austrueg" (to the 
East) and .. Vestrueg" (to the West). The "eastern 
way" led to the East Baltic region. to Russia, Constantin
ople and the Near East. The" western way" led to the 
British Isles, the Carolingian Empire and Southwestern 
Europe. This chapter will deal with the operations in the 
East, while the foIlowing two will be devoted to the expedi
tions to the West. 

Archaeological finds have shown -that Swedes dwelt on 
the eastern shores of the Baltic early in the Christian era! 
Trips eastward, made by Swedes and other Northmen, are 
described in such widely independent sources as Rimbert's 
Life of Anskar and Snorre's Heimskringla.' According to 
the Ynglinga Saga, there was a Swedish" sysla" or tax
paying district in Courland or in Estonia in the early part 
of the viking period.' As late as the thirteenth century, 
there were provisions in the law code of ViistergOtland con
cerning the rights of inheritance which differentiated between 
.. Greecefarers " and " Swedes at home," suggesting that ex
peditions to the East were rather common even among the 
people of Western Sweden.' At the beginning of the viking 

1 Monte1ius, Find Tidskrifl, vol. 44 ('898),1'- 95. 

'B. Nerman, Di4 V.,biml<mgm Zwiscllm Skandill4Vins """ .... 
Ostboltiktmo in de.- j;;"9"'" Bimum (Stockholm, 1929), p. 91. 

• H. Scbiick, ShlM..- i Yng/mgatal (Ups.la, 1910), 1'- .65. 
• A. Munthe, SjOmaktnts mlll/m"d, Id Swrigtl 1tisI ..... , Mari1tIit

teraturjiireniKgtnS orbdm. BO. Z4 (Stockholm, 1922), p.2a.. 
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period, the town of Ladoga, then called Aldeigjaborg, was 
the center for the activities of the fur-trading Swedes in 
this region. From Aldeigjaborg the Swedes had already by 
this time made trading journeys as well as marauding ex
peditions through the interior of Russia to the Caspian Sea, 
Constantinople and the Balkan region, where they obtained 
precious metals and many of their luxuries, such as wine, 
spices, fancy cloth and ornaments. 

The following citation from the Heimskringla gives a 
vivid picture of a viking leader at work in the Baltic. "Eric 
[the Jarl] took counsel to get himself ships and to go raid
ing to win goods for himself and his men. He sailed first 
to Gotland and layoff there for a long time in the summer 
and waylaid either merchant ships which were sailing to the 
land, or viking ships; sometimes he went up on land and 
harried far about the coast. ..• After that Eric the Jarl 
sailed south to Vendland, and outside Stauren • he met sev
eral viking ships and fell to battle with them. Eric had 
the victory and slew the vikings. . . . In the autumn Eric 
the Jar! sailed back to Sweden and was there another winter. 
But in the spring he made his ships ready and sailed then to 
the eastern countries. And when he came to King Valde
mar's kingdom he began to harry and slay folk and to burn 
everything wherever he went, and he laid waste the land. 
He came to Aldeigjaborg and beset the town until he won 
it, slew many folk and broke down and burned the whole 
town; he then went far and wide in Gardarik· with the 
shield of war. . . . Eric the Jarl was altogether five sum
mers on this expedition; and when he came to Gardarik, he 

• Staur<n ;s suJ>llOS<d to be the southernmost point of the island of 
Femern, IlOW Staver, south of Staherdorp. See Hftmdrirtgla, E. Monsen'. 
od. (Cambridge, 1933), l' ~. note 3-

• G&I<!ar;k was the viking tenn for the present day Russia. The Old 
Norse .. Garaoriki» meaDS d the land of farms." 
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went with the shield of war all over Adalsysla T and Eysysla 
and there he took four viking ships from the Danes and slew 
all the men. Eric the Jarl went to Denmark, when he had 
been one winter in Sweden [and married the daughter of the 
Danish King]. In the winters Eric was in l>enmark and 
sometimes in Sweden, but in the summers he was harrying." • 

The much-discussed question of the origin of the alleged 
founders of the Russian state we propose to pass over with a 
mere mention.· With a few dissenting voices, it is now held 
by the scholars that the Rhos or Russ were Northmen, more 
particularly Swedes"· In 859. according to the Russian 
Primary Chronicle, 11 more commonly known as the N estor 
Chronicle, "the Varangians from beyond the sea imposed 
tribute upon the Chuds. the Slavs," and other tribes in 
Russia. collecting a squirrel-skin from each hearth. The 
chronicle states that this was the first appearance of North
men in Russia, but other records indicate that the Swedes 
had had contacts with Constantinople long before this time." 

• Adalsy,la· was the Old Norse name for the mainland opposite the 
island of Ose1, the latter being calted Eysysta. By U sym 'I was meant 
a district, primarily a fiscal division. See Sehiick, op. <it., pP. 151-153-

• Saga of Ola" Trygl/fJ<UOH, 8!>-91. 
fI! Thus there have arisen two groups, the pro--Scandinavian and the anti

Scandinavian. The attempts of the latter to disprove that Russia W3S 
fouoded by Rurik bave yielded but meager results. B. Nerman, of the 
former group, tersely states: "Rurik gf'UlJlhd. dm russischm Staat," 
op. cit., p. 49. See also T. J. Arne, op. m., p. 63. 

1. See V. O. Kluychevsky, A Hi.story of Russia (London, '9II), vol. i, 
pp. sS-S9-

U The Russian PritlUlry Chronicle, generally attn'huted to Nestor, is a 
compilation of several different manuscripts. See Kluychevsky, 0'. cif., 
vet. j, pp. 1&-21. For an English version see S. H. Cross' translation., 
published in HIJI'tIMd Studies <Jnd Notes in Philology <Jnd LitmJItIn, 
vol. xii (I928), pp. 75-3:00. 

12 Thus, already in 839, Swedish ambassadors came to the court of the 
Greek Emperor. Upon leaving for home, these Rhos received a letter of 
recommendation to Emperor Louis the Pious. When the latter learned 
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In the year 862 the payment of tribute was discontinued, and 
the Varangians were driven across the sea. The inhabitants 
found, however, that they were unable to govern themselves 
successfully. .. There was no law among them, but tribe 
rose against tribe and began to make war one against 
another." Envoys were sent .. across the sea to the Var
angians, or the Rus, for so were the Varangians called," 
with the following message: .. Our whole land is great and 
rich, but there is no order in it. Come to rule and reign 
over us!" In response to this request, three brothers, 
Rurik, Sineus and Truvor, "went across the sea with all 
their kinsfolk." Upon the death of his brothers, Rurik, who 
had settled in Novgorod, assumed the government of their 
district also. The chronicle further states that " the Russian 
land, Novgorod, was called after these Varangians; they are 
the Novgorodians of Varangian descent; previously the Nov
gorodians were Slavs. n l.tII 

that they were Swedes, he became suspicious and threw them into prison 
untU he had satisfied himself that they were not spies who were recon
noitering for some nefarious purpose~ See Vilhelm -Thomsen, The Rekl
Ii." b.I",,,,,,, A""iellt R,m;" and ScandifUWitJ and IM Origin of lhe 
R .... si ... Slal. (Oxford. ,877). p. 40. 

11 The Greeks referred to the district of Kiev as the If territory of the 
Rus,u and the U men of Rus" were also called fI Scandinavians» (Liud
pIaIld, Ard.~sU. v. IS). With the lapse of time, the term came to 
denote members of the upper classes in. Russian <cities, regardless of 
Slavic or Nordic origin. The word «Rus," as a term denoting the in
habitants of Russias is apparently derived from n Ruom," the Finnish 
appellation of raiders and colonists from eastern Sweden (S. H. C<oss, 
Introduetion, op. cit., p. 133) ~ The Estonian term is "Rots." " Rutn Jf 

and .. Rol4 11 are derived from (t f'Od.smnI," meaning I1 rowers nor" sea
farers If who came from Rosl~ a district along the coast just north 
of Stockholm. In Roslagen as well as elsewhere along the western coast 
of the Baltic, the shore-line was divided into rowing-units, the duty of 
which it was to provide a certain number of ships fully equipped and 
manned for the expeditions undertaken by the king at UpsaIa. By 
Roslagen was thus meant the district in which the rowing-law was iD. effect. 
See R. EkbIom, Arch. d'E./tuUs Oriml<ll .. , vol. xi, p. 6. Cf .• also 
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The implication, however, that an unanimous invitation 
was extended to the Northmen is highly improbable. It is 
more likely that only one tribe, which was getting the worst 
of it in the inter-tribal strife, asked the Varangians to come 
in to check the invasions of neighboring peoples.9 The N orth
men remained, and in the North, Russia became known as 
Svitkiod kin Mikla (Great Sweden) while Sweden proper 
was called Svithiod Minor'" In the beginning, the North
men lived as a ruling class of foreigners, but it was not long 
before the process of assimilation was at work. This pro
cess, however, was not a rapid one. Ame, the archaeologist, 
concludes that the Swedish language was spoken or was 
understood in many parts of Russia throughout the viking 
period." 

On the basis of archaeological studies, Raudonikas divides 
the viking activities in Russia into. two periods." The 

. earlier period, which came to a close in the middle of the 
ninth century, was characterized by Swedish expeditions. 
The invaders plundered and exacted tributes as they went 
along on their trips down the Dnieper and the Volga, and 
brought captive Slavs to Constantinople and other Near East 

H. Schiiclr, S.,.,..k,. follltu hi.storia, vol. i, p. 203. In opposition to these 
views, it has been adduced that the term .. Rus fl was used by the people 
of Russia even before the arrival of the Varangians to denote the in
habitants of a district in the Caucas;an ",gion. (E. Kooig, Zeitsr:ltrift d. 
""'t. ", ... g.nl. G"ellschoft. vol. 70, p. 22). However, the Scandioavian 
origin of 11 Rus" is now wen established. 

lOHei"",kringl", Yngiinga Saga, •• 
uT.]. Arne. .. (Jst.uropas och NonIbalk"", forhistoria," in D. f

histon..", TiIkr ; E..,.Ii/la, ed. by Knod Friis J ohansen (CoPenhag .... 
1927), p. 451. 

" W. J. Raudonikas, DiI N""""",,,,,,, dff Wikingm,eit imd das lAdo
gag.biet (Stockholm, 1930), pp •• 38 et nq. Ame adds a third period by 
subdividing Raudonikas' Jast period into two, the first of which (c0m
prising the closing decades of the ninth aod the first half of the tenth 
century) he calls the period of colooization. (Det sf..." Sfliti6d aod other 
contributions). 
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markets. In the later period, from the middle of the ninth 
to the beginning of the eleventh century, the Slavs offered 
increasingly effective opposition to the exploiters, occasion
ally by hiring other Varangians or Scandinavians to fight 
the invaders. This opposition made plunder difficult and 
served to further organized trade. The vikings established 
permanent posts along the river high-ways of Russia and 
gained a dominant position among the Slavs. At these 
posts or centers, of which Kiev (Old Norse Kamogardr) 
was the foremost, they pursued a considerable barter trade, 
in which furs constituted the most important commodity." 
During the later period the Varangians and the natives grad
ually merged, and the Russian principalities became increas
ingly Slavoruan in character. But the vikings plundered 
and exacted tribute also in the last period; and for several 
centuries, many Varangians continued to go to Russia to 
seek their fortune.'" 

By the beginning of the ninth century, the Swedes had 
established a politico-military stronghold in Saborg, or See
burg, in present-day Latvia.'" Novgorod (Old Norse 
Holmgardr), called by Nestor a "Varangian City," was an 
important trading mart which long retained the character
istics that the N orthmen had given to it. In the tenth cen
tury, avowedly under viking dominance, Novgorod was one 
of the centers of Russian commerce. Merchants from the 
North, notably Gotlanders and Swedes, came here in large 
numbers, and even Norwegians and Icelanders are mentioned 
as slave-traders in Novgorod and Constantinople.... The 

1.f Raudonikas, 01. cit., pp. 136-1414 

181hi4.; Arne, (ht_.pas och N ordboIk .... forhist.";", pp. 4SO et Hq.; 
cf. H. Scl1iick. Swmka folkets 1Iiston"a, vol. i, p. 208. 

U Lit< of A ... k .... eh. 27. The location of Seeburg has been established 
at Grobin, near Libau. See B. Nerman, N.rdisk TUkkrift, 1\134-

.0 Cf. Hra/nkel. Saga, ch. s. 
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chief commodities dealt in were furs and wax, and silk and 
fancy cloth from the Orient. About the year 1015, the 
Northmen merchants had their own gild house (Old Norse 
farmannagardr) in the city, and later there was a gild house 
exclusively for Gotlanders. .. 

The route that the Northmen took to Novgorod led over 
the Gulf of Finland, up the river Neva into Lake Ladoga, 
and then partly up the river Volkhov to Novgorod. From 
Novgorod there were two highways through the interior of 
Russia, one leading to the Black Sea and Constantinople, and 
the other to the Caspian Sea. On their way to Constantin
ople (Old Norse Mikligardr, i. e., the great city) the North
men would go from Novgorod up the Lovat almost to its 
source, carry their boats to the S. Dvina, and then, after a 
short trip up that river, again carry them to the Dnieper. 
Going down the Dnieper, they reac4ed Kiev, the largest 
trading mart of Russia. From Kiev they would continue 
'further down the river, bringing their boats overland past 
the seven falls of the Dnieper." From the mouth of the 
Dnieper they sailed to the Greek colonies and to Constan
tinople, where this main route of trade generally terminated. 
The eastern-most route in Russia went from Novgrorod by 
the way of the Eyas and the Mologa to the Volga and thence 
to the Caspian Sea and the Saracen East. The chief trading 
centers on this route were Bulgar, in the interior, and Itil, 
on the Volga delta, approximately where the present-day 
Astrakhan is situated. The Northmen brought furs, slaves 
and amber and received in return" white, round Dirhims ", 
i. e., silver coins. The Volga route was closed in the 
eleventh century, but the route to Constantinople maintained 
its importance throughout that century and even later. In 
addition to the two main routes, there were also other ap-

.. Cooslantine Porphyr~1u5, ot. <it., 9; T. J. Arne, Dd Sf .... 

Sfliljod. pp. 138-140; Kendrick, op. cil. pp. 151-[52. 
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proaches to the interior of Russia, the chief one being by the 
way of the river S. Dvina. This latter route appears to 
have been used almost exclusively by Gotlanders. 

In the East, as elsewhere, the desire for plunder was 
present in strong relief. .. Boldly they sought gold in far
off lands and in the East fed the eagle" .. testifies a Swedish 
rune-stone. The East-viking was less of a .. sea brigand" 
than his brother the West-viking; the proximity of the sea 
and the fact that it afforded the only means by which he 
could reach England and the shores of Northwestern Europe 
made the West-viking take to the sea." That large hordes 
seldom went to and fro in Russia, plundering towns and mon
asteries, as was the custom in the West, may be ascribed 
to the fact that there were few places of concentrated wealth 
in Russia. In Persia, along the Caspian Sea, and in the 
Near East generally, where such centers did exist, the tradi
tional harrying flourished. 

Commerce occupied a preponderant position in the viking 
activities in the east, but the records also tell of formidable 
attacks and large-scale plunder. Thus in 860, as a result 
of a quarrel between Greek merchants and Northmen trad
ers, Askiold and Dir, the Varangian rulers of Kiev, went 
down the Dnieper with a fleet of 200 ships to the Black Sea 
and began ravaging its shores." They sailed through the 
Bosphorus and cast anchor before the city of Constantin
ople. The suddenness with which they appeared brought 

21 The term «gold" was used in a broad sense to include wealth in 
general, and ,. to feed the eagle» meant to leave corpses on the battle 
field for the birds of prey • 

.. Cf· K1yuchevsky, ofr. &it., p. 59-
Jot Kendrick, 0/1. cit'J pp. 149-152. For a modification of this story, 

which is taken from Nestor or TM R~ Primary Chronicle, see 
A. A. Vasi1iev, Hiltory of tlw B,8lJntine Empire, vol. i, in Uniwf-sity of 
Wiuon.sin Studies in Sodal ScinJce and Hi.st~J PlO. x3 (Madison. 19:z8). 
Po 331. 
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general consternation among the people who, under the lead
ership of the Patriarch Photius, turned to religious cere
monies and implored the Holy Virgin to protect them. The 
Byzantine Chronicle states that, in answer to their prayers, 
a storm arose which destroyed the ships of the .. barbarian 
RhoS.') 

Shortly after this attack, the Patriarch Photius wrote an 
encyclical to the oriental bishop, in which he mentioned the 
Rhos as " a people which surpasses all others in ferocity and 
blood-thirstiness. After having subdued the nations sur
rounding them, these Rhos have now carried their overween
ing pride so far as to raise their hands even against the 
Roman Emperor."'· He also added that although they had 
abandoned their heathen and ungodly religion and been con
verted to Christianity, there was every reason to believe that 
this conversion had been only ~ight in extent and 

. durability.'· 
About the year 880, Oleg (Helgi), Rurik's successor in 

Novgorod, captured Kiev, the key-city to the route to the 
Black Sea. Kiev became the capital of the Russian state 
and Oleg "the sovereign of a mighty political confederacy 
of town-provinces." All the eastern Slavonic tribes looked 
to him as their protector." 

In 907 Oleg made a great expedition against Constantin
ople, but the Greeks barricaded the Bosphorus." The 
invaders thereupon went overland toward the city. Emperor 
Leo VI came to terms with the marauders, and a treaty was 
drawn up. Generous presents were bestowed upon Oleg and 

•• Plwlit EtutolM (nl. Rieh. MOIIfunUitu, p. sS). Quoted from 
V. TbomseD, R,IDIi"" be_ AJICimt R.....w aIftl ScaIftliMfJiG, ••• , p. 24-

"Cf. Thomsen, op. cit~ P. '4-
.. Kendrick, Of. cif. p. 1St. 
H .. Oleg sallied forth by horse and by ship, and the nUlllber of IJis 

-...seI. was 2,000" (R ... .ri .... Primary CArotI.). 
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his chieftains and gifts distributed among the members of 
the crews. The Emperor guaranteed these Russian vikings 
the right to enter their wares free of duty and to have their 
headquarters in Saint Mamas, a suburb of Constantinople, 
during their annual visits; in addition they were to have free 
maintenance during their stay'" The treaty further stipu
lated that the vikings must enter the city through one speci
fied gate, and only in detachments of not more than fifty 
men." Returning home from this expedition, "Oleg came 
to Kiev," the chronicle states, "bearing palls, gold, fruit and 
wine, along with every sort of adornment."'" 

.. Olog's warriors were not all Scandinavlans, but included admixtures 
from various tribes under viking domination in Russia. 

- The Russes proposed the following terms: 'The Russes who come 
bither shall receive as much grain as they require. Whosoever come as 
merchants shall receive supplies for six months, including bread, wine, 
meat, fish and fruit. Baths shall he prepared for them in any volume they 
require. When the Russes return homewar~ they shall receive from your 
Emperor food, anchors, cordage, aod sails, aod whatever else is needful 
for the journey.' The Greeks accepted these stipulations, aod the Em
perors and all the courtiers declared: (If Russes c:.ome hit:he1' without 
mercltandise, they shall receive no provisions. yoUr Prince shall per.
sonally lay injunction upon such Russes as journey hither that they shall 
do no violeoce in the towns aod throughout our territorY. Such Russes .. 
arrive here shall dwell in the Saint Mamas quarter. Our government 
will send officers to record their names, and they shall then receive their 
monthly allowance. first the natives of Kiev. then those from Chernigov, 
Pereyslavt, and the other cities. They shall not enter the city save 
through one gate, unarmed and fifty at a time, escorted by soldiers of 
the Emperor. They may purchase wares according to their requirements 
aod tax-free n (R",,"'" Prim<Jry CImm.,907) • 

•• Cf. S. Runciman, The Emperor R_ !.Aeap."", tmtl /ti.s Rnli" 
(Cambridge, 1929), p. II3. 

at The Russian Prim<Jry Chronicle also states that "Oleg demanded 
that they should give to the troops on the two thousand ships twelve 
grivrJi per bench, and pay in addition the sums required for the variGUS 
Russian cities; first Kiev, then Chernigov, Persyaslavi, Polotzk, Rostov, 
Lyubech, and the other towns. In these cities lived princes subject to 
Oleg." But nothing is said as to whether or not this demaod was 
fulfilled. 
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Igor (Ingvarr), the son of Rurik and the successor of OIeg, 
also turned to marauding, although not on the extensive scale 
that characterized the viking operations in the West. In 941 
he swept across the Black Sea with a large fleet to raid the 
city of Constantinople." But this attack was repelled chiefly 
because of the effective" Greek fire."" Later he began to 
pillage in the provinces of Paphlagonia and Bithynia, where 
" they took no little booty on both sides of the sea." .. In 
the meantime the Greeks collected a large army with which 
they cut off the return of the viking expedition. A fleet 
had also been gathered which, as in the earlier encounter, 
was under the command of Theophanes. The ships of this 
fleet discharged "Greek fire," which caused such a panic 
among the men that large numbers of them were drowned 
and some even burned to death. Only a few, among them 
19or, escaped; those taken prisoners were later executed in 

. the presence of the foreign ambassadors'" 
Returning to Kiev, Igor sent to Sweden for fresh troops 

and in addition enlisted fighters from amoug several Slavic 
tribes and from the Pechenegs. In 944 he set out for Con
stantinople "by ship and by horse." Upon reaching the 
Danube, he was met by ambassadors of Emperor Romanus, 
who brought costly presents and induced Igor to accept a 
truce. The latter, according to the chronicle, had a con
sultation with his chieftains, that "if the Emperor speaks 

.. Liudprand, Anl4podosis (O;w, eel. P<rtz, p. 139). There are ""
counts to the effect that the fleet numbered 10.000 and. even 15,000 ships, 
but this does not sum plausible. Cf. Runciman, .p. cit., P. IU • 

.. The Emperor Romanus Lecapenus had fitted out fifteen old barques 
with apparatus for discharging a burning liquid. the exact nature of 
which is not known. Presumably it was a composition of pitch, sulphur, 
naphtha and some other ingredients. Through siphons the liquid .... 
poured down upon the enemy. See Arthur Marsball, ExplositJes (Phila
delphia) 1911), vol. j, pp. 12-]3 . 

•• Th4 R.., .... PrimtJr)l Ch,."" 
aa Runc:iman. 01. cit,! p. II2. 
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thus, what more do we desire beyond receiving gold, silver 
and palls without having to pay for them? Who knows 
who will be victorious, we or he? Who has the sea for his 
ally? For we are not marching by land, but through the 
depths of sea. Death lies in wait for us a11." Igor heeded 
the chieftains and "bade the Pechenegs ravage Bulgaria. 
He, himself, after receiving from the Greeks gold and palls 
sufficient for his whole army, returned again and came to 
Kiev in his native land." .. In 945 Greek ambassadors went 
to Kiev, and a treaty was made which " shows Russia as a 
well-organized state with large commercial interests, divided 
feudally between a number of cities under princes and prin
cesses of the ruling and nobles houses, all under the Grand 
Prince of Kiev." aT The treaty regulated prices and fines 
and also stipulated rules of conduct for the Russians while 
in Constantinople, as well as for the Greeks while in Russia.·s 

Igor fell in battle some years later and was succeeded by 
his son Svyatoslav, who was "the first prince to bear a 
genuinely Slavonian name." Since Svyatoslav was a minor, 
the realm was governed by 19or's widow Olga (Helga), 
who was "one of the wisest and most energetic of Russian 
rulers. She regulated the tribute and traveled round the 
country establishing depots for its collection."" Later, as 
Grand Prince, Svyatoslav made several expeditions to Bul
garia and Greece. After' Svyatoslav's violent death in 972, 
his three sons fought over the succession. In the struggle 
Yaropolk was victorious, after OJeg had drowned and Vlad
imir had fled to "the land of the Varangians." Returning 
with an army, Vladimir overthrew his brother Yaropolk and 

ae Tu Ruuitm p,.jmary C/t,.OK. 
at Runciman, op. cit., P. 110. 

a. TIut RussUm Primory Chr_ (Cross' transl., pp. 160-162.) The 
rules agreed upon were very similar to those contained in the treaty of 901 . 

.. Bernard Pares, A History .f R",sio (New York, 1928), p. 26. 
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thus became the ruler of the whole principality of Kiev. 
Vladimir became known not only as the great and insatiable 
fornicator, but also as the man who introduced Christianity 
into Russia." 

The Kiev settlement owed its beginning anll importance 
to the trade route to the East that the Dnieper afforded. 
Of similar significance was the Volga route, over which the 
vikings went to the Caspian Sea and its surrounding terri
tory. Throughout the ninth and tenth centuries, the Volga 
route was preferred to the Dnieper route by the traders from 
Gotland and the Swedish mainland, chieily because of the 
fact that the Kiev vikings only reluctantly, and not without 
opposition, shared the use of their gateway to the commercial 
marts of the east!" But this route was also used for expe
ditions of plunder. Thus, in 914, or thereabouts, vikings 
are said to have sailed through the Sea of Azov into the 

. Don. The vikings dragged their ships overland until they 
reached the Volga, whereupon they sailed downstream into 
the Caspi:n!. Sea. Here they harried, first on the coast of 
Persia and later in the region around Baku, " buming, plund
ering, and stealing children for the slave trade." Finally, 
however, the Moslems rose and, in a great battle near the 
mouth of the Volga, decisively defeated the Russians. 
Those who managed to escape perished on their homeward 
journey. 

- U /oraicalor immt'J'W"U.I et cnMkli6 U (M. G. H~ PerU. Scril'tores, vol. 
ii~ p. 859). V1adimir i. said to bave attacked th. \1<ObIem of Ouistiani
ation in a very rational manner. Before making his choice. he requested 
representatives of various organized religions to apPear before him and 
present the merits of their respective ueeds. He rejected the Moham
medan faith on th. ground that it demanded circumcision aDd abstinence 
from pork and wine. fI Drinking," said he, U is the joy of the Russes. 
We camJOt exist without that pi.......... (R...n.m P,;-y Clw ..... 
Cross' transl., p. 184). 

<1 See Ib .. FadkJtI, A«_. 
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Dorn has given a thorough account of the viking expedi
tions to the Caspian Sea." Raids were made in 880 and 
910. In the course of the attack of 910. which took place 
along the Persian coast, the crews of sixteen Russian ships 
were· annihilated. In 944 or 943, the raiders from the 
North sailed 200 miles up the River Kura to Berdaa and 
defeated a Mohammedan army. When a larger Moslem 
force was sent against them. they turned homeward. 
Although the vikings had lost many men, not only from 
fighting but also from an epidemic of dysentery, the material 
returns from this expedition were very great." 

There were also other raids to the Caspian Sea later on. 
There is the tradition about Ingvar Vittfame who, after 
having gone to Semgallia in thirty ships. subduing the people 
and exacting a tribute from them, went to Russia in search 
of the source of that country's great rivers." More than 
twenty rune-stones from various parts of Sweden bear in
scriptions which refer to the activities of Ingvar and his 
men. One of these from the vicinity of the Gripsholm 
Castle, reads as follows: "Tola had this stone raised in 
memory of his son Harald, Ingvar's brother. Boldly they 
sought gold in far-off lands and in the East fed the eagle; 
died in South in Sarkland."·· 

The foremost Scandinavian stronghold on the Dnieper 
route was Kiev. In N ovgorod, the other viking center in 

<. B. Dom, Cospja: Utber die Ein/Illle der Illlen Rutsen it. TarbarisItm.. 
M ..... Acad. Imp. des Sciencts, SI. Petersburg, 8 S., xxiii (,877), I. 

4. T. ,~ Arne. Fl)ntvOtmnl. I932, P. 216. 

... The name 11 vittfarne:» means 11 widely traveled IJ and was used to 
denote a person who had traveled extensively. 

66 II Sar-kland" was the name applied by the Northmen to the land of 
the Saracens, and the term was frequently used to denote aoy region 
inhabited by Mohammedans. This generally accepted explanation. is not 
subscribed to by A~ however, who believes that Sarkland. stands for 
Sarkelland, the district that was protected by the fort or town of Sarkel 
in the land of the Khazars (Fo.)sv,iuflitn, Jgn. p. 2.3)~ 
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Russia, the Scandinavian characteristics were noticeable for 
centuries, in fact much longer than in Kiev. The fact that 
Nordic traditions and culture were retained in N ovgorod 
for a long time may be ascribed to the relatively close prox
imity of the city to Scandinavia and the extensi'9'e commercial 
intercourse that was maintained up to the rise of the Han
seatk League. 

It cannot be definitely ascertained when the Varangians 
first came to Constantinople to become members of the Em
peror's Guard. Men from Thule were among the Federati 
already in the sixth century. The Greek historians allude to 
them and in cases even mention what the Northmen had told 
them about their country. In 9II there were Russians, 
clearly N orthmen, taking part in a Greek expedition against 
Crete. Twenty years later more than 400 Russians (North
men), in seven ships, were again enlisted by the Greeks for 

. their expedition to southern Italy. In 949 about 600 of 
them in nine ships were a part of another Greek expedition 
to Crete. A goodly number were also found in the Byzan
tine army during the Mesopotamian wars about the middle 
of the tenth century.'· The Icelandic sagas contain several 
passages about Icelanders being enlisted in the imperial guard 
at Constantinople." The foremost of the Varangians was 
Harald Hardradi, whose deeds and merits popular tradition 
of the North built up to truly fantastic proportions." Only 
twenty years old, Harald Hardradi embarked upon an ex
pedition to Constantinople. He arrived at that city in 1034, 
was welcomed as the "King of Varangia ", and was almost 
immediately invited to participate in a campaign against the 
Arabs in Asia Minor." In war he displayed marked mill-

68 Runclman, o~. cit., p. 144 . 
.. l.iutIMl" Saga. Saga of Bumf NWl and the Hraftoel Sag .. 
.. G. StorlIl) No .. " Rist. Tid.rkrift, I R","k., 4 BiM, Po J86 and pp. 

371-372-

.. By Varangia was meant Scandinavia. See Storm, 0;. ciI., pp. 363-J64. 
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tary ability. He was already on his way down the Jordan, 
harrying on both sides of the river as he went along, and in a 
position seriously to threaten Jerusalem itself, when peace 
was concluded. After a few years of service at the court, 
he and his men were sent on expeditions to Sicily and Bul
garia in 1038. His achievements in these campaigns gave 
him much prestige, and he was promoted to the third rank
ing position in the corps of attendants to the Emperor. 
After the revolution of 1042, he returned to the North and 
became king of Norway. For a long time other Northmen 
continued to enlist in the Varangian Guard, which, in spite 
of its relatively small size, exerted an extraordinary influ
ence in the affairs of the State. The Greek writers com
mented on their foolhardy gallantries. Despite the many 
laudatory passages about their loyalty to the Emperor, their 
fidelity was not at all times unquestioned. There was a 
mutiny during the reign of Nicephorus III (1078-1081)," 
and Emperor Alexis in II03 feared that they might shift 
their allegiance to Eric I of Denmark, who was paying the 
Emperor a visit in that year and who could speak their 
tongue!' 

During the earlier period of the existence of the Varan
gian Guard, the Northmen, in addition to food and shelter, 
received from ten to fifteen gold solidi per month of ser
vice. There were also special prizes and grants available. 
As time went on, partly because of the honor that gradually 
became attached to it and partly because of the chances for 
lucrative rewards that it afforded, a commission in the guard 
came to command a price. 

Sporadic raids had been made at various times upon the 
shores of the East Baltic, and there were periods during 
which these regions were completely under the domination 

.0 Kendrick, 0/1. cit., p. 174-

"S..,. Grammatic ... (1. Olrik's trans!., iii-iv, p. 41). 
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of the Swedes. Raids were made both by Danes and 
Swedes in Courland about 854-" The Danes were unsuc
cessful, but the Swedes obtained .. much gold, silver and 
arms," and in addition compelled the people to pay an annual 
tax for many years afterwards. .~ 

Numerous references in the sagas point to other instances 
of viking aggression in the East Baltic. Archaeological dis
coveries at the mouth of the Vistola indicate that the vikings 
were active also on the southern shores of the Baltic, pre
sumably as participants in the once famous amber trade that 
went over this route. 

The Northmen also found their way to the White Sea 
and to the coast of northern Russia. The trips to B jarma
land, as this region was called, were primarily trading or 
exploitation voyages under the guise of the " shield of peace," 
although other motives have been given. Thus, Othere, the 
first of the Northmen to visit Bjarmaland, is said to have 
sailed northeast along the coast .. in order to find out how 
far the land lay right north."" While an explorer's curi
osity may have induced Othere to venture a trip to this 
unknown region, it appears that subsequent voyages were 
prompted by a desire for the valuable furs that the B jar
rnians had to sell or give away." 

Geographically, the trips to B jarrnaland do not belong with 
the voyages over the "eastern way." The latter stood for 
expeditions eastward across the Baltic Sea, while B jarma
land was reached by holding a northward or northeastward 
course. On the other hand, the character of the B jarrnaland 
voyages does not warrant their inclusion with the large scale 
marauding ventures directed against Western Europe. 
These voyages, specifically those dealing with England and 
Ireland, are to be considered in our next chapter . 

.. Rimbert, Life of An.rkat', eb. 30; Cf. B. Nerman, 0'. nl., p. 7. 
ea Alfred the Great, 0'. W., p. 8. 
.. See Npra, p. 32. 



CHAPTER VII 

OPERATIONS IN THE INSULAR REGIONS OF NORTHWESTERN 

EUROPE 

ON their way to the fields of operation in the insular 
regions of Northwestern Europe, the Northmen followed 
two main routes. One led from Norway and Iceland down 
along the west coast of Scotland through the Irish Sea to 
Dublin and Bristol. Referring to its trade relations, WiI
Iiam of Malmesbury, one of the annalists, says about Bristol 
that the city was" a barbor for ships which came from Ice
land, Norway and other overseas lands." 1 The other route 
went along the coast of the Continent down to the Strait 
of Dover and thence to London and York. 

In viking times England's trade with other countries was 
carried on chiefly by foreigners. Merchants from the Low 
Countries, France and the German cities came to England 
in large numbers, bringing cloth, metal goods, wine and lux
uries. Their return cargoes consisted mostly of wool, for 
which there was a great demand among the spinners and 
weavers in Flanders. Primarily because of the activities of 
these non-English traders, the Northmen were able to obtain 
in England such commodities as they coveted, notably wheat, 
honey and wine.' To England they brought furs, dried 
fish and other products of the North, and occasionally also 
some 0 f the commodities that they bad obtained in the 

1 The scope and character of the activities of the Northmen in Western 
Europe are revealed by the annals and chronicles of the exploited areas. 
Editions and translations of these writings are indicated in the BibJiographya 

2 See $Upro, p. 33. 
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regions of the Black and Caspian Seas. England received 
practically all her furs from the N orthmen traders, who in 
turn secured them in Northern Norway and in Russia. In 
the course of time, however, the Norwegian trade in furs 
lost ground because of the increasing competition offered by 
the Gotlanders, who dealt in Russian furs. 

Although the N orthmen continued to engage in trade 
throughout the viking period, most of them turned to mar
auding and warfare. Thus, during the reign of Bectric, 
three viking ships came to Dorchester, England. The Reeve 
ordered "them to proceed to the king's town because he 
knew not what they were; but they slew him on the spot." • 
In 793, according to Simeon of Durham, "pagans from the 
Northern region came with a naval armament to Britain, 
like stinging hornets, and over-ran the country in all direc
tions, like fierce wolves, plundering, tearing and killing not 
only sheep and oxen, but priests and Levites, and choirs of 
monks and nuns. They came . • . to the Church of Lindis
farne, and laid waste with dreadful havoc, trod with un
hallowed feet the holy places, dug up the altars, and carried 
off all the treasures of the holy church. Some of the breth
ren they killed; some they carried off in chains; many they 
cast out, naked and loaded with insults; some they drowned 
in the sea.'" In 794 the Northmen appeared at Jarrow, 
but this time they were less successful; one of their chieftains 
was slain, several of their ships were lost in a storm, and 
many vikings were drowned while others who had succeeded 
in getting ashore were killed by the N orthumbrians. • 
Cryptic notations in the Annals of Ulster, under 792 and 
794, state: .. aU the coast of Britain ravaged by the foreign-

• Anglo-Saxon CIw",.. Beetrie ruled from 787 to 800. 
• Simeon of Durham, History of IM KiNgs of Eng/aJttl (trallSl. by 

]. Stevcnson, London, 18SS), Po 4S7; A"IIIo-S __ Ch ...... 

• Anglo-S_ Ch,.., ... ; Simeon of Durham, "t. eiI~ Po 458. 
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ers," and "the foreigners ravage Fortrenn and distress the 
Picts." 

In 793 the vikings sailed down the Channel, round the 
south coast and made attacks in Wales. From here they 
continued to Ireland. In 798 the Isle of Man was visited, 
and in the following year they appeared in southern France. 
In the next year the islands along the Frisian coast were 
raided. Finally, the Northmen found their way to Iona, the 
island of the Hebrides group on which the foremost sanc
tuary of the West was located. Hither pilgrims from many 
lands came every year. Because of its wealth, this monas
tery was of particular interest to the vikings, and in 802 
they swept over the island. In 806 they returned, because 
in the four-year interval new treasures had been gathered 
at the church. The chronicles tell us that at this time they 
also killed sixty-eight clerics who attempted to defend the 
treasures of the sanctuary.· In 807 they rounded the coast 
of Ireiand to plunder Inishmurry, another rich monastery. 
In 812 a fleet of 120 ships came to Ireland, and in 832 the 
church of Armagh was plundered three times in one month! 

Thus, in the early ninth century, the viking enterprises 
were being expanded. From piracy and trade the traffic 
developed into harrying in foreign lands. Marauding be
came its most important part, and thereby a significant ec0-

nomic function of the North. Viking fleets were cruising 
to and fro in the Baltic and the North Sea; and in most 
of the churches the prayer was read: "A fu~ore Norman
Horum libera HOS Dominel" 

The records suggest that after the attacks upon New Dor
chester, Lindisfarne and Jarrow in the years from 787 to 
794, there followed a period of four decades during which 

• F ..... M(JJIf<r •• 793. 797. Sol; Steenstrup, op. cif., vol. ii, p. 13-
T Fo.,. Mast .... 807, 808; War of tIN Gaedhil ""tll tIN Gaill, pp. S, 

224; A......u of Ulster, 832. 
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no raids were made on English shores. But in 832 or 834 
they began anew. Numerous towns were attacked, among 
them Dorchester, London and York. Anglia was also in
vaded. From here the Northmen began harrying in Mercia, 
the adjoining kingdom, and the Mercians werE!'compeUed to 
pay for peace. The Northmen observed the terms of the 
agreement for about a year. They gained control of East 
Anglia and Wessex. The marauding activities in these 
parts, engaged in chiefly by Danes, lasted down to about 
870 .• 

Then followed the struggle that eventuated in the estab
lishment of the Danelaw or the region that was governed 
according to the iaws of the Danes (Northmen). In 871 
Alfred the Great ascended the throne of Wessex, but dis
sension and a defeatist attitude prevailed among the various 
kingdoms in England, M1d-the Danes came and went, or 

_ rather remained, practically at will. During the winter of 
871-872, the vikings made their quarters in London and felt 
so much at home that Halvdan, their leader, had coins 
stamped that bore his name and the London monogram! 
Halvdan also successfully demanded tribute from the 
Londoners. 

In 873 Halvdan began ravaging in Mercia, overthrowing 
the ruler in the following year.'" Then in 875 the viking 
army separated; Halvdan leading one part into Bemicia, 
looting monasteries and other wealthy places, while the other 
part, under Guthrum, wentto Cambridge for the winter." In 
876 Halvdan went to Deira, apparently to settle down, as the 
land was portioned out among his followers, who "thence-

• Anglo-S=on CIwoto., 832-833, 8l5. 837-$38, 1!40, 84s. 8SI, 853. 860, 
865-870-

• London MfUt'Um Catalogues, no. 1, p. 11. 

'10 Anglo~Sazon C/wan. 
11 Ibid. 
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forth were ploughing and providing for themselves."" 
Guthrum's forces, joined by vikings from Ireland, again 
turned to Wessex. Alfred was compelled to buy peace, and 
the vikings swore to evacuate Wessex immediately. But 
they broke their oath, going to Exeter and ordering their 
ships to the mouth of the river Exe.'" More than 120 ships 
were lost, however, in a storm off Swanage. In the mean
time Alfred had succeeded in holding the land-force at bay. 
As a result of these temporary reverses, the Danes decided 
to return to East Anglia, but upon reaching Dorchester, in 
Wessex, they encamped. From Dorchester, they made 
another attack a few months later upon the surrounding 
territory. Halvdan proceeded to take a considerable portion 
of Mercia and divided it into five parts, each having a forti
fied town or .. borough" for its center,'· This marked the 
beginning of the "Five Boroughs" and the foundation of 
the Dane1aw. The viking enterprises in England were en
tering into their last phase, namely, permanent settlement and 
political domination. 

In 878 Ebbe, Halvdan's brother, brought a fleet of 23 
ships and 840 warriors to re-enforce Halvdan's army." 

At this juncture it seemed to be only a matter of time 
before the Northmen would control all England. All organ
ized resistance was abandoned. During the winter of 877-
878, Alfred and a small following were roaming about in 
the marshes of Somerset. Time and again the Northmen 
nearly caught Alfred's band, but finally Alfred found a 
haven on the island of Athelney, in the river Parret. Seven 

llIbi4. 

J.I 11 ••• and they swore oaths to him on the holy ring-which never 
before would they do to any people-that they should speedily fare from 
his kingdom.t~ But U they broke that n and n stoie away by night to 
Exeter" (Angl.-Sax." Ch ..... , 876). 

ul1Jid. 

10 Ibid. 
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days after Easter in 878, he defeated the vikings in the 
battle of Ethandun in Somerset. The latter then endeavored 
to find protection in the port of Chippenham-just east of 
Bristol-but Alfred surrounded them. The vikings starved 
until they asked for peace, and promised unde ... oath never 
to molest Alfred's kingdom again. Guthrum, the viking 
leader, agreed to become a Christian, and sometime later he 
and thirty of his chieftains were baptized. to He was 
allowed to retain control over East Anglia, where he appor
tioned the land among the Northmen." 

In the fall of 892, "the great army" arrived from Bou
longe in France to England. There were two fleets in this 
contingent, one consisting of 250 ships and the other of 
80 ships. In the ensuing struggle, lasting until 896, a num
ber of battles were fought and Alfred generally emerged 
victorious'>· One of the last was the J:.Outing in 895 of the 
Danes from their camp just above London. The vikings, 
Cut off from the sea, were forced to abandon their ships and 
to turn overland into Mercia. In 896 they disbanded; some 
obtained grants of land in the Danelaw and became peaceful 
tillers of the soil; others "got themselves ships and fared 
south over the sea to the Seine," 10 where the viking enter
prises at this time were enjoying a period of prosperity. 

Alfred's most effective weapon was his fleet. He also 
adopted the method of cutting off the enemy's food supply. 
As a result, from the year 895 to his death in goI, Alfred 

'·IIX4.. 8;>8. Upon being baptized, Guthrum received the name 
AethelstaD. 

17 Th<y .. occupied som. of the land and apportioned it' (AlIglo-S .... ".. 
CIwoH.,88n). It appears that from 879 and for sometime thereafter, the 
chronology of the Anglo-Saxon Ommiele is one ~ in ad""""" 
(Charles Plummer, Not., to fM AIIgI<>-SuOH ClwOHic/., Oxford, IBgg, 
1'.9.\). 

,. Angio-SlIStnI Cinm. 

ulbid., SW. 
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was saved from further attacks upon his kingdom. But the 
Northmen in East Anglia remained. It was not until 921, 
when the vikings agreed to join the English in protecting 
the English shores from invasion, that East Anglia really 
came under the English crown. Norse laws and institu
tions prevailed, however, and for decades the N orthmen 
managed their internal affairs independent of English power. 

Northumbria was also a lucrative field for the activities 
of the Northmen. Because of internal dissension, the re
sistance offered the invaders was negligible. In 875 Halv
dan occupied York and the surrounding territory.'· A long 
struggle followed between the English and the various bands 
of Northmen, over the throne of Northumbria. Ragnvald, 
of the Dublin branch of the house of Ragnar Lodbrok, 
seized the throne of York, but was soon induced to accept 
the English king as his overlord. As time went on, other 
vikings came, generally not from the North directly, but 
from the Norwegian outposts which by now existed in Ire
land, Scotland and the Isle of Man. These Northmen were 
as a rule less belligerent than their fore-runners and upon 
arrival generally settled down to peaceful pursuits. But 
many of them continued to be interested in pillage and 
plunder and upon occasion gave aid to the Northmen who 
from time to time attacked southern England. 

On the whole Wales and Scotland never afforded very 
profitable fields of operation for the vikings, since internal 
strl fe was less pronounced in these regions. Sporadic raids, 
however, were made upon Wales. The first known attack 
on Scotland took place in the year 839, when sixty-five ships 
which had been harrying in Ireland came to its shores." In 
870 there was another major attack, this time out of Ireland. 
Two viking leaders, Olav and Ivar, besieged Dunbarton for 

"!Did., 875. 

11 Wor .f lhe Gaedhil with the Galll, pp. 13. '36. 
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four months. The returns were shipped to Dublin in 200 

ships the following year!' Among the prisoners were 
Britons, Saxons and Scotchmen, indicating that the raiders 
had covered extensive areas. Scotland was also drawn into 
the struggle about political domination which tharacterized 
the last century of the viking period.·· In 937 the viking 
leader Olav Cuaran managed to unite the Northmen and the 
kings of Scotland and Cumberland for an attack upon the 
English in Northumbria. Constantine Ill, the king of the 
Scots, cast his lot with the Northmen, apparently because he 
desired the creation of an independent Scandinavian king
dom of Northumbria to serve as a buffer state between Scot
land and the English power to the southward. The plan to 
create such a kingdom was frustrated, however, in spite of 
the support given to it by the Celts, who likewise feared the 
growing Anglo-Saxon power. Aethelstan, the king of the 

. English, with his army met Olav Cuaran and Constantine at 
Brunanburh, where one of the bloodiest battles of the entire 
viking period was fought .. ' Aethelstan won, but before 
long another Scandinavian king sat on the throne of North
umbria. This time, however, the king was Aethelstan's 
vassal. Eric Blood-Axe, Norway's former king, who had 
been ejected from his homeland by his brothers, had gone 
west on a viking cruise." Aethelstan offered him N orth
umbria as a vassalage, provided Eric became a Christian 

• Tiree F1'Ugments~ p. 193; Steenstrup, ~. cif., vaL Ut p. 311 . 
.. Although never a very remunerative field for marauding, Scotlaud 

received many settlers of Scandinavian origin, and "in some parts of 
the -country Norse was still spoken as late as the seventeenth century n 
(Albert C. Baugb, A Hist.ry of the Engl. Lan_. New York, 1935, 
p. 116) . 

.. Anglo-Sax.n Chr.... 937. See also EgiI' $ SfJIIII, ch. 52. aud 
Eddisonts notes to his transl. of this saga. p. 280. 

211 FagrskitIM; Heimskringla, Saga of Hara14 FairAoir; Knut Gjerset. 
A History .f the NtmIJ.gUm Pe.ple. vol. i. p. 161. 
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and promised to protect the kingdom from enemies, especially 
those of the North. These terms were agreeable to Eric. 
After the death of Aethelstan in 939, Eric's position became 
less secure, and he found it more convenient to move on to 
other fields. He continued to be interested in Northumbria, 
however, and was the chief instigator of the rebellion of 947. 
In 952 he returned to become earl vassal of Northumbria 
under Eadred. Two years later he was deposed. He re
turned to the traditional business on the seas and succeeded 
in obtaining control over the Hebrides. He also harried in 
Wales and western England, where he finally was ki11ed by 
another viking chieftain. Thus the last Scandinavian king 
had been driven out of Northumbria, "and, though Danish 
blood and Danish customs remained in undiminished force 
to distinguish the Danelaw from the rest of the country, by 
954 this province had been transformed into a quiescent 
appanage of the English crown." •• 

But the end of the viking enterprises bad not yet come. 
For almost three decades, or as long as England had strong 
rulers, the N orthmen remained at a distance. But shortly 
after Edward had ascended the throne in 975, the vikings, 
finding the opposition weak, renewed their attacks. In 980 
seven Danish ships seized Southampton and plundered the 
city." In the same year Norwegian vikings, presumably 
from Ireland and the Isle of Man, took Chester and ravaged 
in the vicinity of the city"· During the following two years, 
Danish vikings swept over southwestern England and en
tered the Irish Sea." Attacks were also made on several 
points in Scotland where "seven dozen vikings" were at 
one time captured and hanged. Shortly afterward, during 

.. Kendriclc. ot. cit., P. 251 . 

.. A.glo-S .... o. CIw ...... g8o. 
- FlernlCt of JJ~orc,.stn~ g8o.. 

.. Ar<glo-S_ CA_. g82. 
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the very Christmas night, Northmen raided Iona monastery 
and killed the abbot and fifteen of the monks," Later they 
visited Wales and Devonshire.1I1 About a decade later, in 
991, a fteet consisting of 93 ships sailed up the Thames to 
plunder the shores of that river, Suffolk and Es~" One 
of the viking chieftains is said to have been brought up in 
Gardarik; la a tradition which suggests that some of these 
warriors came from the Swedish settlements in Russia. At 
this time there was also considerable plundering in Sandwich 
and in Ipswich." At Maldon the vikings won a decisive 
victory over the English. This battle is of special interest 
because of the curious sidelights that the preliminaries throw 
upon the method of warfare at the time. The vikings were 
encamped on the island of Northey," in the estuary of the 
Blackwater, and the English had drawn up on the river bank 
opposite the vikings. The N orthmen . presented their ulti
~tum, which the famous epic "The Battle of Ma/don" 
depicts as follows: 

The viking's herald stood on shore, and threateningly and loud 
He gave the earl upon the bank the seafolk's message proud. 
We need not spoil each other's lives if ye make fast aright 
A peace with us; if thou agree, thou, here the most of might, 
Thy folk to ransom, and to give the seamen what shan be 
Right in their eyes, and take out peace, make peace with told 

money. 
We'll haste to ship, we'll keep that peace, and go upon the sea. 

&0 FOfW Mastn'St 985; CJwonicon St-DtOrvtn, S)84. 
11 Anglo-Su ... Ch..",.., 981; Flw ..... of Wore.sUr, 98, • 
.. A"IIi"Sa!(Dn CM .... 
.. GardGrik or GardlJriki was the Old Norse name for Russia. 
.. Anglo·S"" ... CM ..... 991 • 
.. That the battle took place close to the island of Northey bas been 

established by E. D. Labonle (" The Site of the Battle of Maldon,' Eng. 
Hill. Rmn., vol. 40. pp. 161-173). 
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But in the midst of their negotiations the tide arrived and 
submerged the causeway. As the vikings thus were unable 
to get across to commence battle, they suggested that the 
English permit them to cross unmolested. There seems to 
have been nothing unorthodox in this request, for the English 
readily complied. When the Northmen finally had crossed, 
the two armies lined up for battle. Brithnoth, the East An
glican leader, was slain; some of his men managed to flee, 
but a large number met their death on the battlefield. There
upon the English had to buy peace for 10,000 pounds and 
to guarantee the rations for the viking army during its so
journ in England. This was the first Danegeld or tribute 
exacted by the Danes (Northmen) in England.'· Others 
were to follow. 

The vikings went to East Anglia. In the meantime 
Aethelred gathered a fleet in London which he sent against 
them, but a treacherous alderman of London warned the 
Northmen SO that they were able to get away, losing only 
one ship. a1 In 993 the vikings plundered Bamborough, and 
in the following year Olav of Norway appeared in London 
with 94 ships. la After an unsuccessful attack on the city, 
he proceeded to ravage southeastern England.'· Again 
peace had to be bought, this time for a price of 16,000 pounds 
and free maintenance for the viking army during the follow
ing winter. The maintenance "was defrayed by Wessex, 

•• Anglo-Suon. «A tribute was given to the Danes for the first time; 
ten thousand pounds being paid to them in consideration of their desist
ing from the constant -pillage. burnings and homicides which they prac
ticed all along th. coast, and of their concluding a settled peace D 

(Flore,..,e of WorCtst<f'.891). It is belieoed, however, that Danegeld was 
promised if not actually paid before this date or as early as 86S. as 
recorded in the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle. Cf. Charles Plummer. op. m., 
Po 175. 

Ir Anglo..$oron Chro,.., 992 . 
.. Flormct of Worcesttr, 993, 994-
.. Ibid., 994. 
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but the tribute was levied throughout England." A part of 
the viking army under the leadership of Olav Tryggvason 
returned to Norway in 995 to secure the throne of that coun
try from Hakon Jarl. Some of the remaining vikings went 
pillaging in northwestern Germany and SchlesWig. 

In the year 1002 "the king and his witan decreed that 
24,000 pounds should be paid to the fleet on condition that 
they should cease from their evil-doings."'· A few years 
later, in 1007, 3,000 pounds were collected in Kent by 
Thorkel, the alleged Jomsviking, who thereupon established 
himself on Man and, in spite of promises to the contrary, 
proceeded to ravage in Sussex, Hampshire and Berkshire. 
Later Essex was also invaded. In 1010 the vikings spent 
three months harrying in East Anglia, the colony of their 
forefathers, in which the population still was half Danish 
and where Danish law still prevailed. Thetford, Cam
bridge, Northampton and other towns were burned." The 
success of the Northmen in these campaigns was due not en
tirely to their strength and clever strategy, but also to treason 
and mismanagement on the part of the English. The Anglo
Saxon Chronicle states that" all these calamities fell upon us 
through iII-counsel, because tribute was not offered to them 
at the right time, nor yet were they resisted; but, when they 
had done most evil, then was peace made with them. And 

•• Anglo-Sason Clwo ... 

A" The Northmen had thenoverrun I. EastAngIi .... Es""",3. Middle
sex, 4- Oxfordshire, 5- Cambridgeshire, 6. Hertfordshire, 7. Buckingham
shire, 8. Bedfordshire, and 9- half Huntingdonshire and 10. much in 
Northamptonshire; and to the south of the Thames, all Kent and Sussex 
and Hastings and Hampshire and much in Wiltshire" (A"IIIo-Saxmo 
ChrolJ., 101 I). 

Flor<D<e of Worcester (A_ IOn). reveals that during the siege of 
Canterbury in Kent «some of the towns-peop}e were put to death at the 
sword, others perished in the flames .• • and some were hung by their 
private parts till they expired." 
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notwithstanding all this peace and tnoute, they fared every
where in troops, harried our people, captured and slew them." 

Svein, the king of Denmark, heard of the success of 
Thorke1 and decided to participate in the enterprises. In 
July of IOro he set sail for England. Upon arrival he was 
accepted as the overlord of Northumbria and Danish Mercia. 
Gradually he managed to obtain a foothold also west of Wat
ling Street and, in the end, became the actual ruler of all 
England, the English king having fled to Normandy." To 
be the ruler meant primarily to have the right to exact tri
butes; even London had to make payments to him. 

When Svein died in 1014, two of his sons, Harald--at 
home in Denmark-and Cnut, who had been chosen to head 
the army in England, began to quarrel about the succession 
to the throne of England. The English realized that now 
there might be an opportunity for them to regain their inde
peodence. Aethelred, the English king, was asked to return 
from Normandy to lead the English in their fight for free
dom. When Cnut heard of this, he at once went to Den
mark to obtain additional warriors and equipment. In the 
meantime Aethelred was making his preparations. He paid 
21,000 pounds to Thorkel and Olav, presumably on the con
dition that they would aid him against Cnut." This invest
ment proved to be a very poor one, because Thorkel soon set 
sail for Denmark to place himself under Cnut, and Olav 
undertook an independent venture in the traditional viking 
manner to the shores of the Continent. 

In the battles which followed Cnut's arrival, the North
men generally were victorious. Aethelred died in 1016, in 
the midst of this struggle, and was succeeded by his son 
Edmund, later called Edmund Ironside. Edmund had the 

~ tI The king went over sea and was there until the fortunate occasion 
,!hcn Swagen [Svein] was dead ft (Attglo-SGSon Clwon'J 1013) • 

.. A"9/o.s .... "" Clwo .... 1014-
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upper hand until Eadric, the Duke of West Mercia, lost the 
cause by his flight from the battlefield at Ashington in 
Essex." Cnut pursued the retreating Edmund, who was 
forced to seek terms. It was agreed that Edmund was to 
hold Wessex while Cnut got Mercia and the Danelaw. 
London was granted peace upon the payment of II,ooo 
pounds to Cnut." When Edmund Ironside in November, 
1016, suddenly died, the nobles of Wessex turned to Cnut. 
avowedly the strongest leader available. and chose him as 
their king. In the capacity of sovereign of aU England. 
Cnut found it much easier to exact the coveted tribute; in 
addition to the above payment of the Londoners. he suc
ceeded in 1018 in coUecting the enormous amount of 72,000 
pounds, ostensibly as a charge for the .. protection" that his 
Danish mercenaries afforded England." 

The ultimate phase of the viking enterprises had become 
. firmly established in England. The Northmen had become 
supreme, and one of their own number sat on the throne. 
But this also marked the beginning of the end of viking 
domination in this region. As rulers the Northmen bad to 
protect the country from the outside. In this they were 
successful, with the result that other vikings from the North 
found it increasingly difficult to make marauding profitable 
in England. The last spurt of the viking drive appeared in 
1066, when Tostig sought help in Norway to oust his brother 
from the throne of England, and a Norwegian fleet went to 
England with a large army." This army was defeated at 
Stamford Bridge. A few weeks later William the Cnn-

•• About Eadric the Anglo-Saxon Clwonick states: .. H. betrayed his 
king ami lord and the whole English nation, ami Cmtt won the victory, and 
gained all England for himself." 

.& Anglo-Sason CAnm., 1018 i e/. FhwttJc, of Wtwcenw, 1018; F. W~ 
Maitland, D"""st/ay iJnd B.yo"; (Cambridge, 1891), p. 3-

oo " for the pay of the Danish army" (FI ........ of W ..... ster, 1018). 

" Anglo-Sason Clwrm. 
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queror arrived in England, and in the memorable battle of 
Hastings, Harald Godwinsson, the last of the Anglo-Scan
dinavian kings, fell. 

The exact amounts collected by the vikings in the insular 
regions of northwestern Europe cannot be ascertained. The 
figure for England is generally considered to be about 
220,000 pounds, the total of some ten payments, beginning in 
the year 891. It is clear, however, that Danegeld was prom
ised, if not actually paid, as early as 865, as recorded in the 
Anglo-Saxon Chronicle. The same source states that prior 
to 991 the Danegeld was 10,000 pounds, but it may well 
have been considerably higher." Up to 1012 the Danegeld 
in England was paid as the purchase price of peace; after that 
date, until 1051, when the fleet of the mercenaries was dis
missed by Edward the Confessor, it was paid as a stipend 
to the Danish mercenaries in the service of the English.'" 
The amounts paid in order to secure peace were as follows; 
16,000 pounds in 884, 24,000 in 1002, 30,000 in 1007 and 
3,000 (from East Kent) in 1009. The sum of 21,000 

pounds was raised in 1014, and in 1018, after having been 
crowned, Cnut took 83,000 pounds, II,ooo of which was 
handed over by the Londoners. In 1040 Harthacnut ex
acted 2 I ,099 pounds, besides a sum of II ,048 pounds that 
was paid for thirty-two ships.'· In addition there were sev
eral war-taxes levied by Danish rulers, the amounts of which 
are unknown. The sums received as ransom are likewise 
imposssible to determine. 

Imposing though they are, these figures by no means tell 
the whole story of the profits made by the vikings in Eng
land. If they were calculable, the aggregate takings in the 

co Cf. Charl .. Plummer, 0'. cit., p. 175- . 
.. Enar Joranson. V_geld in Fratt<:e. in AugtU/a>Ja College Lib,.,.,.y 

PtWlicGtifJn.t~ no. IO (Rock Islan~ 1923), -p. IS. 
so Maitland, 01. cit., p. 3. 
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regular routine of pillage over more than two centuries 
would doubtless show returns several times larger than those 
indicated by the cash payments. In addition there were the 
profits derived from trade, as many Northmen were also 
traders, some regularly and some when marauding was less 
profitable. 

The trade between the North and England during the 
period reached its greatest height from 1017 to 1042."' 
Just outside the city wall in London, Danish seafarers had 
their own church (ecclesia sancta Danorum), the site of 
which is still called St. Clements Danes in the Strand. The 
Northmen enjoyed many privileges in London; they could 
remain in the city throughout the year. They had their own 
gild house and stood to all appearances on an equal footing 
with the London merchants. But their trading activities in 
England were by no means confined to London. They had 

. access to all fairs and markets in England. Most of the 
commercially important cities in England were either 
founded or settled by Northmen, large numbers of whom 
came as warrior vikings. One of the more prominent of 
these cities was Grimsby. Here, as shown by a document 
still extant in the Public Record Office in London, the North
men were given special customs privileges as late as during 
the reign of HenricI (IIIlO-II3S)." All the English p\ace
names ending in -by, of which there are 1,373,0' show Scan
Wnavian influence, the .. by" being the Scandinavian term 
for town. The contributions made to English shipping by 
the people of the Scandinavian North were especially large, 
and it can hardly be considered a mere coincidence that the 

" W. Vogel. NortIisclw S .. faArl ... i ... friiIwrm Mitt.lallN. Po 9-
"Flaleyjarbok. n. 440: O!arles Gross. TM Gild Muc_ (Oxfonl, 

,Sgo), vol. iii, p.;m. 
"1. A. A. Worsaae, A" Aee_ of IM DaM. """ N_giaM .. 

SeDllaM alld Ir.laM (LoudoD, 1852). P. 71. 
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towns in which the Scandinavian element was preponderant 
became the foremost shipping towns in all England in the 
Middle Ages. 

The viking expeditions to Ireland began approximately at 
the same time as those to England. The first recorded attack 
took place in 795, when the Northmen plundered the church 
on Lambay Island, just north of Dublin." After a twelve
year respite, there followed a period of occasional attacks 
which lasted almost a quarter of a century. Then, already 
in 830, the final phase of the viking enterprises was inaug
urated in Ireland. Instead of making sporadic attacks, some 
of the marauders, in this case mostly Norwegians, began to 
settle in Ulster." Thus we find that colonization in Ireland 
began almost half a century earlier than it did in England. 
In 832, Turgeis, a Norwegian chieftain, arrived in Ulster 
and made himself king over his countrymen there." The 
coming of Turgeis coincided with the plundering of the Irish 
monasteries undertaken by Feidlimid, the priest-king of 
Munster, who aspired to become the sp!ritual head of all 
Ireland. The Irish revolted at the outrages of F eidlimid, 
who in cruelty managed to .. outviking" the vikings, and 
this naturally made the task of Turgeis considerably easier. 
He succeeded in gaining control over the revenues of the 

M Zimmer's contention that the entry under the year 617 in the Amusl.t 
of UUter which reads: «the devastation of Tory Island by a marine 
f!eet," refers to a viking attack has IIOt been substantiated (Sit_s
bme"'. der Kgl. Prnu. Akademi< tier Ww....cho/t ... , Bd. i, pp. 279 
et uq.). It is more likely that this attack was mad. by others thanNortb
men. Miss Walsh believes that the attack of 6'7 was .. due to SaxOIl and 
Pictish raiders rather than Norsemen# (S~"" R.loti<nv wit/o 
lrelorod d .. riltg Me Vikiltg Period. Dublin. '932. p. I). 

aD Four Mast .... 835; Kendiclc, 0'. cit •• pp. 215·276-
.0 The saga-<lescription 01 Thorgils (Hei .... kriHglG. Saga of Htwald 

Fair-har) 34) bears a close resemblance to the Irish accounts. of Turgeis 
(Old Norse. Thorgesl). See Walsh. op. cit .• P. 2. 
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rich monastery of Arrnaugh, the ecclesiastical center of all 
Ireland. 

Reports of the success of Turgeis had reached Scandin
avia, and soon he had a large number of competitors. The 
latter established themselves along the coast it!. the South 
and toward the East. In time their settlements grew and 
became the towns of Arnagassan, Dublin, Wexford, Water
ford and Limerick. Using these centers as bases for their 
operations, they ravaged the surrounding territory.Of The 
Irish gradually gained the upper hand, chiefly because of 
lack of efficient leadership among the vikings. 

When the Northrnen in England, most of whom were 
Danes, learned that the Norwegians were having difficulties 
with the Irish, they also began to take an interest in this 
region. In 849 they appeared, 140 ships strong, and a fierce 
struggle between the Dubhgaill (Danes) and the Finngaill 
. (Norwegians) occurred." In 851 the Danes defeated the 
Norwegians in the great three-days' naval battle on Carling
ford Loch. The Norwegians lost heavily." After the 
battle, the chronicler tells us, Maelsaecklainn, the Irish chief 
ruler, sent messengers to the Danes. They found the Danes 
cooking food in large kettles placed over the bodies of fallen 
Norwegians, the corpses of whom had been piled up into 
heaps. The corpses which were impaled by the spits used 
for roasting the meat were burned by the fires until they 
burst open. When the Irish messengers expressed their 
wonder at such behavior, the Danes replied: .. They would 
have done the same thing to us, had they had a chance." 

I,. FoUf' Masters, 840-843; ChromcOPt SCOlOrtml, 841. 
H Chroniclm SCQtonmt, 8.t9. 
.. The records indicate 5,000 men, but suclt a large number may be 

considered questionable. See Three F __ • pp. t1g d nq.; War of 
tlte GMdlsil with the Gaill, p. 19. FfJfW Mtuferl, 850; and Clwtmiccm 
Seol.rum, 851, 8.)2. 
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The Danes then gave to the Irish envoys a large chest of 
gold and silver for St. Patrick. .. The Danes were a people 
possessed of a sort of piety:' the chronicler avers. " They 
could for a time give up both food and women for the sake 
of piety." eo Later in the same year, the Irish attacked the 
weakened Norwegians, who are reputed to have lost 500 
men.61 

In the years following the battle on Carlingford Loch, the 
Norwegians, reenforced from their homeland, regained some 
of their former power and prestige. Among others, Olav 
the White, a great and experienced viking, came with a large 
fleet; and not only the Norwegians, but also the Danes and 
the Irish, were forced to pay him tribute." Many of the 
Danes left Dublin, however, to go harrying in Britain, and 
Dublin virtually became a Norwegian town." By 870 it 
was " the aclcnowledged headquarters of viking activity, not 
only in Erin, but in alI Western waters."" During the 
sixties and, to a lesser extent, also in the seventies, sporadic 
viking attacks were directed against various points both in 
Ireland and elsewhere. e. When there was no more to be 
had from the living, they turned to the dead, and many 
graves of the wealthy men of the past were thoroughly ran
sacked." As time elapsed, however, fewer and fewer con-

eo Th,.~e FragmtMS, pp. 123 et seq. 

fflFfHW Masters, 8so; ChroJl&coK Scoto~ 8,S2j Three F~tJU, 
p. 12S; War of tile Gaedhil with tile GailI, p. "I. 

U FOfW MostersJ 8SI; Chromcon Scoto",,,., 853 . 
.. See L. J. Vogt, Dubli,..ram """sk By (Oslo, 18g6) • 

.. T. D. Kendrick, op. cif., p. :280. 
ee See Steenstrup, 01'. cif., vol n. pp. 1:ag.-141 • 

.. Four Masftrs, 861; Tltree Ft'G!Jments, p.. 153. It is doubtless activi .. 
ties of this nature that the following saga account describes. (J Lief went 
on voyages of plunder to the West; be harried in Ireland and found 
there a large dungeon. He entered and found. it very dark; only the 
sword, which a man held in hi> hand, shone. Lief killed the man and 
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tingents of Norwegians arrived from the home country, with 
the result that the Norwegian settlement in Ireland began to 
dwindle in strength and importance. Through intermar
riage with the Irish, many of the Northmen gradually be
came "Irish-conscious." 0' Not a few Northme'n in Ireland 
moved to the smaller islands to the North; a number of 
families went to Iceland. O. Dissension among the remain
ing Norwegians further weakened them, and less than a 
generation later, in 902, the Irish had no difficulty in taking 
Dublin. 

But in the second decade of the tenth century, there began 
a period of renewed activity in Ireland. In 913 a large 
fleet came to Waterford to ravage in Munster and Leinster. 
In 916 another fleet landed at Cenn Fuaid in Leinster. The 
two fleets having united their forces, Dublin was taken 
shortly thereafter. Since their operations proved very suc
.cessful, the Gaill, i. e., the "foreigners," were induced to 
exert still greater efforts. By 920 Scandinavian power in 
Ireland was at its height; and from 920 to 950, through its 
connection with the Scandinavian kingdom of Northumbria, 
Dublin gained consistently in importance." But the struggle 
between the Irish and the Gaill continued, although many 
Northmen had begun to adjust themselves to their new en
vironment.'o When the vikings were not harrying on other 

took the sword and nruch good. from him. From then on he was called 
Sword-Lief. Sword-Lief harried widely in Ireland and took much goods 
and ten slaves" (LtmdftllmolWk, i, 5; Steenstrup, D/>. rn., vol. ii, 1'- 143). 

8f For references to such marriages see ~6kJ i, I; in, to, 12;: 
v, 8, '3. One of the daughters of the Irish king Cearbha!l of Ossory 
(d. 887) was the wife of Eyvind the Easterner "who settled down in 
Ireland and had charge of Kjarval's defenses." Cf. Gr,m. Saga, ch. 3-

ul.tmtln6mab6k, i. S,lO, 14, IS; il, u. 24, :Z6; iii, 12; iv, 11;: v, !l
.. A. WaIsb, O/>, rn., 1'- S • 
.. Many of them had accepted CbristiaDity, at least nominally, and had, 

through trade and barter, established peaoefuJ contacts with the Irish. 
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shores, they were generally fighting the Irish at home. The 
most sanguine of the combats was the battle of Sulcoit in 
Tipperary, in which the vikings were defeated. Every cap
tured viking who was fit for war was killed; and the others 
were enslaved." In spite of this set-back, they regained 
some of their former strength and were not decisively beaten 
until 1014, in the famous battle of Clontarf. Although 
weakened in power, the Northmen remained in possession of 
Dublin till the following year, and some of their settlements 
in Ireland persisted until the English conquered the island a 
century and a half later. After the battle of Clontarf, 
smaller contingents of N orthmen arrived at irregular inter
vals from overseas, and the settlers of Nordic blood re
mained to contribute, by their trade, wealth and talent for 
organization, to the Irish commonwealth." 

Ireland's commercially important towns owe a great deal 
to the N orthmen, as the first Irish trade with the outside 
world seems to have been begun by Norwegians and Danes 
residing in Ireland. Dublin. Limerick, Cork and Water
ford were the chief centers. T. From these towns the ships 
of the Northmen sailed across the Irish Sea to Scotland and 
England, notably to Bristol, in those days an important 
center of the slave trade. The Northmen also sailed to 
Noirmoutiers. Nantes and Bordeaux, where they obtained 
wine. arms and products of the Levant. From Limerick 
they sailed to Spain for leather, cloth and clothing. From 
Dublin and the Hebrides they also went to the various parts 
of their homelands and to Russia. 

Toward the close of the twelfth century many of the 
characteristics of the Northmen in Ireland had disappeared, 
but marked influences in language and nationality remained 

n W"'" of IM Goedhil wilh Ih. Goill, p. 8,. 
n T. D. Kendrick, D/. cit., p. 398 . 
•• S .. A. Walsh, D/. cit., pp. 22-'1. 
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far into the fourteenth century and perhaps longer. This 
particular injection of Northern blood was completed and, 
as has been the case elsewhere where they have gone, the 
Northmen were soon merged with the people among whom 
they lived. But" traces of the Scandinavian ~pation still 
remain," however, "in the place-names on the coast, especially 
in the districts surrounding the seaport towns." The very 
name Ireland ( Old Norse I raltmd) " is Scandinavian in form 
and replaced the old Irish word Eriu during the viking 
period.." 'f" 

The N orthmen also found their way to the Hebrides, 
Man, Shetland and the Orkneys. f5 Reference has already 
been made to the earlier attacks upon the wealthy monastery 
on Iona, one of the Hebrides. In 885 a third attack was 
made upon this monastery, which had been rebuilt on a new 
site. Having been informed of the approach of the viking 
.fleet, the monks hurried to bury the treasure shrine, and 
when the abbot, Blotmac mac F1ainn, refused to reveal the 
hiding place, he was killed at the altar'" Men from the 
North, chiefly Norwegians, had settled in the islands off 
Scotland at the very beginning of the viking age, or before 
820. Others came later as a result of the oftentime high
handed policies of King Harald Fairhair during the period 
of unification of Norway'" Using these islands as bases 
of operation, they pillaged far and wide, even in Norway." 
In fact, all the island eolonies were at one time or another 
under viking domination, and both social and linguistic in-

Y4. lbi4~ pp. 27. 28. 

•• Tlwr, Frogmml8, p. 159; H ...... hiKgla. S_ of HtmJl4 FairiuJi,. ~ • 
•• See SIftDstrup. 01. cit~ voI. ii, pp. 35-36-
... The out-<:OUlltries of Iceland and the Faroe Island. ....., discov<nd 

and peopled H (H ...... hiKgla, Sago of HMIJId FtJirltair, 20) • 
.. • In winter they were In the Orkney Island. _ HcbricI<s; bot 
~ In SIlDIIIler In Norway, and did great cIamage» (ibid.). 
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fluences of the North were long discernible in these places. 
Some are still noticeable, such as place-names and certain 
expressions in the prevailing dialects. The fact that no 
really large estates exist on Man, while they abound in Eng
land and Scotland, has been ascribed to Scandinavian influ
ences brought down from the time that the Northmen ruled 
the island.'· 

Sometime after 860, Naddod, a Norwegian, and Gardar, 
a Swede, came to Iceland, but this island had been discovered 
somewhat earlier by Irish monks." About 873 there began 
a wave of migration to Iceland which lasted five or six de
cades. The great majority of the settlers came from Nor
way directly, but among them were also many Northmen 
and some Celts from Ireland and the British Isles. Of those 
listed in the Landndmab6k (Book of Settlement) 84 per cent 
came from Norway, 3 per cent from Sweden, and 12.6 per 
cent from the British Isles." The settling of Iceland was 
not really a part of the viking business proper, as the motive 
was not "to get rich quick" through plunder, but land
hunger and a desire to escape from political suppression at 
home." Many vikings, both leaders and ordinary partici
pants in the viking activities, hailed from Iceland. 

.. Bugge, Ve.sferl,.,.onru indjlydels., etc., p. 9'; Francis Palgrave, TIw 
Rise and Prog .. u of ,"" Eagli.s1J CO!fI1IIDM»<GltA (Cambridge, '921). 
pt. i, pp. 77, g8. 

eo Nansen, 01. tit., vcl. i. p. 252.i H. HermannssODt lslandictl, vot. xx 
(1930), pp. 1-2-

albid, p. 8-
U Cf. iOid., pp. 6-g. .. Iceland was popWau.d in the clays of Harald 

Fairbair; because the people of Norway would oot toIetau. the suppression 
that the king subjecl<od them to, that is, those who were of high-born 
families aod of independent mind and had power and wealth. They 
thought it better to ave their land and property than to be victims of 
injustice, either at the: hands of the king 01' 8D7 other man g (Hartlar 
Saga Gritnk,lwo_). 
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Other results of the viking enterprises were the settling 
of the Faroe Islands and Greenland, and the discovery of 
Vinland or North America. 

In the course of two centuries and a half, the viking ac
tivities in the insular parts of Northwestern 'Europe grew 
from sporadic raids to politico-military operations and col
onization. A similar development took place in the contin
ental phase of the viking aggression. 



CHAPTER VIII 

OPERATIONS ON THE WESTERN SHORES OF CONTINENTAL 

EUROPE 

THE western shores of Continental Europe also afforded 
lucrative fields for the vikings. In 806 and 810 the Danes, 
under King Godfred, launched attacks upon the coast of 
Aquitaine and in Frisia. In 812 and 813, the Danes had 
again been plundering in Frisia, and by 820 they had taken 
possession of the island of Noirrnoutier at the mouth of the 
Loire! There they remained for a long time, making this 
strategically located island the base of their operations and 
also their headquarters in the winter, when they were not 
plundering. The successors to Charlemagne were weak 
rulers, and the Danes made the most of the situation. Frisia 
had to endure many attacks; local tributes were exacted in 
the years 810, 836, 837, 846 and 852." Dorstad was raided 
at least four times and Antwerp once.' 

Encouraged by the dissension among the sons of Louis 
the Pious, the vikings in 841 sailed up the Seine. Rouen 
was burned, as was the cloister J umieges. • The monastery 

'Bouquet, Hmoliens, vol. vi, Po s6J. Quoted in Steemtrup, op. rn., 
vol. ii, p. J8. 

s Joranso~ 01'. cit., pp. 231, 16. For comments on the justification of 
applying the term Danegeld to the tributes obtained in other countries 
than England, see ibid., pp. 23-24-

• AMDles Fttldenus; Annalt.f XaHfmse.r. 

• Qrdericus Vitalis, The Eccksiaslical Hmory of E"IIIimd """ Nor
MmIIly (transl. by T. Forestu, London, .85.'1), vol. i. 
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of St. Vandrille paid over six pounds, presumably because 
that was all the money the monastery could raise.· The 
monks of St. Denis cloister ransomed sixty-eight prisoners 
for twenty-six pounds.· In the next year other vikings 
appeared, this time from England, where they had been en
gaged in pillage, and raided Quentovic, at the mouth of the 
Canche. In 843 one of the contenders for the region which 
approximately corresponds to what is now known as the 
Department of Nantes, sought the support of the vikings. 
Promptly the Northmen appeared, and on Midsummer's Day 
of that year they sacked the city of Nantes.T In the next 
year they were active along the shores of the Geronne. 
Later they went south to Portugal and Spain. Although 
more than seventy ships were burned and a large number of 
N orthmen drowned in their first encounter with the people 
to the south of the Pyrenees, re-enfurcements soon arrived 
from Noirmoutier, so that they still had a formidable fleet 
when they began their attack on Lisbon. An Arab writer 
states that .. the sea seemed covered with dark red birds."· 
After a month of fighting in Lisbon, they went to Cadiz and 
advanced to Seville. After losing many men, they started 
back for the Hebrides and Ireland, plundering as they went 
along and not forgetting to pay another visit to Lisbon.· 

As a rule the vikings possessed considerable information 
about the terrain of the raided regions, a fact which pre
supposes a fairly well developed system of reconnoitering.1O 

They appear to have been especially well informed of the 
conditions within the Carolingian Empire. As soon as there 

• Chronic ... FtmtOMlk_, 84,. 
eII>i4.; AMOl" Btrlilliam, 841. 
• Chrometm Ftmt_Ik"",. 

• St ..... trup. op. "t. vol. ii, p. 290. 
• Ibid., pp. 29I d .req. 

10 Steenstrup, 0/1. rit., voL i. p. J64.. 
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were any signs of dissension or other weaknesses, the vikings 
would suddenly arrive. Thus, in 845, six hundred Danish 
ships sailed up the Elbe. Hamburg, the easternmost out
post of the Carolingian Empire, was captured and practically 
destroyed.ll On the day before Easter of the same year, 
one hundred and twenty ships appeared on the Seine and 
besieged Paris. Charles the Bald, although possessing a 
superior army, offered the invaders a sum of money to de
part. After having plundered Paris, the vikings received 
7,000 pounds of silver and sailed for home, promising that 
they henceforth would leave the Carolingians in peace.'" 

In 846 the Northmen again came to Frisia to raid and 
destroy. Dorstad and other cities were burned. In the 
following year they returned to the same region. As the 
spoils were large, they appeared also in the year after that, 
demanding new tribute." An agreement was made with the 
F risians whereby this particular contingent of vikings, in 
return for tribute, not only promised to leave the Frisians 
alone but also guaranteed to protect them against the attacks 
of other vikings. Frisia was left in relative peace for sev
eral years, but in the meantime the vikings were active in 
Flanders and Saxony, to which the agreement did not 
apply." 

During the following decade the dominion of the West 
Franks. a part of the Carolingian Empire, attracted the vik
ings the most,n but the Northmen harried also in many other 
parts of France and in the Netherlands; they came up the 
rivers Seine. Loire. Cher, Garonne, Dordognes, Scheldt. 

11. Annales Fuldnu,s. 
Ut Annaies BerlinioM; Chronic_ FtmttJ~llcme; AKHah.r Fuldens,s . 
.. A ..... I" Bertim-i, 846. 847; AIIIIIJk_ X __ Me_, 846. 847. 
16 See Anuaus Bu"nwni, 850. Steenstrup, o~. cit~ vol. i. p. loo. 

"la Amtale.r FtddeMn. 
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Maas and the Rhine!" Ghent and Bordeaux were burned, 
and many other cities plundered A tribute of unknown 
amount was collected by Sydroc and Godfred, who spent 
the winter of 852-853 just beyond RouenP The campaigns 
in Brittany proved so profitable that" envious'l:Ountrymen " 
of the marauders appeared to share the spoils of the first
corners." Sydroc, the leader of the second advance, sur
rounded the vikings who had harassed the Bretons, and 
invited the Count of Brittany to join him in an attack upon 
them. The Count promptly accepted, but Sydroc soon sold 
out to the enemy for half of the treasures that these vikings 
had gathered in their earlier campaigns. Thereupon the 
first-comers again turned to Brittany and Aquitaine in order 
to recoup their 10ss.1O Mention is also made of the capture 
of a Breton chieftain who was later released upon the pay
ment of a considerable ransom in gold" Charles the Bald 
tried unsuccessfully to get rid of these insatiable marauders. 
At times he fought them and won a battle now and then; 
but more often he was defeated Generally he attempted to 
buy them off; however, when one army had been paid and 
had gone elsewhere to harry, a new one appeared with new 
demands. Their harrying was by no means confined to the 
coastline; cities like Tours, Blois and Orleans also became 
their victims." 

In 858 a contingent of vikings captured two half-brothers, 
Louis and Ganzeiin, abbots of St. Denis and Glanfeuil re-

1. Annale, BtrlinimJi, 848. 349. 852, 853, 856. 857, 8s6, 859: CTwonic .... 
PDtfttmellms'I 862; Annales Fvlden.us, 852. 

lot' JoransoD. o/J. cif., pp. 40-43. 
18 Steenstru~ op. cif., voL ii, p. 251 • 

.. AIWfOk, BemnioofA, 8SS. 
OIl Certain monks surrendered a goblet and • platter of gold. The 

chieftain reimbursed the monks ",th land (Steenstrup, 0;. cil~ vol. U. 
Po 253). 

21 Annal,,, Ftddmses, 8s3; Atutalts Xantmus, 8.$4. 
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spectively. Louis, a grandson of Charlemagne and a high
ranking official at the court of Charles the Bald, proved an 
especially good catch. His release was effected upon the 
payment of no less than 688 pounds of gold and 3,250 
pounds of silver. Since this enormous amount could not 
be raised by the monastery of St. Denis alone, "Charles 
the Bald found it necessary to empty the treasuries of many 
churches in his kingdom." Large contributions were also 
made by U the king and all the bishops, abbots, counts, and 
other magnates." Abbot GanzaIin's ransom, an unknown 
amount, was paid by the Church of Rheims, of which he 
had formerly been a priest.·· 

While Louis the German and Charles the Bald were fight
ing over the succession to Lothar, the vikings made the most 
of the situation. The peasants, who more than others were 
the victims, rebelled, and those of the hamlets and country
sides between the Loire and the Seine tried hard to repel the 
NorthmeIl. But they were unsuccessful, as the nobles 
turned against the peasants and helped to disperse the army 
of farmers who, on their own initiative and without the aid 
of their recognized leaders, had taken a stand against the 
intruders from the North." 

If the vikings were in a position to exact tribute, it did 
not matter so very much who the victim was. In the sum
mer of 859 two contingents of vikings were operating in 
Francia; one was infesting the basin of the Seine and the 
other that of the Somme. Early in 860 Welland, the leader 
of the vikings at the Somme, offered to drive out the vikings 
at the Seine for 3,000 pounds of silver." The offer was 
accepted, but when Charles the Bald was unable to raise the 
funds, the Somme vikings grew impatient, demanded host-

.. ]oranson, &/J. cit., p. 188. 
- Amtales Bniiniam, 859-
.. Ibid.,l!6o. 
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ages, and went harrying in England and Flanders. The fact 
that they asked for hostages may be construed to mean that 
they intended to hold Charles to his contract, although will
ing to give him more time in which to procure the sum 
agreed upon." Welland returned the following year, ready 
to carry out his part of the agreement and to collect the 
stipulated amount. But while in England, We11and had 
taken pains to strengthen his army, with the result that he 
now demanded and received 5,000 pounds of silver instead 
of the 3,000 originally agreed upon. In addition he was 
furnished with large quantities of grain and cattle'" The 
campaign against the vikings at the Seine was equally profit
able to We11and and his men. At Oscellus he forced them 
to capitulate and to hand over 6,000 pounds in silver and 
gold. This incident throws considerable light upon the 
profitableness of the viking enterpri~, as this amount of 
6,000 pounds of silver was not necessarily all the " takings .. 

. of the Somme vikings in their campaigns in the heart of the 
rich West Frankish kingdom.'" 

But this clash between viking and viking had no lasting 
effects. Before long both these groups of Northmen were 
again harrying side by side. They were so effective in their 
operations that the ever-reluctant Charles the Bald finally 
had no other choice but to resist them by force of arms. He 
succeeded in expelling the Seine vikings and compelled them 
to release their prisoners. These Northmen then turned 
toward Brittany, where they agreed to become mercenaries 
under Robert, Duke of N eustria, in the latter's war against 
Duke Solomon of Brittany. For their services the vikings 
collected 6,000 pounds of silver." 

• Joranson. 0;. ri,., Po SI . 
.. AttMle. Berliniani, 861; Ioran,on, 0;. &it., p. 52-
IM' Aff[Jlo-SasOft Chnm." 860; Cf. Joranson, 0'. cit.~ p. ss. note 63. 
J8 Annall" Bminiani, 862. 
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In the middle of the ninth century, the vikings found their 
way to the shores of the Mediterranean. Mention has al
ready been made of the voyage to Lisbon and Seville in 844. 
In 859 Northmen appeared in Galicia and were defeated by 
its governor. Then they went south, again to be repelled at 
the mouth of the river Guadalquivir. Thereupon they sailed 
through the Strait of Gibraltar into the Mediterranean, stop
ping off at Algeciras to bum its mosque. Next they went 
to Nekor, the present-day Mezemma, on the coast of 
Morocco. In a hard-fought battle with the Moors, they 
were victorious, and captured, in addition to much booty, two 
Moorish princesses and many slaves. The princesses were 
promptly bought back by the Moors, while the slaves were 
brought to Ireland, where they were .. dubbed" Fir gorm 
or " blue men." .. Thereupon the vikings in Morocco sepa
rated into two groups. One fleet returned through the Strait 
of Gibraltar and thence to Ireland, while the other harried 
the shores of Mercia in Mediterranean Spain. Thence the 
latter vikings went to the Balearic Islands, later to establish 
winter quarters on the island of Camargue, at the mouth of 
the Rhone. After a profitable trip up the Rhone, they 
turned homeward through the Strait of Gibraltar, visiting 
on their way the Pamplonians in the province of Navarrc, 
who were permitted to purchase immunity for 90,000 
denares.·· In 862 they arrived in Brittany, and intense war
fare followed in this province as well as in Anjou and the 
vicinity. Many of them served as mercenaries in the 
struggle between Robert of Neustria and Solomon of 
Brittany. 

• The Old Norse • bu. .......... • may be translated .. dark men". In 
the North. Africa was referred to as Blaul.rtd. These" dark men" 
long remained in Ireland and are mentinned in the Irish chronicles. 
See Thru Frag~, pp. 162-t63: Steenstrup, DP. cit., voL ii, p.. 2g'J. 

··liteenstrup, 0'. w., vol. ii, pp. 296-30". 
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In 86s the Northmen turned to Aquitaine for a few years 
of plunder. In 865 they went up the Seine to Pitres and 
sacked Orleans, Portiers and other towns.'" In January of 
866 they met Charles the Bald, who by this time had suc
ceeded in raising an army, at Melun, on the Qther side of 
Paris. When the vikings began to attack the Franks, the 
latter fled without striking a blow." After this fiasco, 
Charles was compelled to pay for peace. This time the 
charge was 4,000 pounds of silver" according to the North
men's weight ", and a quantity of wine.'· Having received 
the tribute, the vikings put to sea, and, for a whole decade, 
the Seine region was free from their depredations. 

In the region along the Loire, the vikings were ineffectively 
opposed by Charles the Bald and Solomon of Brittany. The 
latter made peace with the viking leader Hastein and recog
nized his right to remain unmolested on the lower Loire. 
But with the approach of spring in 8'72, Hastein suddenly 
'took to his ships and rowed up to Angers, whose population 
fled to the interior. Instead of making a raid and then 
moving on, as was generally the viking custom, Hastein 
remained. The city, situated on a high cliff-island in the 
river Mayenne, proved to be well fortified and easy to defend 
and therefore excellently suited for a viking stronghold. 
When no show of arms was sufficient to rout the Northmen 
from Angers, the Franks and the Bretons conceived the idea 
of changing the route of the river so as to place the viking 
ships on dry land. The vikings realized their plight and 
promised under oath to depart in peace, to pay a considerable 
sum of money to Charles the Bald, and never to rob or to 

.. Atmal,s B.mmom. 865. 
"Ibid., 866. 
.. IbiG. The Nortbmen evidently "had reason to suspect not only 

the weight and fineness of the Frankish coins, but also the good faith 
of the Fnnkish officials in the _. of weighing· (Jorauson, op. <it.. 
p. 54. note 61). 
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permit robbing within his domains as long as he lived. On 
these conditions they were permitted to remain at N oir
moutier until the following February, "in order that they 
might be able to carry on peaceful trade." Their promises 
were secured by the handing over of pawns. But in spite 
of their oaths and pawns, the vikings stayed on after their 
time of grace had expired and occasionally made raids into 
the hinterland. •• 

In September of 876 more than one hundred viking ships 
came up the Seine. The relatively ineffective opposition 
offered by the rulers of the territory along the Seine was in 
itself an invitation to the vikings to repeat their attack. The 
Northmen were informed of the fact that Charles the Bald 
bad marched toward Aix and Cologne to secure the king
dom of Louis the German, who bad died in the same year. 
At Andemack the forces of Charles were completely routed 
by an army of Saxons and Thuringians," and any offensive 
move against the Northmen was now out of question. For 
a consideration of 5,000 pounds of silver, "according to 
weight," the Northmen agreed to depart.··~ At this time an 
agreement was also made between the magnates of the region 
of the lower Loire and a viking band established there. The 
amount of the tribute paid is not known. but it seems prob
able that it was less than 5.000 pounds. IT 

After the death of Charles the Bald in 877, the various 
viking bands bought off by him returned. In July of 879 
a large viking army which had found life rather dull in 
England crossed to Flanders. Having sacked Therouanne, 
they followed the Scheldt and plundered Brabrant. In 
November they bad taken Ghent and established their head-

.. A-u. Bm ......... 8n
•• Ibid .• 8~ 

"lbid~ 817. 
a! Joranson. 0;. <it. l' 96. note 21 and p. 108. 
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quarters for the winter in that city. It was also about this 
time that Northmen captured Count Eberhard of Frisia, who 
later was released for a high ransom." In 880 the vikings 
lost several thousand men in the famous battle of Saucourt, 
near the river Somme.·· .. 

In 881 Danish Northmen had established themselves at 
Elsloo by the Maas and from here went on excursions to 
Ab<, Cologne, Bonn and Trier. Having taken the city of 
Aachen, they used its church of St. Mary as a stable for 
their horses." In 882 Charles the Fat gathered a large 
army which met the Danes at Elsloo. Following negotia
tions between Charles and the viking chieftains Godfred, 
Sigfred and Orm, peace was agreed upon. Godfred received 
a large sum of money and was to gain complete control of the 
greater part of Holland, i. e., between the Ylie and the 
Scheldt. In turn Godfred agreed to become baptized and 

. to protect his grant against other vikings'" This settling 
of Northmen in Frisia, though it anticipated the last phase 
of the viking aggression, namely colonization, was of short 
duration, lasting only four years or from 882 to 886 .. ' 
Permanent settlements were not established until a genera
tion later. In 883, after only one year of occupancy, God
fred considered himself sufficiently entrenched in his prov
ince to forget his promises and permitted another viking 
army to pass through his domains into the adjoining region 
along the Rhine. In this campalgn Duisburg was captured, 
and when the vikings finally were forced to retreat, the 
town was burned." The Northmen lost a hundred or more 

as AnMle.r Fvldenu.r, 880; Steenstr'UPt ofJ~ cif., vol. U, p. 197. 
" Annalt.r FtdMnses, 880. 
60 Annat,s Ftddmse.r, 881; SteenstnJp, 0' .. m., vol. ii, p. 19!)

.. Am>ok.r Ftddntn.r, 88z; A.Mk, Berli,.;""i, 88z. 

.. See AngW-S ....... CImm., aaa-886 • 

.. AnlO4l ... Ftddntns, 884. 
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men in this encounter, which was their last in the upper 
Rhine region. 

When Godfred found that his province provided insuffi
cient quantities of wine for his men, he threatened to break 
the peace with Charles the Fat unless the latter gave him 
also Coblenz, Andernach and a few· other wine-producing 
districts." Charles contrived to have Godfred killed, and 
his followers were soon annihilated or absorbed by the 
other war-lords in the Low Countries and France. 

In 882 Godfred and Sigfred had plundered and laid waste 
virtually every place of importance in the territory compris
ing the valleys of the lower Rhine, the Meuse and the 
Scheldt. Most of the inhabitants, the clergy in particular, 
had fled before the devastation." After several unsuccess
ful attempts by the East Franks to check the invaders, it 
was finally agreed that the vikings should cease their opera
tions in the East Frankish kingdom during the life-time of 
Charles upon the payment of 2.412 pounds of gold and 
silver to the vikings. Godfred was to become a Christian 
and accept baptism. Two hundred ships1aden with booty 
were sent home, while the vikings themselves went into the 
neighboring kingdom of the West Franks to continue their 
operations." Later Sigfred and Orm established themselves 
in the Cloister of Conde in Hennegan, within the domains 
of Carleman. From here they harried in Flanders, Brabant 
and Picardy. The Northmen continued to capture and slay 
the Christians, to demolish the churches, and to bum the 
cities; in the winter of 883-884, the entire region between 
the Somme and the Seine was laid waste. Carloman was 
forced to resort to the method employed by Charles the 
Bald; namely. to offer silver to the enemy. The vikings 

.. SkenStrup, op. rn, veL i. p. 18S. 

4.1 Joranson,. 01. cit'J p. :a4<).. 

U Annales Fultknses, 88a 
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demanded "I2,000 pounds of pure and tested silver accord
ing to the Northmen's weight," the largest tribute ever heard 
of up to this time. The collecting of this fabulous sum had 
to be extended over a period of seven month\ and " it may 
be taken for granted that the tax fell, as usual, on that part 
of the population which was least able to pay; in other words, 
that the holders of mansi:' together with priests and mer
chants, were forced to pay not only what might be regarded 
as their legitimate share, but also that additional amount 
which, in justice, ought to have been contributed by their 
segniors.'''· In November of 884, the Northmen left a 
harren country; some went to England, others to the king
dom of the East Franks, where they chose Louvain for their 
winter headquarters. 

In 884, after Carloman had been accidentally killed while 
hunting, the vikings went against Charles the Fat who, upon 
the death of Carloman, had become the king also of the 
West Franks. From him they demanded another 12,000 

pounds of silver." Since he was unable to pay, the vikings 
began to plunder, and in the spring of 885 they captured 
Rouen. After a series of encounters, the Northmen with a 
fleet of 700 larger ships and many smaller ones reached Paris 
in November. Then followed the memorable siege of 
Paris." 

The vikings desired to pass through the city of Paris in 
order to pillage up the Seine, but the leaders of Paris refused 
to grant the request. During the winter of 885-886 a hard 
struggle was fought over the possession of Paris. Using 

41' A JfSQtI.$'U.f was an estate or a farm, not exceeding twelve acres iD 
area (Du Canze, Glossary of Mediewl Lat ... ) . 

.. JoransoDt 01. cil.J p. 134-

.. A......z .. Ftdd ....... 88{; Voge1, o~. <it., pp. 31&.319; JoransoD 
(op. cif., p. 137) doubts that a second Ia,ODO pounds was ever detmmded 

50 For an aceount of the siege of Paris, see Kendrick. 0'. cit., P. 215-
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many devices, the vikings unsuccessfully attacked time and 
again. In February, 886, when their position began to 
weaken, the Parisians bought ofi' Sigfred with the paltry 
sum of sixty pounds of silver; but the other viking chief
tains continued the siege. The Franks held the city and 
finally, after much hesitation, Charles the Fat arrived with 
aid. But instead of striking a decisive blow at the North
men, he offered them money for their departure. Since the 
army of Charles, to all appearances, was sufficiently strong 
to rout the war-worn vikings, had an earnest attempt been 
made, this course of action seems difficult to understand." 

The vikings received permission to advance up the Seine 
to Burgundy, where they intended to plunder during the 
following winter. In addition Charles promised to pay them 
700 pounds of silver the following spring. The v.ikings 
had thus attained more than they first demanded. 

The people of Paris and their leaders, on the other hand, 
showed a plucky spirit. Disregarding the agreement, they 
refused to permit the vikings to sail through their city, and 
as a result the vikings were compelled to drag their ships 
overland to the Seine on the other side of the city'" In 
Burgundy, a rich country heretofore virtually untouched by 
the vikings, these N orthmen carried on their traditional 
activity of plundering, burning and killing. The fact that 
Paris itself was spared cannot be ascribed to the agreement, 
but to " the valor and endurance of its defenders."·· Bur
gundy was made practically a wilderness by the following 
spring. 

Most students of the viking operations in France have 
come to the conclusion that "if the Franks had set aside 
their selfish, personal interests, and had patriotically united 

.. See Joranson, ot. cit., Po 146. and the references listed there. 

.. Keoddck, d;. cif., p. 218. 

.. Joranson, ot. cit., p. 152, note 83. 
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their efforts in defense of their land and their possessions, 
they would in the end have prevailed over the vikings." The 

. weakness lay not so much with the kings as with .. the per
verse character of the West Frankish nobility," whose" in
creasing greed and selfishness" and " declining~ if not utter 
lack of patriotism" the viking leaders were not slow to util
ize." "Payment of Danegeld was, with the nobles. the 
preferred method of securing the removal of the vikings. 
By this expedient the magnates, in the first place, escaped all 
danger and all expense; for if to raise the tribute, taxes 
were levied also on demesnial holdings, these taxes could 
easily be shifted to the peasantry. Furthermore, in collect
ing the taxes due from their dependents, the magnates were 
able to reap a considerable harvest for themselves."" 

In the spring of 887 the vikings returned to Paris to col
lect the 700 pounds of silver which. was due. They re
,ceived the money but refused to leave. An armed struggle 
ensued. The vikings turned towards the Marne and estab
lished themselves in a fortified camp at Chessy, not far from 
Meaux. They spent the winter plundering and devastating 
in Champagne and northern Normandy. In 888 they sacked 
Meaux and attacked several other towns. Odo, the new 
king, collected an army to protect Paris. Leaving Paris 
alone, the vikings centered their activities in Neustria, Bur
gundy and Aquitaine. In 889 Odo, at the head of an army 
of Franks, Aquitainians and Burgundians, met the vikings 
in an armed encounter. After very little fighting, payment 
of a sum of money to the vikings was agreed upon. The 
amount is not known." In 892, as a result of the severe 
famine, the N orthmen left for England, where they fought 
against Alfred the Great for three years . 

.. Ibid., 1>- 108. 
00 Ibid., p. US . 
•• Ibid., pp. 153-151. 
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In the closing years of the ninth century, a new campaign 
was launched on the Continent. The viking force which 
Alfred the Great in 896 had driven out of Mercia had gone 
back to the Seine country, and there followed fifteen years 
of irregular attacks and minor expeditions. In 897 Odo 
was compelled to pay a second Danegeld of an unknown 
amount. aT In the years that followed, the rulers of the 
Franks tried to drive out the vikings but they were no more 
successful than the previous rulers. Finally, Charles the 
Simple conceived the idea of making peace with the N orth
men in a way that involved neither combat nor the payment 
of a tribute in cash. He offered Rollo," the viking leader, 
a part of the territory which later became known as the 
province of Normandy, as a fief, on the condition that Rollo 
embraced Christianity and paid homage to Charles. Rollo 
accepted these terms. The legend has it that Rollo placed 
his hands between the hands of Charles, which was the feudal 
fashion of doing homage for a fief. This was something 
"neither his father, nor his grandfather, nor his great
grand-father before him had ever done for any man." The 
legend further states that Rollo refused to kiss the king's 
foot, and when one of his companions was told to do it for 
him, the latter lifted the king's foot so high and c1wnsily 
that the king was overturned; all of which caused great 
amusement among the assembled N orthmen." 

This marks the beginning of Normandy, founded in 9II, 
as well as the end of viking attacks of major importance in 
this region. Thus, in the Carolingian Empire also, the 

"'11X4., pp. 158-162-
.. Atwnpls have been made to show ·that Rollo was a Norwegian • 

Dane and a Swede. Although not conclusively proven, it seems as if the 
Norwegians had the best claims. For a summary of the debate over the 
nationality of Roll", see H. Preotout, E ..... ..... .,.;g;,..s .t /0 ftmtlGlitm 
• Dwife de NDnntmdie (Pari$, 1911), p. 153 et uq . 

.. C. H. Haskins, No.....aM ill Eurof>e<m Hi.s101"9 (Boston, 1915), p. Z/. 
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viking enterprises had reached their last phase; namely, that 
of colonization. Here as elsewhere, upon assuming respon
sibility for the safety of their region of occupancy, the 
N orthmen gradually ceased to engage in their traditional 
harrying. ~ 

In other parts of the Empire, vikings continued their mar
auding operations. Two more Danegelds were paid, one in 
924 and the other in 926. The former may have been quite 
large, for it was raised by a general tax levied throughout 
Francia. The latter, raised in both Francia and Burgundy, 
was the last payment of which there is any record." Nantes, 
Angers, Tours and Orleans were again sacked; but with the 
recapture of Nantes in 937 by Alan Bartetorte, the viking 
menace was no longer a real danger even in the lower Loire 
region. The victory of the Bretons over the Normans two 
years later marked the end of the Norman insurrection, and 
from then onward all Francia was free from viking attacks. 

The first Danegeld on the Continent was paid in Frisia in 
810, fou!; years before the death of Charlemagne. The 
amount is not known. There were subsequent payments in 
836, 837, B46 and 852. These early tributes were all .. dis
tinctly local in character" and had not been sanctioned by 
the king or ruler who at the time was vested with sovereign 
authority in Frisia.61 In this respect" the Frisian Danegeld 
differed both from the West Frankish and the English Dane
gelds, which, whether tributary or stipendiary. were always 
paid by, or in the name of, the monarch." Between 845 and 
926 there were twelve or thirteen payments of general Dane
geld, i. e., paid by the rulers or on their behalf." Since the 
exact amounts are given only on seven occasions, the total 
sum of money involved cannot be definitely stated. The 

eo ]oranson, tip. cit., pp. 169, 113-
61 See swJ1ro, p. 123. 

et Joranson" ol~ cif., pp.. 237, J6. 
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seven known tributes were paid as follows: 7,000 pounds in 
845, 5,000 in 861, 6,000 in 862, 4,000 in 866, 5,000 in 877 
(to the Seine vikings), 2,412 in 882 (to Godfred), 12,000 
in 884, and 700 in 886. The aggregate sum is 42,1l2 
pounds; "perhaps the remaining payments would at least 
double that figure and possibly triple it." The amounts paid 
in local Danegeld and for ransom are not ascertainable." 
The last tribute paid by the crown was in 926, but local as
sessments might well have been made even after that date, 
although the records are silent on this point. On the whole, 
the tributes were smaller on the Continent than in England, 
but it is found that the earlier levies in England, which, 
roughly speaking, were contemporary with those of France, 
were no higher than those of the latter country." There 
.. scarcely can be any doubt that the invaders secured more 
treasure through plunder than through the payment of 
tribute." .. Such were the viking operations in the Caro
lingian Empire . 

.. Ibid., p. :n6 . 

.. Ibid., p. IS. 

.. lbid .. p. 217. 



CHAPTER IX 

SUMMARY 

THE material structure of society in the North before 
and ·during the viking period rested upon the cultivation of 
the soil Supplementing agriculture as a source of liveli
hood were fishing, hunting, and trade and piracy. In addi
tion, the Northmen had for centuries launched occasional 
predatory raids as well as campaigns of prolonged warfare 
in foreign lands. But, although warfare had been a rather 
common source of livelihood in the North even prior to the 
viking period, the advent of the viking age inaugurated a 

. marked shift in emphasis, and marauding as an occupation 
became more prominent than ever before. 

In some cases there was a connection between the politi
cal unrest in the North and the viking aggression abroad, 
but on a larger canvas this connection appears to have been 
largely incidental. A number of viking leaders, like Gan
ger-Rolf for instance, were exiles who were very active both 
in the West and in the North itself, against the rulers; but 
these leaders were exceptions and their transactions of rela
tively slight consequence. Although political ambitions 
appear to have been partly responsible for the earlier hostili
ties between the Danes and the Carolingians, in the long run 
economic considerations were paramount. The collectors of 
more than 40,000 pounds in less than twenty years were little 
concerned over the political boundaries. 1 Seldom, and for 

1 Thi. i. the aggregate sum of the known JIIl'lDODIS, but the total 
return. from the campaigns in the Carolingian kingdom were doubtless 
• __ 1 limes larger. See sutrG. pp. 138-139-

140 
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the most part only toward the end of the viking period, were 
viking ventures .. engineered, equipped and controlled by 
kings of Norway, Sweden and Denmark.'" Indeed, the 
northern rulers .. were more often embarrassed than grati
fied by the surprising exploits of their countrymen" in the 
lands across the sea.' 

The vikings were primarily "appropriators" or rather 
.. expropriators." • The Asa-religion constituted no bar to 
their enterprises! It considered aggression not only per
missible but also desirable. Only those who had fallen in 
battle or from wounds were worthy of entering Valhalla to 
participate in the never-ceasing fighting and feasting, and to 
be waited upon by the beautiful Valkyries. " Laughing 
shall I die," the ancient skald makes Ragnar Lodbrok sing.· 

Of no small importance in the growth of the viking enter
prises were the strides made in seamanship and technique of 
shipbuilding. Though generally undeclced, the viking ships 
were .. seaworthy enough to traverse regularly that most 
stormy ocean between Norway, Greenland and America." 
The mariners who sailed them, though without a single in
strument of navigation, found a sufficient guide in the sea 
and sky.' 

• Kendrick, op. w., Po 7. 
'!bid., po ,s. 
• Gustav Storm, Krilisu b'-drag fil J'ifti"llelitlms lUst""" po lI6. 
• Christianity rested but lightly on the shoulders of the vikings. Even 

long after the Northmen bad accepted th. Christian faith, many of them 
continued to drink toasts to Christ and the Apostles with the same vigor 
that they formerly had toasted to Odin and Thor. Hincmar (AIIMk. 
B"lilli"",) states that in 876 several Northmen were baptized and brought 
before Charles the Bald, who .. rewarded them geoerously, but they c0n

tinued to live like heathens.» 

• Rudolf Keyser, TM Religimt of fM Norlm..e.. (New York, '&54), 
p. ,67. 

• S. C. GilfiIIan, o~ cif~ P. 48. 
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In its effect, the viking aggression had much in common 
with the great migrations that took place a few centuries 
earlier, and in relation to the larger history of the world, 
the viking unrest may well be considered as one of the move
ments in which later developments in Europe had their incep
tion. The viking enterprises brought Nordic blood and in
stitutions to many parts of Europe and helped to establish 
new political units, notably the Russian principalities and, in 
a measure, Normandy. But while the viking movement may 
in some respects resemble the V iilkerwanderungen, there 
were nevertheless marked differences between the two pheno
mena. In the great migrations the peoples moved en 'inasse 
from one habitat to another, and the abandoned region re
mained without a population until the arrival of other tribes. 
The viking enterprises consisted of many individual ventures, 
directed at several regions and pursued with varied degrees 

. of intensity from year to year for more than two centuries. 
The primary purpose of the participants was not to settle 
down permanently in the region to which they came, nor to 
establish colonies. With the exception of the settling of Ice
land and some of the islands off Scotland, colonization was 
not a matter of predetermined policy. The viking enter
prises were originally based upon individual initiative, and 
the aim was to secure immediate material gain, either by 
piracy, trade and raids on foreign shores, by exacting taxes 
or tributes, or by serving as mercenaries in the employ of 
foreign potentates. While a certain part of the population 
emigrated, the great majority remained at home. Both 
warrior and merchant vikings generally retained their head
quarters in the North, even though their activities took them 
to distant places. 

The many-sidedness of the viking activities reflects the 
Northmen's ability to adapt themselves to the different con
ditions in the various regions to which they came, as well as 
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to the changes brought about in the course of time in the 
same region. Thus, the greater emphasis placed upon trade 
in the operations in Russia came more as a result of the 
environmental factors than from a proclivity to trade on 
the part of the Swedish vikings. Considerable changes oc
curred even at this early time in every one of the regions to 
which the vikings came during two centuries and a half. 
During this long period the viking activities underwent an 
evolution from a rather inconspicuous beginning as piracy 
and occasional raiding on land to military operations of in
ternational consequence, as demonstrated by the viking power 
in Kiev, England and Normandy. For a time England was 
ruled by Danish kings, Ireland by Norwegians and Russia by 
men from Sweden. With increasingly stronger opposition 
abroad, consolidations and mergers within the ranks of the 
viking leaders became more frequent. This trend toward 
monopolistic practices in turn made the viking enterprises, in 
their chief forms of marauding and warfare, less remunera
tive to the individual participants. The activities having 
expanded until they reached a point which called for con
certed action on the part of the promoters, the latter were 
forced to take a hand in the administration of the various 
regions that constituted their "markets U in order to safe
guard their interests, or more specifically, in order that they 
might retain their power of collecting tributes. This en
tailed a number of problems which only a king or a leader 
possessing a military organization could cope with success
fully. In this new order, the "little fellow U had no place. 
On the surface, the ceding of Normandy to the Northmen 
may seem to be somewhat different from the conquests in 
England and Ireland, but fundamentally the development 
was very much the same. 

There were periods during which viking activity was 
greater and the returns higher than at other times. When 
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there were strong leaders in England, Ireland and the Care
lingian Empire, the profits from the viking enterprises fell 
off markedly, and, as a result, fewer " deals " were attempted 
or contemplated. But as soon as the opposition again be
came weak, the vikings were on hand to malte the most of 
the situation. 

In addition to the more or less official payments made by 
the rulers of the harassed lands to the various viking lead
ers, there were necessarily innumerable other" takings" of 
which there are no or only fragmentary records in existence. 
It is quite impossible to give figures for the returns of the 
activities in Ireland, Russia and some of the other fields. 
Furthennore, in order fully to appreciate the vaIue of the 
payments of which the annals tell, it would be necessary to 
translate the sums involved into terms of purchasing power 
of the present era, a task of insurmo!1l1table obstacles. 

The viking activities dominated an epoch in the history 
of the North. But times changed. Like any other form of 
human enterprise, the traffic ran its course and was discon
tinued when it ceased to be profitable. The rulers across the 
seas obtained a firmer hold in their respective regions, and 
as time elapsed, dissension within their domains became less 
violent. All along the western front of viking operation, 
the traditional victims overcame the technological advantages 
of the Northmen by securing fleets with which they success
fully resisted the attacks of the vikings; their forces on land 
were also being strengthened until they became real obstacles 
to the marauders from the North. In the East the contacts 
between the vikings in Russia, who had settled to become 
traders and an upper go~ing class, and the Swedes across 
the Baltic gradually lapsed, and the former resisted any ad
vances made by their cousins of a later day. Since no honor 
was attached to being repelled and returning empty-handed, 
marauding as an occupation lost its appeal to the sons of the 
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former vikings. In time it became distinctly out of fashion, 
and the warrior viking lost caste also in the North, as is sug
gested by a saga-quotation from the closing decades of the 
viking period. " Trading is now more highly spoken of," 
says Brynjolf to his son when the latter asked for a viking 
ship with which to go out on a plundering voyage.· But 
as time elapsed, the changed conditions, both in the North 
itself and in the traditional .. markets", caused trade to be 
pursued on a new basis. Fighting prowess became less im
portant. Under the conditions that the new order imposed, 
most Northmen apparently lacked the qualifications for suc>
cessful traders and faded out of the picture. During the 
viking period proper, the Frisians and the Anglo-Saxons 
were very active traders throughout Northwestern Europe." 
In the years that followed, North German and Frisian mer
chants came to the North in increasing numbers, and whether 
they resided at home or in Scandinavia, they soon gained a 
virtual control of the commercial life of Northern Europe. 
They became the predominant element of the population in 
practically all the commercial centers of the North; Visby, at 
one time the foremost trading mart in the Baltic, reached its 
height under the influence of German traders chiefly, and 
became an important member of the Hanseatic League. 
The Northmen themselves, on the other hand, turned more 
to farming and allied pursuits, paying little attention to what 
took place outside their own immediate domains. Since 
there was no one handy to rob, the viking business, figura
tively speaking, was reorganized, went into receivership and 
finally ceased to exist in the eleventh or twelfth century. 

• Egir. Saga, ch. 32. 

• See Ell .. Wadstein, Nordm DC" P'ii.st...,.opg ogaffmllll lid. 
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